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BOOK THE TENTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

It is amongst the tribes treated of in this book that we first

meet with some which have the curious custom of calling

themselves, their languages, or both, by words sprung from

their negative adverbs. Whether this custom exists further

to the north, I am unable to say; but from the Dawson

Eiver and Expedition Eange to nearly as far as Wentworth,

at the junction of the Darling and Murray, a distance of

seven hundred and fifty miles as the crow flies, we find it

pretty generally prevalent. In many of the tribes described

in this book, in which this custom does not obtain, we find

the tribal name ending in hurra. It is also observable that

in the portion of the continent under notice, the opossum-rug

is in use in some of the tribes, and also the word Murri, the

equivalent of Blackfellow, which the Revd. Mr. Ridley seems

to have thought pretty general throughout Australia. In

this locality also the small-pox, originally introduced at

Sydney, terminated its ravages. Finally, in this book will

be found the account of a tribe, taken from replies to my
Questions, sent to me by an aboriginal Black, who had

learnt to read and write.

A 2



THE AUSTRALIAN RACE;

No. 136.—FROM PORT DENISON TO CAPE

GLOUCESTER.

By Sekoeant B. Shea.

The country of the Bumbarra tribe extends from about

Port Denison to Cape Grloucester, and inland as far as the

head of the Proserpine River, or nearly so. In this tribe

opossum cloaks are in use; but -whether throughout the

t-wenty7four hours, or only at night, my informant, Sergeant

Shea, does not state. Objects made of the skin of the

kangaroo, pieces of shell attached to the hair by means of

beeswax, and necklaces made of stems of grass cut into

short lengths and threaded, are worn as ornaments. The
weapons of the tribe are a good deal carved, and amongst
them are wooden swords five feet in length, spears and clubs

of course, boomerangs of both sorts, but not the wommera,
which, however, is used by neighbouring tribes, and the

Bumbarra have a name for. In fact, whatever the reason

may be for the neglect of this instrument by some tribes,

I do not think that in any case it can be attributed to their

not being acquainted with it.

The Bumbarra do not object to teU their names, and my
contributor gives Karilla and Whychaka as those of men, and
Denterbargo and Helmerago as those of women. Girls

become wives at about twelve years of age; marriages be-

tween relatives are prohibited, and women rear (ox used to

rear) three children each on an average. The canoes of the
Bumbarra are made of pieces of bark stripped from the

ironbark-tree and sewn together, and rendered watertight



FEOM PORT DENISON TO CAPE GLOUCESTEE. 5

by smearing with the gum of the pine-tree.. The male

youths are admitted to the rights of men by means of secret

ceremonies. Message-sticks are in use.

Turning to the vocabulary, _/?re and wood are expressed by

almost the same word. Good and sweet, as frequently

happens, are also expressed by one word. Food and eat are

expressed by one term, and thirst and water by another,

probably the result of a misunderstanding in these two

cases.



THE AUSTRALIAN RACE

No. 136.—PORT DENISON TO CAPE GLOUCESTER.

By Sbegeant B. Shea.

Kangaroo -
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THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

No. 137.—TOWER HILL AND CORNISH CREEKS—TATEBURRA
TRIBE.

By F. L. Daihtjnty, Esq.

Kangaroo -



TOWER HILL AKD CORNISH CREEKS.

No. 137.—TowBE Hill and Cornish Cebeks—Tateburba Tribb-

continued.

Mouth



10 THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

No. 138.—UPPER THOMSON {Lat. 22", Long. 144°, or thereabouts).

By Robert Christison, Esq.

Unfortunately, Mr. Christison's manuscript is uidistinot, so that some of

the words cannot be relied on.

Kangaroo -
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12 THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

No. 139.—HEAD OF DIAMANTINA.

By Montagtt Cukb, Esq.

This vocabulary has much in common with those of the Upper Flinders

and Porter's Range.

Kangaroo -
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No. 139.—Head of



14 THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

No. UO.-DIAMANTINA RIVER, MIDDLETON CREEK.-

THE GOA TRIBE.

By Edwabd CtTEB, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 140.—DiAMASTINA RiVEE,. MiDDLETON CeEEK.—ThE GoA TrIBE-



16 THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

No. 141.—WESTERN RIVER.

By Mk. John Haines (at the request of Sir Samuel Wilson).

Kangaroo -
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18 THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

No. 142.—MAIN RANGE BETWEEN THE BELYANDO

AND CAPE RIVERS WATERS.

Bt James MacGlashan, Esq.

Foe the following vocabulary and account of tlie Koom-
bokkaburra tribe I am indebted to the kindness of Mr.

James MacGrlashan, who has been, off and on, for ten years a

resident in their country. The vocabulary, it will be seen,

differs but little from that of the Belyando as given by Mr.

Muirhead.

The country of the tribe is the Main Dividing Range
between the Cape and Belyando Rivers. It was first occu-

pied by the Whites in 1862, the tribe at that time being

estimated at about four hundred souls. It has since been

reduced to one-half of that number, and Mr. MacGlashan
attributes the falling off to abandonment of the old style of

living, and to the use of salt beef and tobacco. Alcoholic

drinks of every sort are held in abhorrence by the tribe, who
dislike the smell and decline to taste them.

Infanticide, my informant says, is not practised, as far as

he knows, but that since the coming of the Whites a great

many young children die of cold and low fever.
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Mr. MacGlashan thinks tliat the women of the tribe live

occasionally to a greater age than the men. Several, he

says, have hair perfectly white, and even fifteen years ago

were of the most venerable appearance, and that altogether

the duration of life amongst the tribe is not different from

amongst ourselves. During the day the men go naked, but

most of them have a few skins of the opossum, sewn together

with string made of the smaller intestines of the animal, in

which they sleep at night, huddled up between several small

fires. One of their greatest miseries is what they suffer from

mosquitos. This they endeavour to mitigate by the smokes

of several small fires. Occasionally too they squirt water

upwards from the mouth, so that it descends in a light

vapour and frees them from these tormentors for a time.

The young women wear in front an apron of spun opossum

fur about eight inches long and five deep. It is generally

given up after the birth of the first or second child. Such

as can obtain clothes from the Whites wear them. By way

of ornament, the skin is often rubbed with a mixture of

grease and red ochre ; bracelets and necklaces are also made of

strong grass-stems, cut into lengthTand strung on threads.

Another ornament is a mussel-shell, polished to resemble

mother-of-pearl, which is suspended by a lock of the hair,

and hangs down on the forehead as low as the eyebrows.

They also adorn themselves with the feathers of the emu,

cockatoo, and other birds. Of nets, and baskets, and girdles

they have several sorts, some made from a tough grass, and

others from the fibre of the kurrajong-tree. With their nets

they catch fish, and also marsupials of several sorts. Those

used for the last purpose are sometimes several hundred

yards long. Their knives and tomahawks are of bluestone,

ground down by rubbing on rough sandstone. Their weapons

are the boomerang which returns when thrown, and is

neatly carved, the shield, the usual varieties of clubs, and

spears which are thrown by hand. Mr. MacG-lashan remarks

that he has seen the wommera or throwing-stick amongst

B 2



20 THE AUSTRALIAN RACE:

them, but it is not in use, and is foreign to the tribe. Their

weapons are usually smeared with red ochre, set off with a

smudge of pipe-clay here and there. The implements used in

the manufacture of such articles are the bone knife and the

tooth of the kangaroo. For food, besides the usual animals

and birds, which they sometimes cook in ovens of a temporary

character, the Koombokkaburra have a sort of yam, which

grows in loose soil and scrubs, is white in color, and in taste

not unlike a turnip. They also prepare some portion of the

zamia, (palm), shelling the edible portion (which my in-

formant does not particularize) into a basket, and steeping it

in water for three or four days. It is then ground between

two stones, wrapped in a covering of ti-tree bark, and so

baked. They have also the sweet potato, which, being un-

cultivated, is small. The young men and women are for-

bidden to eat certain sorts of food, such as the emu, swan,

scrub and plain turkeys, and the eggs of these birds. The

eel, the black-headed snake, and other animals are also on

the schedule of forbidden foods. The reason assigned by the

old folks for these restrictions is, that the richness of these

foods would kill the young, and so persuaded are the young

of the truth of this assertion, that Mr. MacGlashan is con-

vinced they would rather die of hunger than infringe their

law. They call this law knagana, which va&^ns forbidden.

Concerning cannibalism Mr. MacGlashan gives the

following particulars:—" I never had ocular proof of it, but

the Blacks have told us it does occur. They made the state-

ment themselves unasked, and could have no object in

deceiving us. I will mention the two cases on which I

ground my belief. Some years ago when the Blacks were
first let on to the station, one of them, a fine vigorous young
fellow, used to help at lambing and other light work about
the place. He left to go to a meeting of one of the neigh-

bouring tribes, which unfortunately was on a cattle-run,

which, coming to the ears of the owner, a dispersal was
ordered, and the unfortunate young fellow got a bullet
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througli him, of which he died next day, the body being
eaten and the bones conveyed to his friends for interment.
The other case, which happened two months ago (September,

1880), was that of a girl of fifteen years of age, who with
several others were dispersed for unwittingly allowing the

grass to take fire on the bank of a river, on which they were
fishing. This was on the territory of the tribe. She was
brought here, and died the day after she received the shot,

and the body was eaten, and the bones carried by her relations

to the place of her nativity. It is only on such rare occasions

as these, when individuals in health come to a sudden end,

that cannibalism occurs in this tribe." To an observer of

languages, it is interesting to note the new signification of

the verb to disperse : that when a Black girl of fifteen is shot

down she is said to be dispersed.

The Koombokkaburra do not object to tell their names.

Usually they marry in the tribe, but sometimes get wives

from adjoining tribes. Girls are promised in infancy, and
become wives at about fourteen. Males are made young
men after the beard is somewhat grown, after which they are

at liberty to get a wife if they can. A few of the old men
have two or three wives. A widow is the property of a

brother of the deceased husband, and if young is taken by
the heir, no matter how many wives he may already have.

Sometimes, however, she is given away. If she be old, she

is allowed to do pretty much as she likes. The mortality

amongst children is great, and is ascribed to cold (probably

at night) and low fever combined. The women rear about

two each, which my informant says belong to the tribe (no

doubt the class) of the mother. Men and women scar the

skin and pierce the septum of the nose. Circumcision is not

practised. In mourning they cut the thighs and the head

until blood flows ; the men also blacken their bodies with a

compound of burnt bark and grease. The women plaster the

head with clay and ashes till not a particle of hair is visible,

which gives them the appearance of having on an earthen

skull-cap. These Blacks, says my informant, have a
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religious belief of some sort, and a strong dislike to liear the

dead mentioned. They have no canoes. Kangaroo are

captured principally with nets. Emu are speared in dry

weather when water remains in but few holes. Having found

by the tracks those commonly frequented, the Black, provided

with a spear, ascends some tree near at hand, from which he

suspends a bunch of emu feathers with a string. When the

birds come to water, he imitates their cry, and they, with the

curiosity, so characteristic of them, proceed to examine the

bunch of feathers, when the Black hid amongst the boughs

overhead spears one of them. Fish is taken with nets.

Speaking of the women, Mr. MacGlashan says their hair is

thick, soft, and wavy, and if dressed and allowed to grow

long would be considered beautiful. Its color is dark-

brown in the young, with a strong tinge of auburn. I have

noticed the same amongst the Goulburn tribes. Originally

there were a good many deformed persons in the tribe.

Their deformities, sometimes in the face or hands, were

generally in the lower portion of the person. Of their dead

they dispose in several ways. Old women are burnt out of

hand and their ashes buried ; indeed they are sometimes

buried right off, without ceremony. When an old man dies,

a stage of bark is erected, four or five feet high from the

ground, on as many poles, on which the body remains whilst

the crying continues, which is usually two or three days.

The corpse is then wrapped in ti-tree bark and buried in a

sitting posture, the grave being covered with logs, until

decay has been pretty well completed. The bones are then

exhumed, collected into a bundle, and carried about by the

relatives of the deceased for a certain time, when they are

dropped into a tree which is hollow in the centre but sound
without. My informant has known trees to contain several

such lots of bones.

Fights occur in the tribe, which usually originate in

jealousies about wives. The adjoining tribes are the Wokkel-
burra, Oncooburra, PeguUoburra, and Muttaburra. Cuts are
treated with plasters of clay, and sores are wrapped in the
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heated leaves of the wild pomegranate. In this vocabulary

we have the word inda = yoM, which prevails with little

change almost to the southern extremity of the continent.

Additional Words.

Pishing net mookooroo.

Basket ------- wingen.

Hunting net myrren.

Stone knife makkarra.

Bark stage for the dead - - - - bardey.
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:

No. 142.—MAIN RANGE BETWEEN THE BBLYANDO AND CAPE

RIVERS WATERS.

By James MacGlashan, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 143.—BELYANDO RIVER.

By James Mtjirhead, Esq., and Chables Lowe, Esq.

Of the annexed vocabularies of the Belyando tribes, the first

(largely supplemented with notes) was kindly sent to me by

Mr. James Muirhead, the second was obtained by Mr. Charles

Lowe from Mr. Edward Mayne.

Mr. Muirhead informs me that the language of which his

vocabulary is a specimen is spoken (no doubt with certain

differences) by the following bwra^ or tribes :

—

The Owanburra, or Kowanburra, whose country is the

Upper Belyando.

The Wokkelburra, who inhabit the Lower Belyando to

its junction with the Suttor.

The Babbinburra, who dwell between Mistake Creek

and Clermont.

The Terraburra, who live near the Alice River.

The MunguUaburra, whose country is near Fort Cooper.

The Koombokkaburra, who inhabit Bower Downs Run.

The Muthoburra, whose country is Elgin Downs.

The Durroburra, who own some of the Burdekin and

Suttor country.

Some of these tribes, continues Mr. Muirhead, are divided

into four classes, which bear the following appellations:

—

Men. Women.

Banbey, Banbeyan,

Wongoo, Woongooan,

Oboo, Obooken,

Kargilla. Kargillahan.
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The individuals of these classes marry as follows:

—

Male. Female.

Banbey with Wongooan; offspring being - Oboo, or Obooken.

Oboo with Kargillahan; offspring being - Banbey, or Banbeyan.

Wongoo with Banbeyan; offspring being - Kargilla, or Kargillahan.

Kargilla with Obooken; offspring being - Wongoo, or Wongooan.

The system of class-marriage, Mr. Muirhead informs me,

obtains amongst two or three of the neighbouring tribes, and,

in one of them, the nomenclature of the classes is the same

as that given above, but in the others different. I also

learn the game is divided into two sorts, called Mallera and

Woothera respectively, as is also food generally, and that

certain classes are only allowed to eat certain sorts of food.

Thus, the Banbey are restricted to opossum, kangaroo, dog,

honey of small bee, &c.

To the Wongoo is allotted emu, bandicoot, black duck,

black snake, brown snake, &c.

The Oboo rejoice in carpet snakes, honey of the stinging

bee, &c., &c.

The Kargilla live on porcupine, plain turkey, &c., &c.,

and to them it appears belong water, rain, fire, and thunder,

and that they enjoy the reputation of being able to make

rain at pleasure.

Of course there are innumerable articles of food, fish,

flesh, and fowl, into the distribution of which Mr. Muirhead

does not enter. Tribes, remarks my informant, receive their

names generally from some peculiarity in their district or its

products. The food eaten by the Banbey and Kargilla is

termed Mallera, and that of the Wongoo, Oboo or Woothera.

Should a Wongoo Black, camped out by himself, dream

that he has killed a porcupine, he would believe that he

would see a Kargilla Black next day.

As is the case in Australia generally, these Blacks believe

that no strong man ever dies except as the consequence of

witchcraft ; that the old alone die from natural causes

;

that should A and B, two strong Blacks of the same tribe,

who were quite friendly, go out hunting together, and A, on
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returning to the camp, be taken suddenly ill and die, the

tribe would believe that B had killed him by means of witch-

craft, and demand his life accordingly ; and that B, in dread

of the consequence, on the first sign of serious indisposition,

would take to flight and seek the protection of some other

tribe. The result of this unusual custom is that one or two

strange Blacks are found domiciled with nearly every tribe

in this neighbourhood. On the evening of A's death, his

friends, painted for war, theirweapons inhand, wouldassemble

and proclaim that he owed his death to B ; B's friends, on

the other hand, loudly maintaining that such was not the fact.

If, after arguing the matter, A's friends adhered to their first

opinion, they would wrap up the body of the deceased in

bark, and having made a stage with a fire by it, would beat

the ground about it into dust, making it smooth and level,

and leave the corpse for that day. On the return next day of

some of the warriors, the ground which had been smoothed

would be carefully examined, and if any animal, bird, or

reptile had passed over it, its track would be easily seen,

and the murder be assigned to some member of the tribe

in whose dietary scale the animal, bird, or reptile is included.

If a brown or black snake had been there, someWongoo would

be declared to be the culprit ; if a carpet snake, an Obad ; if

a dog, a Banbey, and so on. Then would come the considera-

tion, to what particular Wongoo or Obad suspicion should

attach. If no animal had left his tracks on the prepared

ground, the friends of the deceased would try to frighten the

ghost out of the bark shroud. Failing in this, they would

again smooth down the dust, returning to the spot morning
and evening until they succeeded in catching the ghost, from
which incorporal essence they would learn to whom its release

from the body was due. This accomplished, the corpse

would be temporarily deposited in a grave, covered only with
bark, and be there allowed to remain for two months. A
half-circle would then be dug round one side of the grave,

the body be chopped up, put into fresh bark in as small a

space as could be conveniently managed, and be given to the
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mother or sister of the deceased to carry to all meetings of

the tribe, or until the death were avenged. Eemains are

sometimes carried in this way for two years. When tired of

carrying them about, they are dropped down the pipe of a

hollow tree and left there, and a ring of bark is stripped off

that and the neighbouring trees to mark the spot. Should

they fail to obtain tidings of a murder in any way, a suspicion

is apt to grow up that possibly the death came of natural

causes. "When a man dies, the women cry and cut themselves

with sharp stones. "When a woman dies, or is killed, her

remains are burnt immediately. "When bad humour pervades

the camp, they often kill a woman and think nothing of it.

The Blacks, continues Mr. Muirhead, have a great dread

of falling stars; sometimes they pretend to have seen one

enter the ground and to have dug it up. Falling stars thus

obtained are kept in their bags with mysterious secrecy and

used for incantation. My informant got them to show him

one of the stars alleged to have been dug up, and found it to

be a piece of thick glass which its owner had picked up

somewhere. My informant also writes that the Babing-

burra tribe is called after the bottle-tree; the Owenburra

tribe after the emu ; the Muthoburra after a variety of the

brigalow-tree. Children are never called after their parents

(as such names could not be used after the death of either of

the parties), but after animals, reptiles, personal peculiarities,

deformities, &c. Besides names of this sort, the first born

male child is styled Tayling, or thumb; the second Bangan-

burra, after the first finger; the third Youlgo, after the

middle finger; the fourth Boorhy, after the third finger; and

the fifth Nallumbrew, after the little finger. Like other

tribes, they never name the dead. They recover from wounds

which would be certain death to "White men.

Concerning the superstitions of the tribe, Mr. Muirhead

says that there is in that part of the continent a non-

venemous snake with a black head, called Uthagoa, or

Kuthagoa, the body of which is marked like a carpet. Con-

cerning this reptile, the Blacks say that ages ago he was
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most venemous, and used to Mil many Blacks; that the

moon became angry and burnt his head as he slept at night

in the grass, which made his head black and his bite harm-

less. They also relate of a snake called Ollerj/, or Gollery,

which has long fangs, and is very venemous, that in past

ages he had only small and harmless teeth; but meeting a

venemous snake in the grass he said to him, "What fine

long teeth you have; let me have yours and you mine ?" and

so the exchange was made, and Ollery became most venemous

and his friend innocuous.

The above reminds me that years ago the Bangerang

used to relate many wonderful tales in which the moon was

constantly a principal performer.

The following Additional Words were forwarded by Mr.

Muirhead:

—

Additionai, Words.

Native tobacco
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Stone chisel

Chisel for making

weapons

Knife -

Gum-tree about

rivers

Mussel

Seal -

Young of any

animal

Letter

Hail-stone -

Sugar -

Maggots

Squirrel

Sand-fly

AdditionaIi Words—continued.

Wombat - - warroo.

Spittle - - numba.

Rainbow - - bangor.

Reeds - - bandera.

Devil - - - megoola.

Bee - - - wooooon.

Black bee - - abba.

Stinging bee obuUa.

Small bee - - wathal.

Eel - - - wakel, oggella.

Male of any bamby.

animal

Female of any younga.

animal

Stop - - - naoo.

tungroo.

tabbingburra,

angil.

thandwalla.

arring.

talomby.

wongoa.

wappegilla.

muokerry.

bathero.

ooroo.

mungeroo.

mongy.

Bongerma -

Mathadilla -

Wongobungey

Arrungull -

Orragillgill -

Bilkurra

Names of Black Men, with their Significations.

Doolooa

Yandowongala

Alundorra -

- venemous.

- nearly caught an

eel.

- after the action

of a swallow.

- black cockatoo.

- mutton bird.

- narrow-leafed

box-tree.

Yangera-yanger

Almoola

Moornoora -

stick.

come back,

sand plover,

passion fruit,

native cotton,

a prickly burr

found in giddya
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No. 143.—BELYANDO RIVER.

By James MumHEAD, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 143.—BELYANDO RIVER.

By Chaeles Lowe, Esq.

Kangaroo

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -

Black duck -

Wood duck

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion

White cockatoo -

Crow -

Swan -

Egg -

Track of a foot -

Pish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito -

Ely - - .

Snake -

The Blacks -

A Blackfellow

A Black woman

Nose -

murghoo.

thangool.

moorra.

oondooloo.

oolberri.

boonga-boonga.

arkooburra.

ooroon.

tequrri.

wathoo.

arrungharrau.

anoo.

deena.

weena.

ngobbera.

boodthim.

ninya.

boonalgarra.

murree.

nundooroo.

Hand -
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No. 144.—LOGAN CREEK, PART OP LOWER SUTTOR,

AND OF LOWER MISTAKE GREEK.

NARBOO MURRB TRIBE.

Anonymous.

A EESiDENT on Avon Downs Station, witli wliose name I am

not acquainted, lias kindly forwarded me tlie attached

vocabulary. From Ms statements I gather that there are

several associated tribes speaking dialects of a common

language, who inhabit Logan Greek, part of the Lower

Suttor, and of Lower Mistake Greek. One of these tribes,

from an individual of which the vocabulary was obtained, is

called Narboo Murre, whose country, or a portion of it,

which was occupied by the Whites in 1863, is now known as

Avon Downs Station. The original number of the Narboo

Murre my informant set down at five hundred, and their

present number at one hundred souls.

The ornaments of this tribe are mussel-shells, which

hang on the forehead suspended from the hair, and necklaces

made of coarse grass, cut into short lengths and threaded.

Cannibalism occurs occasionally amongst them, it is said,

even at the present day (1880). Polygamy prevails to some

extent, and five or six of the old men have two wives each.

The back, shoulders, chest, legs, and arms of this people

are ornamented with scars, and an upper tooth used to be

knocked out, but this custom and many others are falling

into disuse under the pressure of our colonization. The
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hair of tlie Narboo Murre is straight and coarse, with a little

curl when long. A message is sent to a neighbouring tribe

by a man who carries a stick carved for the occasion; but my
informant believes that without the messenger to interpret,

the signs on the carved stick could not be understood.

Two Additional Words are given, viz. :

—

mountain =
barree; hive of wild bees = kabba.
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No. 144.—LOGAN CREEK AND PART OF SUTTOR AND
MISTAKE CREEK.
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No. 144.—LooAK Cbeek and Past of Suttok and Mistake Greek—
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No. 145.—FORT COOPER.—AMINUNGO TRIBE.

By W. O. Hodgkinson, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 146.—SCRUBBY CREEK.

By Edward Cube, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 147.—PORT MACKAY AND ITS

NEIGHBOUEHOOD.

By Geoboe F. Bridgeman, Esq., and the Revd. H. Bucas.

For tlie following information relative to tlie Port Mackay

tribes I am indebted to the gentlemen named above, and

also to a resident in tbe locality, who has forwarded his con-

tribution anonymously. The vocabularies famished by

these three gentlemen agree so well, that I have thought it

unnecessary to give more than one of them. Other than as

regards language, the information I have received respecting

these tribes is to the following effect:

—

Within a radius of fifty miles or so of Port Mackay dwell

four tribes which differ but little in speech. Their names

are the Yuipera, in whose territory is the town; the Kungal-

burra, whose country is between Port Mackay and Broad

Sound; Toolginburra, resident just to the west of the territory

of the last-named tribe ; and the Googaburra, or Island Blacks.

The occupation by the "Whites of the country of these tribes

began, I learn, in 1860, or thereabouts. During the eight or

ten years which followed, about one-half of the aboriginal

population was either shot down by the Native Mounted
Police and their officers, or perished from introduced loath-

some diseases before unknown. The Black troopers, however,

are said to have been the chief destroyers. What the actual

numbers of the tribes were when the Whites came amongst
them is not known, but my anonymous correspondent gives
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tlie number of the Toolginburra tribe at the present time

(1880) as one hnndred, made up of 40 men, 40 women, and

20 children, and mentions that large numbers were carried

off by measles in 1876.

As regards clothing, these tribes used opossum-rugs at

night, but went naked during the day, with the exception of

the women, who wore a belt round the waist, which supported

a fringe, which hung down in front nearly as low as the

thigh. Fringes of this sort are common throughout

Australia, and are made of vegetable fibre, or of the fur of

the opossum twisted into strings, or of the skins of animals

greased and cut into strips. Not a few of these people

reached, it is thought, the age of seventy years, and there are

still some alive whose hair is quite white. Both sexes wear

ornaments made from the shell of the Karreela, or nautilus.

In times of rejoicing they paint themselves red, and when in

mourning, white.

Except that boomerangs of both sorts are in use, and

that the wommera is not, there is nothing to record in

connection with the weapons and implements of these tribes,

as they differ in nothing from what has been already so

often described. Cannibalism used to be practised, but on

rare occasions only; polygamy was in vogue, and infanticide

existed.

Mr. Bridgeman informs me that all things, animate and

inanimate, are divided by these tribes into two classes, named

Yungaroo and Wootaroo. In conformity with this idea, each

of the tribes under consideration is divided into Yungaroo

and Wootaroo. These are again each divided into two sub-

classes, with a view to the regulation of marriage and pre-

vention of the union of persons nearly related by blood. The

first into Gurgela and Gurgelan, masculine and feminine,

and Bunbai and Bunbaian. The second into Koobaroo and

Koobarooan, masculine and feminine, and Woongo and

Woongoan. Every member of the tribe belongs to one of

these classes, and the arrangement works in the manner

shown by the following table:

—
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The reader will thus understand that a Gurgela can only

marry with a Koobarooan, and that she must not be nearly

related to him; and so of the others. For him to cohabit

with a Koobarooan, not his wife, is looked on as an offence

against her husband only; but to cohabit with a woman of

any other class is esteemed shameful and unnatural. Every

Gurgela calls every other Gurgela brother, and every Koo-

barooan wife, and every Woongo son, unless they be of the

preceding generation, when he calls them father, &c.

Woongo calls every Koobaroo kulnagu, which probably means

uncle, and so on.

Phbases by Mr. Beidqeman.

Where are the Blacks ?

I don't know -

Where are all the women ?

Fishing

-

One woman is in the camp

Where is Tommy 1

I have not seen him to-day

I am hungry -

A hungry Black

Give me some animal food

Here it is

.Come and fish -

No, let us hunt opossum

By-and-by I wiU eat opossum

-

Opossum (is) no good -

Emu is best

Come and swim

Beoflf -

I will go - •

Are you tired ! -

- anja murry ?

- curra ngia knuokelly, or Not I seen.

- anja kaiyeu tappo ?

- winna manera, or Fish taking.

- kaiheu wurbur yambunga woonera,

or Woman one camp remains.

- anja Tommy ?

- currenga kurra knuckelly ngea, or

Sun this not seen I.

- gobbeno ngia, or Hungry I.

- murry gobdenberry, or Black hun-

ger with.

- nowra yapamo, Meat give.

- ngi woonera, or There remains.

- wiima manera ngally, or Fish take

we.

- kurra, colijo yanera. No, opossum

let us go.

- tacko colijo ukera ngia.

- quea colijo, Bad opossum.

- goondoloo binbee, or Emu good.

- goodgimo (imperative).

- yarromo.

- ngally yanera.

- dinnabingera indu ? or Tired you ?
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Phbases by Mr. Bridoeman—continued.

I am Very tired

Well ! go to sleep

By-and-by I will sleep -

Where is my husband ?

You will see him by-and-by

I see two women
Where is my spear ?

1 have not seen your spear

Give me one spear

Come and see my canoe

Don't talk

- dinnabingera ngia woorwaya, Tired

I much.

- woonomo, or Sleep.

- tacko woonera ngia.

- anja bulgin ? Where husband ?

- tacko knuckanow indu.

- kaiyeu boolera knuckana ngia. '

- anja coombo ngio, Where spear

mine?

- coombo curra knuckelby, or Spear

not seen.

- coombo wurbur ngombomo.

- yaudoolia(oj' winda)ngioknuckomo,

or Canoe mine see.

- kurra yamala.

Phrases, etc., by the Rbvd. H. Btjcas.

Prepositions, says Mr. Buoas, are an important feature in this language,

and are always affixed to substantives or pronouns, of which instances will

be see in what follows:

—

The Blacks are coming

What are they bringing ?

A kangaroo

Where from ? -

Prom a long way
Why have you taken my meat ?

I have not taken it

I have thrown it away stinking

- mum woorpera.

- angabirri ? or What with ?

- woorabirri, or Kangaroo with.

- anjatum?

- cow-warri-tum.

- angirri nowra ngigo murrulba ? or

What for meat mine taken ?

- kurra ngia murrulba.

- wandala ngia kaiga; wandomo,

throw away (imperative); wan-

dulba, thrown away.

Why do you speak nonsense
; you angirri cuttee yamala woono bunda

were always greedy ? indoo murri; literally. Why non-

sense speak, always greedy you

man?
When I finish (digging) this ground, nanni curmbulba anny-go wininow
what will the White man give me ? megolo ? Earth finished, what will

give White man?
Who = andalo; what = anni; where = anga or andalgo; words of this

sort always begin with the syllable an.
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Verbs.

Tenses do not alter in person. Many verbs seem to be irregular.

Present.
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No. 147.—PORT MACKAY AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.

By Geokge F. Bridgbman, Esq.

In this vocabulary will be noticed head and hair expressed by one word,

and hill and stone by another, White man and ghosts by another. To drink

is rendered eat water.

Kangaroo -
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ITS Neichboukiiood—coreiwwed.

ivioum

Teeth -
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No. 148.—BROAD SOUND, YAAMBA, MARY-
BOROUGH, AND ST. LAWRENCE.

By Fbedekic Muller, Esq.

In this vocabulary of Broad Sound, Yaamba (camp), Mary-

borougli, and St. Lawrence, wMcli was forwarded to me by

Mr. Frederic MuUer, many words will be noticed very

similar to those which occur at Port Mackay, whilst others

agree with those of Rockhampton, the Upper Barcoo, and

the Diamantina. The word Bina= ear is occasionally met

with as far south as Queanbeyan.

No. 148.—BROAD SOUND, YAAMBA, MARYBOROUGH, AND ST.

LAWRENCE.

By Frederic Mttlleh, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 148.—Broad Sound, Yaamba, Mabtboeough, ane
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No. 149.—BOOKHAMPTON AND GEACEMERE.

By Thomas Aecheb, Esq., C.M.G.

The following vocabulary and very interesting letter were

kindly forwarded to me by Mr. Thomas Archer:

—

" Dear Sir,—I have filled in the vocabulary sent herewith

as nearly as any combination of English letters can be made

to convey the sounds and accents of a native language.

The letter r should as a rule be sounded liquid, except when

it is the final, letter of a word, and even then it is often

slurred so as to be nearly inaudible. In words of more than

one syllable the accent should almost always be on the

first. On looking over the list I find that the following

words are identical with or closely resemble those of the

Wirraddury language, which is (or rather was) spoken

throughout a very large extent of country, commencing a short

distance west of Mudgee and continuing on down the Castle-

reagh River towards the Barwon, and from the Lower

Macquarie to the Wallambungle mountains. With this

language I was pretty familiar five-and-twenty years ago,

but many of the words have now escaped my memory. The

words I allude to are:

—

English.
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" The language of the natives in the Brisbane, Wide Bay,

Port Curtis, and Eockhampton districts is so broken into

dialects spoken every twenty or thirty miles that I have

known a dozen boys playing together who would have given

a different name for the same object, even such familiar ones

as wood, water, fire, &c. It is therefore difficult for a White

to pick up the languages used by the Blacks inhabiting

these districts, unless he makes them his business and

studies them. In the western districts of New South Wales

(and I doubt not the same holds good in Victoria) one lan-

guage would be spoken throughout a large extent of country

(as, for instance, the Wirraddury), and the names of these

languages were generally made up, more or less, of the

negative of the language ; as, for instance, Wirraddury, nega-

tive Wirrai ; Kamilaroi, negative Kamil ; Wailwun, negative

Wail, and so on.
" I am, &c.,

"Thomas Aechee."
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No. 149—EOCKHAMP.TON AND GRACEMERE.

By Thomas Archer, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 149.—RoCKHAMPTON AND GeACEMEBE-
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No. 150.—EASTERN SLOPES OF EXPEDITION
RANGE, LOWER DAWSON, UPPER FITZROY,

MACKENZIE, AND ISAACS RIVERS, AND
MANY OF THEIR TRIBUTARIES.

By Petbk McIntosh, Esq., W. D. Cooke, Esq., C. G. Bakthelemy, Esq.

The following vocabulary of one of tlie dialects spoken on

the waters named above was, with the exception of a few

words, forwarded to me by Mr. Peter Mcintosh. His

spelling I have altered for convenience' sake to that adopted

in the vocabularies taken down by myself, as set out in

Chapter I. I think it probable that the first a in Wadihan

= crow, Wangoora = bah/, and in several other words, is

meant to convey the sound of o. Besides a vocabulary,

Mr. Mcintosh also forwarded me a very interesting letter,

from which the following are extracts:

—

" I have filled up the accompanying vocabulary as far as

my memory serves me in the Kaangooloo Thaa, in which

I could converse indifferently some thirteen years since. I

regret to find how much I have forgotten. I have thought

it best, however, to fill up as far as I can, as you may be able

to supply the deficiency from other sources. The Kaangoo-
loo are a tribe, or rather a confederation of several tribes

—

the Karranbal, the Maudalgo, the Mulkali, and others

inhabiting the country on the eastern slopes of Expedition
Range, the Lower Dawson, the Upper Fitzroy, and the

Mackenzie Rivers, and their tributaries—all speaking the

same Thaa or tongue. In common with many other tribes,
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their negative Kaangoo also expresses the generic name of

their tribe, Kaangooloo.

" The name of every individual in this tribe ends with the

syllable ow, as Manoonmaow, Yakkoolabow', Mulkaidow,

Doorenmadow, Koongooranbow, Maiaroonmow, Bearioonow,

Bai-in-moor-ow, Manboonbadthnow, Tarrathagow, Moor-

koonbathow, Inganbow, &c. All the sons of a family bear

the same name, and are given, or take for distinction, the

name of some animal; as Mulkaidow Kooroodilea = the

eaffle ; Mulkaidow Kokohin = the scrub turkey; Mulkaidow •

Koondooloo = the emu. Nicknames are also made use of, as

Mdllawaramha — left-armed; Dhilli maieba = blind-eyed.

Some of the names have fanciful derivations, as Yakkoola-

bow, from Yakkool, the water-lily; Koongoorabow, from

Koon-goo-oOf hoar-frost. The names of places seem to have

been given in view of local peculiarities, as Nanni nai, or

brown earth; Yakoolabarri, a place of water-lilies; Toogoon-

barri, tomahawk place, or place whence the stone of which

tomahawks are made is obtained; Kakoolabarri, wallaby

place, &c. The terminations angi, dangi, and bindangi mean

nearly the same thing as barri, viz., home or dwelling-place,

as Kakoolbindangi, or home of the wallaby; Dthirabindangi,

oxhome of the lizzards. Either of these terminals tacked

on to the name of an animal, tree, or flower changes it into

the name of a place, and a place where the animal, tree, or

plant indicated may be understood to exist in greater

abundance than elsewhere. Many words are differently

pronounced by different branches of the same tribe. Lagoon

is variously called Tatying, Kaakan, Ngiakan, and Ngarkan.

Nganni or Ngandtha is a general

mitxiog^'as&,z&Ngandthangar? = Where? Ngandtharroo?

= Why?"
Then follows these phrases:

—

Nganni-mooroo mawa Bamma inda wanthaba ?

How many strange Blacks you see?

Ungoor ungoor.

Many many.
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Ngandthangoo nthoola yamba ?

Where they camp ?

Piari pippoora.

Near river.

. Nganni yaroongali pippoora?

Interrogative, other side river ?

Kaaugoo, uloomali.

No, this side.

Nganthanoo inda wanthaba ?

When you saw ? •

Piari karri oodara.

Near sun slept.

Nganni inda umbarra ntHoola kambirranoo ?

Interrogative, you think they will fight ?

Yoe, yarroo ngia umbarra.

Yes, that way I think.

Ngautheroo inda yaroo umbarra ?

Why you that way think ?

Kaangof) kaiye ngalli, kaangoo walburra, kangoo, wangoora, ungoor

No women there, no boys, no children, all

wallali, mindi bindarra mulka, kandai, wangal, miro.

strong (men), with many shields, spears, boomerangs, wommeras.

"Another form of qnestioning," continues Mr. Mcintosh,

" is alia. Alia ooleo Bama is equivalent to AndthangooBama, ?

i.e., Where are the Blacks ? Yakari ! is an expression of

joyful surprise ; if I were to try to render it literally, joyful

heart is as near as I could come. Yeera hatha ! is an

expression of condolence about equivalent to dear me ! I met

an old man of the Kaangooloo tribe lately, who, on address-

ing me in his own tongue, and finding I did not understand

it so well as formerly, exclaimed—' Yeera hatha! andtharoo

inda waloo pierd ngatue thaa?'—i.e., teeth (of my) heart!—
' Tr% your ear lost my tongue ! ' (or why have you forgotten

my language?). Mangarea means failure in anything.

Mangarea yapaba ngia, I threw and failed to hit the mark
Mangarea yangaba, Ifailed tofind.
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W. D. Cooke, Esq., taken on the Isaacs River, which agree

in the main with those of Mr. Mcintosh, and from which I

have filled up a few vacancies left by the latter gentleman.

I have also used in the same way a few words kindly for-

warded to me by C. G. Barthelemy, Esq.

No. 150.—EASTERN SLOPES OP EXPEDITION RANGE, LOWER
DAWSON, UPPER FITZROY, MACKENZIE, AND ISAACS
RIVERS, AND MANY OF THEIR TRIBUTARIES.

By Petek McIntosh, Esq.

The reader may compare White man and ghosts, also stone and hill.

Kangaroo -
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No. 150.

—

Easteen Slopes or Expedition Range,
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No. 151.—PEAK DOWNS DISTEICT, LOGAN

DOWNS STATION.

By Sik Samuel Wilson and T. Mueeay, Sbnior-constablb.

The name of the tribe which inhabits Logan Downs Station

is Yambeena. In connection with its language, two copies

of my Common Vocabularies have been filled up and sent to

me ; one by Sir Samuel Wilson and the other by Senior-

constable T. Murray; but as they are almost identical, only

one of them is inserted. The Senior-constable has also

forwarded replies to some of my questions, of which the

following is the substance.

The Yambeena tribe numbers about 100 persons, several

of whom have reached an advanced age. Before the coming

of the Whites some few of the people had opossum-rugs,

which they only made use of at night ; the rest went naked

day and night. At present those who can obtain clothes

from the Whites wear them. For the purpose of ornamenta-

tion, a mussel-shell is worn on the forehead, suspended from

the hair, and the skin is smeared with a mixture of grease

and charcoal. Spears are thrown by hand without the

assistance of the wommera. Boomerangs of both sorts are

used, and many of their weapons are colored with red ochre

and carved with flints. Kestrictions as to the use of certain

sorts of food are in vogue. The Yambeena do not object to

tell their names. Of their laws of marriage the following

particulars are given.
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The tribe is divided into two primary classes, called

Youngaroo and Wootharoo, wliicli are subdivided as follow :

Youngaroo into males, Koorchella ; females, Koorchel-

lagan; Bunbyoo, males, and Bunhyoogan, females; Wootharoo

into Koobooroo, males, and Koobooragan, females ; and

Woongooga, males, and Woongoogan, females.

The law is that the men of each of these four classes are

restricted in marrying to the females of a particular class,

and that their children bear a specific class-name, in this

way:

—

Males. Females. MaJes. Females.

Koorchella marries Koobooragan

;

offspring Woongooga, Woongoogan.

Koobooroo ,, Koorchellagan

;

„ Bunbyoo, Bunbyoogan.

Bunbyoo ',, Woongoogan; „ Koobooroo, Koobooragan.

Woongooga ,, Bunbyoogan; ,, Koorchella, Koorchellagan.

The marriage laws were very strictly observed. Women
were stolen occasionally from other tribes. A widow

generally carried about for some months the bones of her

deceased husband wrapped in bark, and became the wife of

a brother of the deceased. In this tribe the skin is scarred

and the septum of the nose pierced.

The language of the Tambeena bears a considerable

resemblance to the Kaangooloo Thaa. In the former, as my
correspondent observes, there is but one word to express eat

and drink. Some terms of relationship, such as aunt, uncle,

&c., which will be found amongst the Additional Words, are

interesting.
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Additional Words—continued.

To climb -
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No. 151.—PEAK DOWNS DISTRICT, LOGAN DOWNS STATION.

By Sir Samuel Wilson.

Kangaroo
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No. 151.—Peak Downs Distbict,
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No. 152.—ALICE RIVER.

By John Aheen,

This vocabulary is akin to those of the Upper Thomson, Upper

Diamantina, &c.

Kangaroo -
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No. 153.—THE BAECOO EIVER, FORTY MILES

WEST OF BLAOKALL.

By John Aherjt, Esq.

The following account of the Yangeeberra tribe and vocab-

ulary of their language were forwarded to me by Mr. John

Ahern.

The country of this tribe is on the western border of the

Eastern Division. Circumcision and the terrible rite

—

characteristics of the Central Division—are not practised in

it. Several words, as the termination of the tribal name,

tami = fat, dgurdid = cockatoo, younga = mother,

inda = you, show that this tribe belongs to the Eastern

Division. On the Diamantina River (No. 140) we find

orra = 2, and oro on the Western River, and in the language

of the Yangeeberra our 3. The occurrence of this word

is proof enough that this trib« came from the North, as

would naturally be expected from an examination of the map
and a consideration of the watercourses in the locality, for

language shows that throughout Australia migration was

governed by the rivers and natural water supply.

In Mr. Ahern's account of this tribe no novelty presents

itself. Their country was occupied by squatters in 1861,

and the original number of the Yangeeberra, which is thought

to have been about 170, is now (1883) reduced to 50 all

told. Many boys have been taken away from the tribe by
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stock-owners living in distant places, and been brought np to

look after stock. The Yangeeberra scar themselves on the

breasts, loin, and shoulders; pierce the septum of the nose;

have message-sticks, tomahawks of bluestone, and the usual

arms and utensils.
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No. 153—THE BARCOO RIVER, 40 MILES WEST OP BLACKALL

Bt John Ahebn, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 153.—The Babcoo Rivbk, 40

Mouth - - thooer.

Teeth - - - dier.

Hair of the head - minga.

Beard . - - unga.

Thunder - - amobareelud.

Grass - - - undoo.

Tongue - - taUna.

Stomach - - oodooa.

Breasts_ - - goorgoo.

Thigh- - - thira.

Foot - - - dinna.

Bone - - - yaroonoo.

Blood - - - oma.

Skin - - - noluUo.

Fat . - - tami.

Bowels - - munda.

Excrement - - thaline.

War-spear - - bara.

Reed-spear - - bar.

Throwing-stick - aramend.

Shield- - - tumberoo.

Tomahawk - - baroo.

Canoe - - - wogara.

Sun - - - thurroo.

Moon - - - aurgunda.

Star - - - bootoo.

Light - - -

Dark - - - wa, mongeend.

Cold - - - moorara.

Heat - - -

Day . . - ouchoorpeni.

Night - - - bonoo.

Fire - - - booree.

Water - - awo.

Smoke .
- - thugar.

Ground - - yamba.

Wind - - - yarraka,

Rain - - - amo bundango.

God -

Ghosts - - wonboa.

Miles West of Blackall—continued.

Boomerang - - wongela.

Hill - -
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No. 154.—BLACKALL—BARCOO RIVER.

By Joseph L. Dudley, Esq., and T. S. Williams, Esq.

The following vocabulary is made up of two imperfect ones, which

agree in many particulars, forwarded to me from the locality and by the

gentlemen named above :

—

Kangaroo -
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No. 154.

—

Blackall—Bakcoo ^iy^b,—continued.

liloutli
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No. 155.—BARCOO RIVER—TAMBO, MOUNT
ENNISKILLEN, AND RAVENSBOURNE CREEK.

By T. H. Hyde, Esq., H. L. Bell, Esq., James White Powell, Esq.,

L. P. Dalhunty, Esq., and James Cbombib, Esq.

The following vocabularies are specimens of the nearly-

connected dialects of several tribes which dwell on' the

Ravensbonrne Creek, and ou the part of the Barcoo indicated

above, the aboriginal name of w;hich river in this portion of

its course is Mokkardi.

The vocabulary forwarded by Mr Hyde, I am informed

in a letter, was drawn up by an aboriginal trooper of the

Native Mounted Police, born in the locality, who can write

tolerably well. I have also written replies to my list of

questions from the same person.

The handwriting of this Blackfellow is irregular, but,

though only a pencil has been used, for the most part easily

read. The spelling is very faulty, and when an aboriginal

word occurs twice it is not always spelt in the same way.

C when it occurs I have altered to k. The terminal sound

usually rendered by a is written er by the trooper, and the

Italian i, ie. It is noticeable that for eat and drink there is

but one word, and another for spear and wood, both of

which characteristics appear in other parts,

Mr. Hyde says that a great many of the Blacks in his

neighbourhood are employed on the stations in looking after

stock, and work well. Mr. Powell makes the same remark.

Mr. Hyde adds that the Black trooper spends his time
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reading novels and newspapers, has built himself a little

honse and detached kitchen, has a bed set on posts, and has
become so civiUzed that he has lost the faculty of tracking

and other accomplishments of aboriginal life. Of what this

degenerate savage says, in reply to my questions on manners,
I extract only a small part, as his contribution contains

nothing which has not been already often told.

The name of his tribe is Torraburri, which in 1862 or

thereabouts, when the Whites first settled in the neighbour-
hood, numbered, it is thought, some 700 persons, but is now
reduced to 60 men, 50 women, 14 boys, and 12 girls, or 136

persons. A few of his tribe, the trooper thinks, lived to be
ninety, and one of that age still survives. After giving the

usual information connected with weapons, utensils, and
ornaments, my informant goes on to say that small-pox,

called Weeteen* existed in his tribe before he was born, and
that four or five persons, all about fifty years of age, bear

the marks of it at the present time. Polygamy prevails in

the tribe. Marriage is both exogamous and endogamons,

and from what my informant says (who evidently does not

comprehend some of my questions, seeming to understand

by tribes what I mean by classes) I gather that class-

marriage prevails. Neither circumcision nor the terrible

rite are known to the Torraburri tribe, who, however, scar

the back and shoulders, and pierce the septum of the nose.

No marriage ceremonies exist. The dead (males) are buried

for a time, then disinterred and their bones carried about in

bark coffins for six months, and then finally reburied. As
regards message-sticks, my informant replies to my question

in these words, " Cut a stick and tell him (the bearer) what

he got to say to another." Many of the men of_ this tribe

are six feet high and upwards. The trooper calls the tribes

which adjoin his own—Koparburri, Peepinburri, and Onderle-

burri. Freemasonry is unknown.

* It will be noticed that there is no likeness between the various equiva-

lents of small-pox, which supports the hypothesis that Australia was fully

peopled prior to its introduction, and that this was of late date.
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No. 155.—BARCOO RI7ER.

Bt T. H. Hyde, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 155.-BARCOO RIVER.

By H. L. Bell, Esq.

In this vocabulary the reader will notice the harmonious manner ia which

the equivalents of 1 and 2 are compounded to mean 3. His attention is

also drawn to the sound araoo in the equivalents of breasts, drink, and water.

In these districts, the White man's principal anxiety is to find grass for his

stock, and the reader may compare the equivalents of White man and grass.

kangaroo -
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No. 155.

—

Babcoo 'River—continued.

Mouth
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No. 155,—RAVENSBOURNE CREEK—MOKABURRA TRIBE—
TARAWALLA DIALECT.

By James White Powell, Esq.

In this vocabulary the reader may compare spear and wood, tat and

drink, sun and day.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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:

No. 155.—TAMBO.

Bt L. r. Dalhuntt,

Kangaroo -
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No. 155.—MOUNT ENNISKILLEN.

By James Cbombie, Esq.

In this vocabulary we find the termination hurri in the equivalents of

three and hig. Also amoqnoo and amoo, signifying breasts, water, rain,

and drinJc.

Kangaroo -
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N
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No. 156.—NOGOA RIVER. "

By Thomas Middleton, Esq., and E. Ikvino Noble, Esq.

I HAVE received vocabularies of the dialects of two tribes

which dwell on the Nogoa River. The first is from Mr. T.

Middleton, and is accompanied by an account of the tribe

which use the language, and the second from Mr. E. I.

Noble, who does not state the particular part of the river

from which he obtained his words. It is clear, however, that

the two languages are nearly related.

The name of the tribe concerning which Mr. Middleton

writes is Bimurraburra. Their country lies twenty-five miles

north of Springsure, and was first occupied as a station in

1861. The people of this tribe wear a fringe, which hangs

from a girdle round the waist, and some of them have-

opossum-rugs, which they use at night. For ornaments,

they have necklaces of shells and. others of eagles' claws

;

also a canoe-shaped shell brought from the coast, which is

worn suspended- from the hair above the forehead, or from

the neck. The wommera is not used by this tribe, otherwise

their weapous and belongings are those commonly met with.

They have the boomerang, but are not very skilful in its use.

Amongst their articles of food are the bulbs of the lily and

the seeds of a grass called jaboola, which are reduced to

flour by pounding between two stones, and afterwards kneaded

with water and baked on the ashes in the same way as a

damper. They also use the common ground oven in cooking,

but no large accumulations of ashes are found in their

country as in the South, where the Blacks very constantly
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camp and cook at fixed places. Certain restrictions respecting

the use of food exist. Old people, for instance, are the only-

persons allowed to eat the flesh of the emu. Other articles

of food are forbidden to a man whose brother has recently-

died, but this custom does not extend to sisters. A father,

on the death of a child, male or female, abstains from eating

iguanas, opossums, and snakes, of the male sex, but nothing

. of the kind occurs on the death of a wife. This prohibition

of animals of a particular sex as food is widely prevalent in

Australia.

Nothing is kno-wn by this tribe of small-pox. They do

not object to tell their names, of which the folio-wing speci-

mens are given:

—

Males: Bangoonbingi, Nandooringi, Tana-

rilla. Females: Yandao, Marleo, Moomoyo, Jarranbilli, and

Moolabullungo. Class-marriage exists in the tribe under the

same arrangement as at Port Mackay, as follows :

—

Males. Females. '

Children.

Wungo marriea Bambi - - Korgilla.

Bambi „ Wungoon - - Koboror.

Korgilla „ Koboron - - -Wungo.

Korborou ,, Korgilla - - Bambi.

Mr-. Middleton also mentions a second set of class-names,

which, I presume, belong to some neighbouring tribe, as

follows :—Nullum, Yoolgo, Bungumburra, and Teilling.

This tribe scar the shoulders, chest, and back. Circum-

cision and the terrible rite are unknown. They say that

the dead go, after some time, to the Milky Way. When
burying a man his big toes are tied together, and also his

knees. My informant remarks that this tribe have as

totems the opossum, scrub turkey, dog, emu, kangaroo,

eaglehawk, and native bee, but does not state to what they

have reference. He further remarks that the following signs

are used. Puffing out the cheeks indicates the absence of

water; placing the fist on the forehead, the presence of.

a

wallaroo ; stroking the face with open fingers, a kangaroo

;

and the arm held up and hand bent down, an emu.
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Mr. Noble forwards the fol
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No, 156.—NOGOA RIVER.

By E. Irving Noble, Esq.

It will be noticed that hill and stone are expressed by one word in this

vocabulary.

Kangaroo -
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No. 157.—HEAD OF THE COMET EIVEE.

By Thomas Josephson, Esq.

The following vocabulary and account of the Kanoloo tribe

were kindly forwarded to me by Mr. Thomas Josephson.

The territory of this tribe is on the head of the Comet

Eiver, and was occupied by the Whites, my informant thinks,

in about 1860. At that date it is believed the tribe num-

bered about five hundred persons ; that in 1869, when Mr.

Josephson first resided in their country, it had been reduced

to three hundred, and in April, 1879, the date of that

gentleman's communication to me, to two hundred souls.

The causes of the decrease are stated to have been the

results of venereal introduced by the Whites, consumption,

and a general resort to the practice of infanticide. Opos-

sum-rugs are worn by this tribe, who smear themselves

from head to foot with grease and red ochre on occasions'

of corroboree ; the face is daubed with pipe-clay and the

body with charcoal when in mourning. They have buckets

made from the kurrajong-tree ; baskets, nets, and belts made

of grass-fibre ; and, originally, tomahawks of porphyry
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and trap rock, ground to an edge with sandstone. They
have also toy and war boomerangs, shields which are carved

and colored red, and spears which are thrown by hand.
The members of this tribe decline to eat pork, as I have
known the Bangerang tribes to do in the neighbourhood of

Echuca. This is very curious in tribes so far apart, which
hardly reject anything edible. I never learnt the reason

of it. Of course pigs were unknown in Australia until we
brought them here.

Men only are allowed to eat the flesh and eggs of the

emu, and on certain hunting expeditions only a particular

sort of food is allowed. In the territory of this tribe there

is a*cave fall of the bones of Blacks, who are said by
Mr. Josephson's informant, Kamungela, to have died about

forty years back of some disease of the nose. Some of the

tribe, however, have a few marks which it is thought might
be the result of small-pox.* Cannibalism seems to have

prevailed to some extent. These people have no objection

to tell their names, of which Mr. Josephson gives the

following:

—

Males: Kamungela, Embalateloo. Females:

Tinumburra and Wooloomungunya. Children: Wagooroo
and Koolaroo. Marriages take place both within and
without the tribe. Polygamy prevails, and girls have

husbands at twelve, and become mothers at thirteen years

of age, or thereabouts. Ornamental scars are made on the

shoulders and thighs. Circumcision and the terrible rite

are unknown. Teeth are knocked out, and the septum of the

nose is pierced. Fish are taken with nets and spears. On
the day of a corroboree the performers retire to arrange the

performance in secret. The male youths of eighteen have

the rights of men conferred on them by means of secret

ceremonies. " Messages," says Mr. Josephson, " are sent

orally, but the messenger is accredited by a notched stick."

* In vocabulary No. 28 the Cheangwa tribe will be found calling small-

pox moolya errillya-rill-ya, or stone (in the) nose; one instance out of many
in which we notice tribes thousands of miles apart taking similar views of

strange things.

VOL. III. Or
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No. 157—HEAD OF THE COMET RIVER.

By T. Josbphson, Esq.

In this vocabulary we find the verb to drinh rendered eat water ; that

. breasts, water, rain, and milk are expressed by words derived from the

root amoo ; that there is but one word for wife and woman, and another for

liead and Mil.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 158.—BROWN RIVER.

By p. J. MuERAY, Esq, Inspectok oe Mounted Police.

The correctness of some of the words of this vocabulary is doubtful.

drink is expressed eat water.

To

Kangaroo -
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No. 159.—DAWSON RIVEE.

By John O'Connok, Esq., and E. Cunningham, Esq.

I HAVE received three vocabularies called after their negative

adverbs—the Wokka, Wogga, or Woga dialects—two from

Mr. John O'Connor and the other from Mr. E. Canningham.

The two first are said to belong to the Dawson B.iver Blacks

;

the third Mr. O'Connor locates on the Burnett. Internal

evidence, however, leads me to believe that though the

Blacks from whom the vocabulary in question was obtained

were met with on the Burnett, and said that they belonged

to that river, as they probably do now, the language really

belongs to the Dawson Eiver country.

The following Additional Words and tenses of the verb to

go were kindly kindly forwarded by Mr. O'Connor with the

first of his two vocabularies:

—

Left-handed
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Additional Wokds—continued.

Paternal grand-
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No. 159.—DAWSON RIVER.

Br John O'Connok, Esq.

The equivalent of drink is compounded of water eat.

Kangaroo •
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:

No. 159.—DAWSON RIVER.

By E. Cunningham, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 159.—A WOKKA DIALECT TAKEN ON THE BURNETT.

By John O'Connor, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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Mouth
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No. 159.—ADDITIONAL WORDS.

By John O'Connor, Esq.

The correctness of the accents inserted in this vocabulary is very

doubtful.

Lightning -
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No. 159,

—

Additional Words—continued.

He will go by moonlight - goo-ai yan-an-da gun goo-la-ra.

by-and-by will go that fellow moonlight.

To talk - - ya.

To strike - - boom-mk.

I want to see - natohu neau.

To stop or cease - ne-ro.

To wait oi delay- ya-ko.

To kill

To laugh -

Where is it ?

Come here -

Whose is it ?

I hear thunder

- boom-djan.

- mun-jur.

- won-ya?

- ^ja.

- nan-ger-e-gun?

I want to sit down, as I am tired

Get ration bags

Just look that way ya-boo-na.

To travel - '- waa-lu.

To run - - mai-ring-new.

To hunt - - mai-du.

I run an old-man natohii mai-du

kangaroo by my- krb-man kar-

self boon dja.

An exclamation of gun-ben-an !

surprise !

nut-chu be-ing-a me-rai.

I hear thunder.

- nye-a neen-na

I want to sit

Give me - - nar-ai wa.

Give it to him or in-do wa.

to her

Don't give it - woc-ka wa.

I will give you an nut chii wug-goo

opossum djan-^.

Give me a pipe - nar-ai po-mal or

nar-ai wa po-

mal.

co-an-jum.

tired.

poon-be ma-na plau-ro.

get flour. . .

I will give it by- goo-ai nutchu

and-by wug-goo.

I gave it to you nutchu woong-e

yesterday onn-ai.

I will not give it nutchu woo-ka

to you wug-goo.

Conjugation of the Verb "To Go."

PEBSENT TENSE.

You and I go - naam neen

yango.

Georgy and I go - Georgy naam

yananda.

Georgy and Billy yo-am yananda

go Georgy Billy.

Igo -
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Conjugation of the Verb "To Go"—continued.

I went

Thou wentest

He went

We went

You went -

I will go

Thou wilt go

He will go -

We will go -

You will go

nea yanye.

- arringya neen
yanye.

- kunnambe
yanye.

- ne yanye.

- neen yanye.

PEETEKITE TENSE.

They went - - kunnambe
yanye.

You and I went - naam neen
yanye.

Georgy and I Georgy naam
went yanye.

Georgy and Billy Georgy Billy

went yoam yanye.

FUTURE TENSE.

- nea yananda or

nea gere yango.

- neen gere yana.

kunambe yango.

- ne gere yango.

- neu gere yana.

They will go - kunambe yan-
anda.

You and I will go naam gere yango.

Georgy and I will Georgy gere

go. naam yananda.

Georgy and Billy yananda yaan
will go

Let me go - - yaboo nea yango.

Go thou - - neen yanna.

Let him go - - yaboo yanga.

Let us go ' = - yaboo neam
yango.

Let Billy and me yaboo Billy naam
go yango.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Go you two

Let them go

Georgy Billy.

- mooam yaboo

yanna, or neu

yaboo yanna.

yaboo mooam

yango, o?- yaboo

neu yanga.

I see -

Thou seest -

He sees

We see

You see

They see

I will see

Thou wilt see

He will see

We will see -

You will see

Conjugation oip the Verb "To See.'

PRESENT TENSE.

- nutchu nanee.

- neendu nanee.

- kunambe nanee.

- ne nanee.

- neu nanee.

- kunambe nanee.

You and I see

Georgy and I see

Georgy and Billy

see

naamboo neendu

nanee.

Georgy naam

nanee.

Billy yoamboo

nanee Georgy.

future tense.

nutchu gere
nean.

neendv gere
nean.

kunambe gere
nean,

ne gere nean.

neu gere nean..

They will see - kunambe nanee,

You and I will

see

Georgy and I will

naamboo gere

neendu.

Georgy and Billy

will see

Georgy naam-

boo nean.

Georgy Billy

na-ang-ge.
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Conjugation of the Verb "To Se^"—continued.

IMPERATIVE.

Let me see

See thou

Let him see

Let us see -

I do not see

I did not see

- nutchu nean, or
nutohu yaboo
nean.

- neendu nean.

- kai nean.

- neemgeu nean,
or neemgeu
yaboo nean.

- woka nutchu
nean.

- woka eubura
nutchu nean.

Let you two see - neendu nean.

Let them see - kai nean.

Let Georgy and naamboo Georgy
me see nean.

Let Georgy and yoambo Georgy
Billy see Billy nean.

They won't see woka ginda

his tracks jinang nean.

I run -

Thou runnest

He runs

We run

I ran -

Thou rannest

He ran

I will run -

Thou wilt run

He will run -

Let me run -

Run -

Let him run

VOL. III.

Conjugation or the Verb "To Run.'

PRESENT TENSE.

- nea mai-ring-e. You run

- neen mai-ring-e. They run

- kun-nam-be mai-

ring-e.

- ne mai-ring-nu.

PERFECT TENSE,

- nea mai-ring-e.

- neen mai-ring-e

kun-nam-be mai-

ring-e.

We ran

You ran

They ran

FUTURE TENSE.

nea ger-e mair-
ging-e.

neen ger-e

mair-ge.

hun-nam-be
gere-e mair-gu.

We will run-

You will run

They will run

yan-be-mung

mai-ring-nu.

nulla mai-ring-e.

kun-nam-be

mai-riag-nu.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Let ua run

- neen mai-rmg-e.

- gun-a-ai mai-

ring-nu, or gun-

a-ra mair-gin-

ne mai-rmg-nu.

neen mai-ring-e.

mai-ring-nu
jan-e, or kun-^
mai-ring-nu.

- ne mio mai-rmg-
uu.

- neen ger-e mair-
ge.

- kun-iigere mair-
ging-e.

- yanga-ma nea
mai-ring-nu.

Run (2nd person nulla mai-ring-e.

plural)

Let them run - kun-d-gi-na mai-
ring nur-y.
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No. 160.—KEPPEL BAY, CALLIOPE EIVER, AND
CURTIS ISLAND.

Anonymous.

The country of the Byellee tribe stretches from Keppel Bay

to the Calliope River, and includes Curtis Island. It was

occupied by the Whites in 1855. The tribe at that time

numbered about 300 persons, and is now (1882) reduced to

32. My informant, who was amongst the first White men
who resided in the country of the Byellee, remembers that a

few of them were marked with the small-pox; that the tribe

described it as having visited them about the beginning of

the century, and carried off large numbers. It is called

manboy. Opossum-rugs are used by this tribe. Besides

these facts, nothing new has reached me concerning the

No. 160.—KEPPEL BAY, CALLIOPE RIVER,
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No. 160.

—

Kbppel Bat, Calliope

Mouth
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PREFATORY REMARKS.

This book relates to several tribes now much rednced in

numbers, whicli dwell on a tract of country in the neigbbonr-

hood of Moreton Bay, which has been long in our occupation.

As might be anticipated, their original customs have fallen

into partial disuse, and the remnants of the tribes now use

in common the old tribal lands of which their ancestors

were so jealous, the boundaries of which are now but imper-

fectly known. In the several languages of these tribes, we

have, as equivalents of the Blacks, the words Ban, Tan,

Thun, and other varieties of some original term. Kabi, or

some similar word, is also the negative adverb in two or three

of them, and it is curious to notice that Murree, which is the

equivalent for the Blacks in districts situated both to the

north and south of the country occupied by these tribes,

bears in four of the vocabularies contained in this book the

signification of kangaroo, a matter dwelt on in Vol. I., pp. 27

and 28. Also, in two instances, we find head and hair

expressed by the same term. In some of the tribes the

custom is, or lately was, in vogue of amputating one or

two joints of one of the little fingers of the female children.

The same practice we know obtained in the now long extinct

Sydney tribe.
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The principal feature, however, of this book is the long

account of the language and customs of the Kabi tribe

given by Mr. John Mathew. From that gentleman I learn

that some years back he spent a short time in the country

of the Kabi, and I attribute the fulness of his description

of the tribe rather to his love of ethnological studies, which

has led him to observe and remember what came under his

notice, than to that ripe knowledge which results from long

experience.

Neither must it be overlooked that when Mr. Mathew
knew the Kabi their customs had been much broken down
by the advent of the Whites, and the sharp edge of

aboriginal manners had worn off. An instance of change

of custom I take to be contained in Mr. Mathew's state-

ment that, when he knew the Kabi, a widow used to leave

the tribe of her late husband, and, taking her children with

her, return to the one in which she was born. This cannot

be accepted as a primitive custom, as it runs counter to all

that we know of the marriage laws and the constitutions of

tribes throughout the continent, which we are also aware

extended to this particular neighbourhood.

Notwithstanding one or two statements which refer to

modern and not to ancient and original customs, the reader

will find Mr. Mathew's contribution an able and interesting

one.

I may remark that in 1856 I passed a few months in the

Bunya Bunya country, on a station called Gobongo, at that

time my property. Whilst there, the season of the Bunya
nuts was at its height, and, of course, I saw something of

the Kabi. From them I learnt that the majority of the

Blacks then in the Bunya scrubs were strangers, whom they

had invited to their country to feast on the plentiful harvest

of nuts, which occurs every third year, but that they were
forbidden to help themselves to any fish, fiesh, or fowl within

the territory. After some weeks of an unbroken vegetable

diet, an intense craving for animal food, it seems, came on.

One day a few of the visitors, amongst whom was a young
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woman, amved at my head-station, and, the evening after,

the rest of their party, one of which should have heen the

mother of the yonng woman just mentioned. Almost im-
mediately a sound of screams and wailings was raised hy the

women who had reached the station the day before, and, on
inquiry, I learnt that, as soon as the young woman and her

friends had left the camp in the Bunya forest, the men who
remained behind had killed her mother, and satiated their

meat-hunger by eating her. Shortly after I heard of a

little girl being killed and eaten.

I found at Gobongo that the Kabi had a curious mode of

fighting out the quarrels which, arose within the tribe. It

was this. The combatants, who probably claimed the same
woman as wife, each put his left arm round his adversary's

neck, and passed his right hand, which grasped a sharp flint,

behind the back of his opponent. This position being fairly

taken up, and the naked combatants being locked tightly

breast to breast, at a signal given by a bystander, proceeded,

each with fierce energy, to rip, hack, and tear with the sharp

rugged flint he held in his right hand the back of his

antagonist, from as high as he could reach to as low as the

waist, until one crying "hold enough," the matter was

decided, and the combatants, dripping with gore, retired to

their respective fires.

No. 161.—BOYNE EIVEE.

FOKWAKDED BY THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, BWSBANE.

The following particulars concerning the Toolooa or Dan-

dan tribe were forwarded to me by the Commissioner of

Police at Brisbane. By whom they were compiled I am not

aware, as the original notes are unsigned. My anonymous

informant, however, points out that he had visited the
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territory of the tribe prior to its being occupied for squatting

purposes, and then proceeds to give the following informa-

tion.

The country of the Toolooa tribe was the watershed of the

Boyne Kiver. It was occupied as squatting runs in 1854, at

which period the tribe which inhabited it is estimated to have

numbered 700 persons, many of whom appeared to be sixty

years of age, and not a few seventy or eighty years and

upwards. The presence of men and women of such ages, it

may be remarked, is reported by many of my correspondents,

though I have not always recorded the fact, because we

know that it was the rule to find aged persons in every tribe

with which the Whites came in contact. The number of

the Toolooa tribe is now (1882) reduced to 43 persons. It

is mentioned by my informant that dropsy was one of the

diseases which helped to carry them off.

Opossum-rugs are worn by the people of this tribe, who
adorn themselves with necklaces made of reeds, cut into short

lengths, and threaded, and also with netted bands round the

head, each with a pearl shell attached to it. Feathers are

also worn in the hair as ornaments. Their bags and nets are

made of the bark of the grass-tree ; their tomahawks are

wedge-shaped stones ground smooth. Theyhave boomerangs

of both sorts ; spears are thrown by hand ; and some of

their weapons are carved, and colored with red ochre.

Animals are cut open with a pointed stick, hardened in the

fire.

Many of the members of the tribe who are over forty years

of age bear the marks of small-pox. On this subject the

tradition of the Toolooa people is, that about the year 1835

they were visited by the Burnett tribes, who brought the

disease and gave it to them. Such great numbers died of

it that the survivors were unable to bury them. The Toolooa

name for small-pox is deeum.

Polygamy prevailed, and marriages within the tribe are

said to have been rare, the men exchanging their daughters

and sisters for Byellee and Maroonee girls. Infanticide,
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which always existed, is now the rule. The usual ornamental

scars are made, and the septum of the nose is pierced. Cir-

cumcision and the terrible rite are unknown in this tribe,

who bury their deceased males in the ground, and place the

remains of females in the trunks of hollow trees.
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No. 161.—BOYNE RIVER.

In this vocabulary, which I received in a hand hardly legible, the

presence of the sound wi in the equivalent of the words sun, heat, day,

and Jire ia noticeable. As in many other of our languages, there is but

one word for good and sweet.

Kangaroo -
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No. 162.—THE COAST FROM BUSTAED BAY TO

RODD'S BAY AND BACK TO MANY PEAK
RANGE.
FOKWABDED BY THE COMMISSIONER OT PoLICEj BeISBANE.

The account of the Meerooni tribe differs so little from the

one which precedes it, that it is unnecessary to dwell on it.

Tingal is the name by which small-pox is known in the

tribe. They decline to eat pork. As the reader wiU notice,

only a portion of the Common Vocabulary has been trans-

lated.
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No. 162.

—

Bttstabd Bay, etc.—continued
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No. 163.—BAFFLE CREEK.

Anonymous,

My informant notices that all numbers over four are expressed by the

word yingaiho. To drink is rendered water eat.

Kangaroo -

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -

Black duck -

Wood duck

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion

White cockatoo -

Crow -

Swan -

Egg -

Track of a foot -

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito -

Fly - -

Snake

The Blacks -

A Blackfellow

A Black woman -

Nose -

booroo.

nugai.

mirri.

garrome.

moi.

ngurra.

nguloarr.

boolumbuUum.

karroogul.

koolooragun.

garre-garre.

wong.

goloin.

dail.

moola.

daam.

biuam.

wongain.

dan.

dan.

mouee (?).

mooroo.

Hand -

2 Blacks

3 Blacks -

One -

Two -

Three -

Four -

Father

Mother

Sister-Elder

„ Younger -

Brother-Elder -

„ Younger

A young man

An old man

An old woman -

A baby

A White man

Children

Head -

Eye -

Ear -

birroo.

boola dan.

dan boola neula.

neula,

boola.

boola-neula.

bomboin.

babon.

ya.

wuthim.

undalgun,

thet-thow.

goonmee.

gadekoorrr.

wooroobalrin.

mootram.

goomnee.

warrole.

meel.

binnea.
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No. 164.

1.—NOETH SIDE OF MORETON BAY.

By the Revd. William Ridley, M.A.

2.—MARYBOROUGH.

By the Writee.

3.—MARYBOROUGH.

By James MacPherson.

4.—PORTION OF THE COUNTRY BETWEEN
BRISBANE AND GYMPIE.

By Richard Westaway, Esq.

5.—PORTION OF THE COUNTRY BETWEEN
BRISBANE AND GYMPIE.

By W. Landsborouoh, Esq.

6.—ERASER'S ISLAND.

From Chief Commissioner of Police, Brisbane.

Sbvbeal vocabularies have reached me of languages spoken

by tribes the remnants of wliicb dwell between Moreton and

Hervey Bays and the adjacent country for about fifty miles

inland. These tribes and their languages have become so

intermixed as the result of our intrusion that the precise

localities occupied by each tribe are no longer known to any

one. Under these circumstances, I have inserted under the

present heading (No. 164) several of the vocabularies and
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descriptions of tribes which have reached me from the area

of country in question, without any attempt to locate them

more precisely.

The first of the following vocabularies was sent to me by

the late Revd. William Ridley, author of the well-known

work entitled Kamilaroi and other Australian Languages.

The name Mr. Ridley gives to this language is Dippil, and

the area over which it is described as prevailing is "Wide
Bay, north and south as far as the Burnett, over a large

tract of country." Comparing the Dippil vocabulary in Mr.

Ridley's work with the translation of the Common Vocabu-

lary sent me by that gentleman, some differences will be

found.

Additional Words, extbacted from Mk. Ridley's Wobk.

Scars on the chest- - - - mooZfow (in some parts = sWeW).

Married woman - - - - yirum.

Uncle ------ immo.
Aunt ------ maroon,

Male cousin yimudheme.
Female cousin .... kumedheme.
Kangaroo (full-grown male) - - kroman.

„ (young male) - - durween.

„ (female) - - . yimmer.

,, (young one in pouch) - woolbai.

Bee (small) dibbin.

,, (large) . . - . turbain.

Honey of small bee • - - kobbai.

„ large „ - - . giUa.

Morning star . - . - (Jirai yirki.*

Milky Way muin.

* On the other side of the continent we have yircla = morning stor.—See Vol. I.,

page 400.

I z
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No. 164.—NORTH SIDE OP MORETON BAY.

By the Revd. William Ridley.

Compare canoe and barJe. A canoe is made of a sheet of bark.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 164—MARYBOROUaH.

By the Writer.

Kangaroo -
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No. 164.

—

Mabybokough—contimied.

Mouth
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No. 164.—MAEYBOROUGH.

By James MacPhekson.

The following remarks concerning the Maryborough. Blacks

were forwarded to me by Mr. Henry' P. Somerset, who got

them drawn up by James MacPherson, formerly a bushranger,

and known by the name of the Wild Scotchman.

MacPherson says that the Maryborough or "Wide Bay

Blacks, whom he had a good opportunity of knowing, cer-

tainly believe in God, whom they call Birral,- and who lives

in the clouds beyond the sea; also in an Evil Spirit they call

Moontoon, who enters into the bodies of birds and other

creatures, and frightens them by night.

It is a custom of this tribe to strip the bodies of deceased

males of their skins, dry them, and carry them about for a

time. After the death of a man, the old men and women
commence singing a dirge some hours before daylight, asking

the deceased why he left them. The first sound they hear

whilst thus engaged, whether it be the rustling of a bough

or the cry of a bird or animal, they receive as his last fare-

well, and believe that his spirit, which till then had hovered

about them, has taken its departure. If the deceased has

been a bad character, he'is compelled to wander over rocky

mountains until all his earthly friends are dead, and that

with the last of them he is allowed to enter the spirit land.
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When a male of good character dies, he is allowed to enter

the happy hunting-grounds at once, being first ferried over

the wide river which bounds it by two young women in

a bark canoe, one of whom subsequently becomes his

wife. The following are some of the words forwarded by

MacPherson :

—

Breasts
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No. 164.—A PORTION OF THE COUNTRY BETWEEN
BRISBANE AND GYMPIE.

By Richakd Westaway, Esq.

Of the Mooloola tribe, who inhabit some portion of the

country which lies between Brisbane and Gympie, I have,

received a very full account from Mr. Richard Westaway.

As, however, most of the statements made by my informant

refer to customs already often described in this work, I

shall merely insert a few extracts from Mr. Westaway's

paper.

In 1863, when the country of this tribe was first occupied

by the Whites, the Mooloola are thought to have numbered

300 persons; they are now reduced to 40 individuals. Mr.

Westaway is of opinion that one of the members of the tribe

who died lately must have been about ninety years of age

and his son seventy. This tribe color themselves red when
in mourning, white on occasions of corroboree, and red and

white when about to fight. Amongst their arms, which are

of the usual sorts, are the wommera and boomerang. For

carrying water they make bags of the leaf of a certain

sort of palm-tree which grows in their country. Men, when
in mourning, fast from all food except fish. One woman is

still alive strongly marked with small-pox, a disease which
we know ravaged the whole of the country in this neigh-

bourhood during the early days of our colonization. My
informant, who knows the tribe well, remarks that he has

often seen them skin dead men, eat of their flesh, and
deposit their bones, tied in a bundle, in a tree. As usual,
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the girls become wives early. Mr. Westaway says, " I

knew Omian fifteen years ago; she was then a baby, and

now (1883) has a child nearly two years of age." Marriage

is exogamous, and wives are obtained in exchange for

sisters and daughters. The usual avoidance of mother-in-

law and son-in-law exists. The names of the dead are never

mentioned. Mothers used to bind round, at the second joint,

the little fingers of the left hands of their daughters when

about ten years old with the coarse spiders' webs of their

country, so as to stop circulation and cause the two joints to

drop off.

The whole of.Mr. Westaway's statements have reference

to the days when the Whites first knew the Mooloola tribe.

At present (1883) there is but little left amongst them of

original tribal customs.
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No. 164.—BETWEEN BRISBANE AND GYMPIE.

Bt Richaed Westaway, Esq.

It is noticeable that murree, which in many languages means a Black or

the Blacks, means kangaroo in this instance. The reader may compare

father and mocm, canoe and hark, sun and heat.

Kangaroo -
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No. 164.—Between Brisbane and Gympie-
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No. 164.—MOOLOOLA TRIBE.

Br W. Landsbokough, Esq.

Mr. Landaborough's account of the Mooloola tribe is so similar to Mr.

Westaway's that its insertion is unnecessary. In the vocabularies rendered

by these two gentlemen, however, some differences occur.

Kangaroo -
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No. 164.—GREAT SANDY OR ERASER'S ISLAND.

Received ekom Chief Commissionek of Police, Brisbane.

The following are the principal points in the description of

the Great Sandy Island tribes, forwarded to me by the Chief

Commissioner of Police at Brisbane.

This island, the aboriginal name of which is Thoorgine,

was first occupied by the Whites in 1849. At that time the

population, which was split into nineteen tribes, amounted

to about 2,000 souls, of whom 300 or 400 still (in 1879)

remain. This reduction in numbers is attributed by the

Chief Commissioner's informant to drink, venereal, and the

slaughter made by the Black Police.

Originally these people were quite naked. Their imple-

ments and ornaments differ in nothing from those so often

enumerated. Small-pox seems never to have reached them.

Cannibalism was practised, and still prevails to some extent,

the Karhi (or No tribe) having been frequently seen eating

human flesh. Polygamy prevails ; girls become wives at

about twelve years of age-, and mothers at thirteen. Infanti-

cide is common. The operation of scarring the skin they

call moolgarr. Circumcision is not known. Females have

amputated in youth the first joint of the little finger of

the right hand. The septum of the nose is pierced. As
usual, these tribes have doctors, who claim to make rain and
perform the other usual feats of conjurors. Their canoes-are

• sheets of bark, stripped from the ironbark-trees, and tied at

the ends. Their corroborees present no new features. Males
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of sixteen or eighteen years of age are admitted to the rank of

young men by means of certain secret ceremonies. The dead

are buried in the ground in the usual way. Message-sticks

are in use. In connection with these tribes I have received

four other communications, which it is not necessary to insert.

All of them give murree as the equivalent of hangaroo, and

distinct names for small-pox. The following remarks are

extracted from The. Town and Country newspaper of 5th

October, 1872 :—
" A private letter from the Eevd. B. Fuller, the devoted

Missionary at Eraser's Island, to a friend in Ipswich, has

been placed at the disposal of the Brisbane Courier. Mr.

Fuller gives an interesting account of the work of the

Mission, and gives an account of some of their prejudices and

superstitious notions. The mother-in-law must not look

upon her son-in-law at any time ; they believe that if she did

he would go mad, and would go and live in the bush like a

wild man. Consequently, when they all come together to

sing at school-time, after being taught in the classes, there

is great covering of heads by the women who happen to

have their sons-in-law there, and you will see them ' back-

ing ' into their places in a most laughable manner. The

son-in-law, at the same time, will roU himself up in his

blanket, or otherwise hide himself from his mother's gaze.

The young man will not sit down on the same stool or box,

or-, in fact, anywhere where a young woman has. been sitting

at any time. They imagine that the young man would

sicken and die. So that we have to have one form or stool

for the ladies and another for the gentlemen. The shadow

of young women, must not pass over the sleeping-places of

young men. If a schooner is passing the Mission about sun-

set, the natives will sometimes throw sand up into the air,

and blow with their mouths towards the sun, in order to

make the sun go under quickly, and thus compel the

schooner to come to an anchor for the night in the channel,

near the Mission, and enable them to get on board tobacco,

biscuits, &c., which the captains generally supply them with.

vol, ni. K
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A man cannot marry a woman belonging to his own tribe^

and the children are supposed to belong to the ' mother's

tribe.' As a rule, the natives will not eat pork, but I cannot

get any of them to give a definite reason why they will not

eat it. It seems custom, handed down to them by their

forefathers, and, like nearly all their customs and supersti-

tious notions, they can merely say it is so, or such is the

case, &c. They are firm believers in ghosts ; and they assured

me that there are plenty in this island, and that they can be

seen at certain times. As a rule, they are frightened to go

down to the creek at night-time. They believe that there is

a devil {mellong), but they have no idea of a God. To give

you an idea how the natives have decreased in numbers,

since they have come in contact with Europeans, I may just

say—that on this island, which is about eighty-five miles

long by twelve broad, there are, I think, not more than 300

Blacks, and yet there are no less than nineteen distinct tribes.

But strong drink and disease, introduced among them by

ungodly White people, have made such havoc among them
that the tribal bond, in many instances, is almost obliterated,

and, like a few sheep left from many flocks, they amalga-

mate as a last resource. And, as regards chiefs, that title

has almost died out, the strongest man, or the greatest bully,

' takes upon himself ' to be No. 1. Although the aborigines

were not in the habit of smoking before the arrival of the

White man, yet now, since tobacco has been introduced

among them, they are great smokers—men, women, and
children. A little girl or boy about two or three years old

may be seen with a pipe in its mouth smoking tobacco; yet

they assure me that sometimes the mother will even take the

breast out of the child's mouth and put the pipe in. We do

not supply them with tobacco, but they manage to get it at

the townships and from the vessels passing. The pipe is

scarce ever out of their mouths when they are awake. And,
again, the Europeans not only supply them with packs of

cards, but also take the trouble to teach them how to play;

so that we not only have to preach Jesus to them, but also
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to preach against card playing, for they get so engrossed in

playing them that they will not leave their game to come to

school, and sometimes neglect their food. There are parts

and portions of the land which they lookupon as individually

theirs; on the death of the father it descends to the sons.

They are cannibals; they eat the young men when they die,

and the young women if they are fat. But cannibalism is

not so prevalent among them now as it was before the White

man came. When a person dies, they skin him (old men
and women excepted) ; the skin is dried, and carried about by

one of the relatives as a sort of charm. The bones and

other parts of the body are divided among the kinsfolk.

Sometimes they burn the body and carry the ashes about.

They believe that the spirits of the dead Blacks come up and

sometimes kill their enemies. They generally shift their

camp when one has died among them. We have a native

doctor here, who, they positively assert, has extracted rope,

stones, pieces of glass, &c., from natives that were sick; they

also affirm that he can fly up like a bird, and that he can go

in the earth here and come out again at some considerable

distance oif ; and they also say that they cannot kiQ him, and

that he will never die."
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No. 164.—FRASER'S ISLAND.

From the Chief Commissioneb of Police, Brisbane.

I should doubt the correctness of the translations of the words from elder

sister to old woman, inclusive.

Kangaroo -
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No. 165.—UPPER BURNETT RIVER, MOUNT
DEBATEABLE, AND GAYNDAH.

By Robert C. Riley, Esq., and Montagu Cube, Esq.

Of the language spoken at the places mentioned above, I

have received four specimens—one from R. 0. Riley, Esq.,

a second from my brother, Montagu Curr, Esq., and two

others from gentlemen who have not sent me their names.

All of these agree so well that it is only necessary to insert

one of them. It will be noticed in this vocabulary that there

is but one word to express head and hair. I don't know is

rendered no I; also wife and woman are expressed by the

same word.

No. 165.—UPPER BURNETT RIVER, MOUNT DEBATEABLE,
AND GAYNDAH.

By RoBi
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No. 165.

—

Upper Buenett Rivek, Mount Dbbateablb, and

Gayndah—continued.

Mouth
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No. 166.—MARY RIVER AND BUNYA BUNYA
COUNTRY.

By John Mathew, Esq., M.A.

The watershed of tlie Mary River would serve as a rough

boundary to enclose the territory occupied by the aborigines

who call themselves and their language Kabz, this word

being their commonest negative. The people throughout

this area cannot, however, be regarded as of one compact

tribe. They are split up into several sections or small tribes,

speaking dialects which exhibit marked differences, but do

not vary to the extent of making the speech of one section

unintelligible to a native of another.

In this treatise the name Kabe is restricted to one of

these small tribes and its dialect ; to that, namely, which

possessed a tract in the heart of the Bunya country.

Its territory embraced the Manumbar Run in the south-

west corner of the Burnett District, the country watered by

the Amamoor and Koondangoor Creeks, tributaries of the

Mary River, and the Imbil Station. While this was the

peculiar inheritance of the tribe, it had access to the land all

round, and was very closely allied to the natives on the

.

north, south, and east especially.

Murudhalin, the leading man in the district here called

Kabe, declared to me that the Kab? country proper reached

to the coast, and as far south as Mooloolah and Durundur.
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Since. 1865, the tribe has been rapidly dwindling away.

In 1881 it did not comprise a score of individuals, and

the few survivors rarely visited their old haunts, but

hung about the neighbouring diggings. There T^ere, in

1865, three or four people who appeared to be of great

age, notably one woman who required to be carried about,

and was tenderly cared for ; now there is none very old.

The mortality among children has been quite as great

as among adults. Lung dis'eases were prevalent thirty

years ago, before the influence of White men had been much
felt. A slow consumption, rheumatism, and indigestion

may fairly be considered as inherent in the tribe. Since

contact with White people, the effects of these complaints

have been greatly aggravated ; strong drink and prostitution

have undermined constitutions naturally robust, and made
them an easy prey to concomitant diseases. On the opening

of diggings in the neighbourhood, the demoralization of

the Kabi natives increased terribly, and mortality with it.

In the stature of both sexes there is great variation.

The height of the men is from five feet to six feet, and

of the women from four feet six inches to five feet six

inches. The average height of the men is about five feet

six "inches, and of the women five feet.

Both sexes are well proportioned, wiry, with good muscle,

but rarely show superfiuous fiesh.

The hair, with few exceptions, is jet black, generally

lank, occasionally wavy or curly, and there were one or two

cases of woolly hair. Children's hair was often brown; one

boy had yellow hair which gradually became brown. The

color of the infant's skin is a light copper, but the lapse of

years and frequent coatings of grease and charcoal gradually

make it a dark-brown. In the native opinion, the blacker

the skin the more beautiful. The men grow bushy curly

whiskers and a strong moustache. On the breast and limbs

there is not much hair. The cast of features is considerably

varied. Generally the forehead is low and narrow, the nose
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big and flat, the mouth large, the lips thick, cheek-bones

pretty high, the face oval, the chin small and retreating.

The eyes are always black and- generally large.

In most cases the eyebrows are shaggy and prominent.

Sometimes the eyes are deeply sunk, but sometimes rather

prominent. In several cases the forehead was high and

smooth, but narrow; the nose, although coarse, was straight

and not flat, and the mouth of moderate size. In all cases

the teeth are large, white, and regular ; toothache, notwith-

standing, is prevalent. The bones are small, the wrists and

ankles particularly fine. Both sexes are exceedingly agile,

and very strong in proportion to their weight. There were

no Albinos in the tribe. There were two near-sighted men,

and one totally deaf and dumb. There were at least two

cases of deformity at birth, both males. One of these had

only four toes on one foot. It is worth noting that this youth

was Kab? only on the mother's side. He lived with the Kab?

people, but called himselfWaka Waka after the tribe to which

his father had belonged. The other case of deformity was

very remarkable. This boy had the left arm perfect, but in

the place of the right arm there was a fleshy and cartilagin-

ous member, about six' inches in length, proportioned like

an infant's arm (from the elbow to the wrist) and terminat-

ing in what resembled a foreflnger and a thumb, each having

a small nail. The whole limb was plump and healthy, and,

although it appeared to be destitute of perfect joints, the

boy could grasp with the finger and thumb. This lad, named
Walare'an, was one of twins ; the other twin was a girl, and

was said to have been kiUed by her mother, the curiosity

being kept in preference. Doubtless, his sex saved him.

The mother, be it remarked, was a little woman, and had lost

the first joint of one of her little fingers, which had probably

been cut off purposely.

In the Kabe character there were many elements which,

developed and trained, would have made the possessors very

respectable ; but there was a lamentable lack of mill, and
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this backbone wanting, all the other parts of the moral

character got deranged and fell to pieces under very slight

pressure. They thus made fair children, but very poor men.

Some of them were very honest, truthful, and trustworthy,

excepting under strong temptation. All were sympathetic

and affectionate. Parents were fondly attached to their off-

spring ; that is, after the mother had determined to rear the

child ; and they were indulgent to an extraordinary degree.

Children were rarely chastised at all, and never severely.

They fully reciprocated their parents', affection. Infanticide

was common enough, and male children were probably pre-

served in preference to females. Both sexes in childhood

were treated with equal attention and tenderness. As illus-

trating fiUal affection, I may mention the case of a boy who
had travelled to a distance manifesting his regard for his

parents by sending them a pound note by post.

The Kab? people exhibit considerable courage, but of so

flashy a nature that it might more fitly be termed bounce.

They are light-hearted, good-humoured, and do not long

harbor resentment. They are, however, subject to violent

bursts of passion, during which they often inflict serious

injury upon one another. In judgment they are very de-

ficient, and their minds seem unfitted for sustained exertion.

They are all keen observers, and have a propensity for

mimicry, but little talent for mechanical imitation. They

are vain and fond of approbation. Two or three appeared to

be weak in intellect.

Rugs were made generally of 'possum skins, sewn together

with sinews taken from the kangaroo's tail. When procur-

able, the soft bark of the ti-tree was also used as a covering.

In warm weather the natives went perfectly nude. Their

skin rugs were rudely ornamented on the under side. By
scratching with stones curved lines were made, and also poor

representations of emus' feet.

These lines were colored with red clay, and two were

generally made on one 'possum skin. The chief ornament
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they seem to have worn was a piece of sea-shell of elliptical

shape. A hole being pierced in one end, a string was passed

through, and the shell hung from the neck. I have seen

narrow bands, whitened with pipe-clay, worn like chaplets on

the head, but am not sure whether the practice was followed

before contact with White people. I have also seen short

bits of reeds strung like beads, and worn. Males had their

bodies scarred for ornamentation. No particular time of life

seemed fixed for this practice. It was done little by little,

and, apparently, at the option of the person to be cicatrized.

I saw the operation being performed on a youth about eight-

een or twenty years of age by his mother. Only three or

four incisions were made on that occasion. These incisions

were deepest on the back. On the trunk they are niade

horizontal; on the arms they are perpendicular, and are

made only above the elbow. The scars are called mwlar;

they are from one to three inches in length, and arranged in

rows. The women also scar their bodies; but, apparently,

only to express deep sorrow on the occasion of a death. In

the males the septum of the nose is sometimes pierced, but

no ornament is worn in the hole.

They frequently anoint themselves with grease and

charcoal; and at man-making, corroborees, and fights, the

body js smeared with thick lines of red and white clay.

Fur from the tail of the flying squirrel was twisted

into thread, with which they netted bags, making the

meshes large or small according to the purpose for which

the bags were required. They also made small bags by
' platting thin narrow strips of cabbage-tree, tough grass,

or the inner bark of the currajong-tree. Such bags were

usually carried by a string passing over one shoulder, like a

school-boy's satchel, and were depositories of their valuables,

such as bits of string, shells, sharp stones, and relics of the

dead.

The tomahawks which were in use were made of a bluish

stone, like serpentine. Their length was five or six inches,
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their breadth about three inches, their greatest thickness

about an inch and a half; in shape they resembled an

imperfect ellipse. They were sharpened at one end only. A
piece of wood, slit at the end, formed the handle. The stone

head was made fast in the slit by means of cords and the

resin of the grass-tree. For knives they had sharp stones.

They had pieces of freestone for rubbing skins and dressing

their weapons. For the latter purpose they also employed

the shells of a large species of slug. The women kept a

supply of sticks for the purpose of digging yams. These

yam-sticks were about five feet long, one and a half inches

thick, and sharp at both ends. They were also the weapons

used in feminine combats, on which occasions the sticks were

grasped and used like single-sticks. Another most important

implement was a vine, to assist in climbing trees. It was

procured in the scrubs. The bark of it was rough, and nodes

of very small size showed at intervals of two or three feet.

The length of a vine in use would be ten or twelve feet, the

thickness about three-quarters of an inch. At one end a

loop was made, by first making a loose single knot and

then twining the end a couple of times through the loop.

When an ascent was to be made, the loop was held in the

left hand; the other end, having been slipped round the

tree, was generally allowed to pass behind the climber,

who, with his right hand, grasped the vine at such a

distance from the loop held in his left as when he leant

back would allow his body to form with the tree an angle of

about 45°. Simultaneously, with every step the climber took,

the vine was moved up the tree. In this manner an expert

could ascend a tree at a brisk walk, and take paces as long as

if walking on the ground. Where a large tree forked, the

practice was difficult and perilous ; the vine being liable to

slip, it became necessary in such situations for the native to

pass the hanging end of the vine into his left hand, thus

forming a hoop, upon which his back could rest while the

right hand was free to cut notches for the feet with the
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tomaliawk. In this manner, at any height along the stem,

the climber could support himself and use his tomahawk. In

an emergency, I have seen a light ironbark sapling supply

the place of a vine.

The spears were generally of ironbark, and in length

varying from seven to nine feet. Commonly, they were just

the simple piece of wood, with no throwing-stick, but

occasionally had one barb. These were not carved. The

clubs, or kuthar, were about two and a half feet long. The

end held in the hand was about an inch thick, and jagged to

prevent slipping. From this end it thickened for a distance

of two feet, where it would be two or three inches through,

thence it tapered to a sharp point. At the thickest part it

was frequently carved into rings of prominences, each about

half an inch square. With the plain ones the youths played

a game, in which the object was to throw the weapon so as

to make it bound off the ground for a few yards, and then on

alighting slide along the grass head foremost in a straight

line. The kuthar was the chief hunting weapon, and was

also the principal weapon in hand-to-hand combats.

Of boomerangs they had two kinds ; one returned when
thrown, the other did not. Whether the weapon would

return or not seemed the effect of chance, and not design, in

the construction, for, without a trial, they seemed unable to

tell which kind the weapon was, and the end to be held was
indicated by a few scratches at the very extremity. In

Kabe the boomerang is called boran, a word closely resem-

bling bwran, the mind. Another weapon, much like a

boomerang, but in shape almost rectangular, was used for

close fighting. It does not seem to have been thrown.

They had shields called helemon, and also from the tree of

which they were made k^nmarim. This tree was a species of

currajong, and its wood very soft when green, but becoming

harder and tougher when dry. The shields were of elliptical

shape, about two feet long by fourteen inches broad, and
about four inches through at the thickest part. In the
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centre of tlie back a hole was scooped, sufficiently large to

allow the hand to pass under a longitudinal bar, which was

left uncut, and formed the handle. The exterior was

smeared with clay of various colors, and sometimes had a

mark of ownership carved on it. On old shields, many dints

of spears and waddies could be seen. Indeed, in single

combat, the thuds on the shield were loud and frequent, and

j'^et they seemed to break but rarely. Not only did the

warrior protect the upper part of his body, but when his feet

were threatened he leaped up and covered them with the

shield at the same time.

There was hardly any animal, from a human being to a

giant fly, that was not considered wholesome and lawful

food to the elder men of the tribe. To minors, certain

animals were proscribed as mundha. In certain seasons,

and on certain occasions, the women had to abstain from

some kinds of food, which were also said to be mundha.

In the bunya season of 1875-76, bunyas were mundha
to the females. The food prohibited to minors is porcu-

pine, snakes, eels, fresh-water fish, kangaroo injured in

the chase, the eggs of the emu and, scrub turkey, and the

flying fox. Indulgence in forbidden food is supposed to be

punished with sickness and cancerous sores. A practice

called Narm is incumbent upon bereaved persons. This is

mourning by fasting. The women will frequently beg for

meat from White people, on the plea that they are compelled

to fast from the. flesh of the native animals. That the Kab?

people were cannibals is certain. Individuals, ashamed to

confess themselves anthropophagi, are ready enough to tell you

that somebody else relished human fl'esh. The victims who

fell in war seem to have been invariably eaten. If there was

any flesh on the bones of those who died from natural causes

it did not go to waste; and I have heard even of a child who,

having fattened, was devoured. The dingo contributed his

share to the Kabz feast. A very delicate morsel was a grub

called bu'ruga, from three to six inches long and half an
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incli thick, cut out of young gum-trees. The writer can

recommend this as excellent eating when roasted; raw, it

is rather insipid and watery. It was not a very pleasant

sight to see a Black woman divest of wings and legs the

gigantic fly (the cicala), and then gobble it up alive.

Mesh was not objected to raw, but if time permitted it

was invariably roasted on the embers. The family did not

wait until the joint was cooked to the centre. When the heat

had penetrated an inch or so, paterfamilias took up the joint

and had a few bites. It was then handed round until the

half-roasted part was finished, when the remainder was

exposed to the fire for a few minutes and thereafter passed

round again. They do not appear to have used ovens.

Honey, the product of the native bees, was a favorite

article of diet. There were two varieties, giYla. and ka'wai.

The former was the more common, and the latter the more

esteemed. In the appearance of the bees there is very little

difference. Both sorts are much Like a house-fly in color,

but about half as large. They make a buzz just audible.

The envelope containing the honey is like a cluster of small

bags, of irregular size and shape. Gd'la is often very thin,

and both sorts, I believe, have a sourish fermented taste if

the hive be exposed to the sim. Ka'wai more resembles the

honey of our domestic bee, but is not equal to it in flavor.

The aboriginal method of eating honey, although to European

taste somewhat repulsive, is at least frugal and ingenious,

and was, no doubt, the best they could adopt, when they

possessed no vessels in which they could carry the semi-

liquid nectar. The inner bark of a tree having much bast

tissue was procured. " A piece of this, about two feet square,

having. been rubbed and softened, was smeared with the

honey, which it partly absorbed. The treat was to suck and
chew this honeyed bark, and, like the joint already spoken of,

it was eagerly clutched at by all the company in turn, passed

from one mouth to another, and when sucked dry was dipped

in the honey for farther sucking and chewing.
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For vegetable food they used the roots of ferns, a kind of

yam, the budding leaves of a species of palm-tree, the root of

a plant common about the creeks, and the seeds found in the

scales of the cones of the bunya-tree. The plant found about

the margins of watercourses resembled, in the shape of its

leaf, the lily of the Nile, and was probably a lily. The root

had to be pounded before use, as the juice was extremely

pungent.

But by far the most important and most valued vegetable

product was the bunya. The bunya-tree, or Araucaria Bid-

willii, is a very conspicuous ornament of the scrubs in the

Kabz country, and, by its dome-shaped crown, can be dis-

tinguished from the surrounding trees at a great distance.

The cones, when full-grown, are fourteen to sixteen inches in

length, and at the thickest part about nine inches through.

The edible portions, the seeds, or ovules rather, are an inch or

an inch and a half long, and about half an inch thick. Their

tissue much resembles that of a potato. They are of conical

shape, covered with a tough envelope, and are found one on

each scale. When the cone is young, the edible portions are

juicy and sweet, and are eaten entire and raw. As the seed

matures, and the embryo assumes a definite form, the sur-

rounding tissue becomes drier and less palatable ; the embryo

is then rejected. When matured, the natives prefer to roast

the nut-like seed. Before being roasted, each seed is partially

bruised with a stone, and when it has been in the fire for a

minute or two it gives a crack, the signal that it is cooked.

These kernels are also pounded into a kind of meal, called

maNM, and eaten in that form. In laying up a store of

bunyas, the Blacks exhibited an unusual foresight. While

the fruit was in season, they filled netted bags with the seeds,

and buried them generally about the beds of creeks, to be

ready for use. when the season was long past. Bunyas that

had lain for months underground had, when taken up, a

most offensive smell, which they imparted to all that came

in contact with them. Nevertheless, the Blacks ate them

VOL III, L
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with great relish. In some seasons, the yield was very scant.

At the prospect of an abundant yield, tribes would come the

distance of a hundred miles to feast upon the bunya, and to

finish up the feasting with fighting.

The Ksbhi tribe had no recognized chief. Courage, intelli-

gence, and seniority gave a preponderating influence to their

possessors.

There were two or three men in the tribe, about equal in

power, who directed the movements of the whole, controlled

the relations with neighbouring tribes, took care that estab-

lished customs should not be infringed, and exercised a

fatherly interest in domestic matters. They were men of

acknowledged courage, whose influence and prowess seemed

both hereditary. One of them would, as a rule, espouse the

cause of a weaker brother who was being maltreated. Pro-

perty such as they possfesssd was respected. If a man found

a bees' nest, and did not wish to rob it for some time, he

would.mark the tree by pulling up the grass around the base,

placing sticks against it, and so forth. It was a crime to

rob a nest thus indicated. Quarrels were settled mostly by

the arbitrament of the kuthar or club.

For the regulation of marriages, each person in the tribe

bore one of the -four names—BaraN, Balkun, DhErwEu,

Bonda. There was also a name, Bandhur, which was, how-

ever, rarely used. The practice with reference to these names

seemed to be that the names of children depended directly

on the mother's name in &^a^ marriages ; that a BaraN ought

not to marry a Balkun, nor a DhErwEn a Bonda, but a BaraN

or a Balkun could marry either a DhErwEn or a Bonda.

Then, if a man, a BaraN, married a Bonda, the children were

DhErwEn; if he married a DhErwEn, the children were

Bonda. Like results followed when a Balkun married a

Bonda or DhErwEn. In the case of a man, being a DhErwEn,
he married either a BaraN, and the children were Balkun, or

a Balkun, and the children were BaraN. Like results fol-

lowed on a Bonda marrying a BaraN or a Balkun. Bandhur
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seemed to be a synonyme for DhErwEn. A table will more

clearly indicate the relations of tbese names :

—

Males.
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was common. In cases of bigamy, the two women seemed

to agree well and shared the domestic duties. In quarrels,

husbands occasionally beat their wives cruelly from head to

foot. I have known a wife to receive a fracture of the skull

in a quarrel with her husband, and to become reconciled to

him a day or two. after. The females were married at a

tender age, probably at about fourteen years. Owing to the

practice of infanticide, it would be difficult to say what

number of children a woman bore, but the average was pro-

bably five. In one instance there must have been an interval

of about sixteen years between the births of an oldest and

youngest child. Infants seem to have been put out of the

way by mothers, to escape the trouble of rearing them.

Some women lightly confessed to having killed several

children. The practice was doubtless an ancient one.

Ordinarily, children belonged to the father's tribe, but when
the father died before the children had passed the age of ten

or twelve, the mother returned to her own tribe, taking

her children along with her, and the inference is that the

children became attached to it.

Widows, after a period of mourning, received another

husband. .

The inherent diseases have already been mentioned,

viz.:—Rheumatism, indigestion, and pulmonary complaints.

The first two were rarely chronic. Lung disease aj)peared

in severe colds and coughs, terminating in emaciation and
death. I saw one case of dropsy and asthma combined, two
men bore marks of small-pox, and syphilis had left unmis-
takable traces on the face of one. They had no idea of the

causes of internal complaints, but attributed all sickness to

the malevolence of another aborigine. A pain was supposed
to be the result of a blow with a pebble thrown by an enemy.
A manNMr, or doctor, would suck the aching part and profess

to extract the pebble, or otherwise would pretend to take
blood from it in the following manner:—The manKwr is

provided with a long cord made of fur, and a vessel contain-

ing some water. One end of the cord is fastened round the
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body of the sick person immediately over the seat of pain,

the other end lies in the water. The manNwr, who is seated

between the patient and the water-vessel, holds the cord

about th-e middle with both hands, and rubs it backwards

and forwards across his gums, causing them to bleed. As
the saliva and blood accumulate, the mixture is spit into

the vessel. This process is gone through in a slow, deliberate

fashion, until the water in the vessel is quite discolored.

The blood in the frothy liquid is supposed to have been

drawn from the patient, who drinks the contents of the

vessel and expresses himself relieved by the operation and the

potion. However incredible the above description may seem,

it is quite true ; the writer has seen the bleeding in process.

Wounds were often plastered with clay, but sometimes

Nature wag left to do all the healing herself. In cases of

bruises, sores, or boils on the limbs, a ligature was fastened

two or three inches above the part affected to check circula-

tion. Mange, evidently caught from the dogs, was not

uncommon. They had a peculiar and disgusting method of

dealing with it. One person, using a short pointed stick,

would very patiently prick the pustules all over the body of

the sufferer. The counter irritation must have afforded

temporary relief. For headache, a band was generally fas-

tened tightly round the temples. Fractured bones knitted

with wonderful rapidity. In one instance, a boy got his

collar-bone broken, and in three days it neither impeded his

movements, nor did it seem to trouble him at all.

On the occurrence of a death, the wailing was horrible to

listen to. The general cry was " Nadha Nadha m^min
mimin wuthwN NanuNgai balomathz gindi " ; then followed

unearthly inarticulate wails.

The meaning of the first four words seems to have been

unknown; the last four mean my brother (in some cases

father, &c.) is dead I "Women cut themselves from head to

foot. The incisions were about an inch in length, and suffi-

ciently deep to cause a copious flow of blood, which was

allowed to dry on the skin, and was not washed off.
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The whole camp joined in the lamentation, the sincerity

of which was gauged by its length and loudness. Every one

who cried was considered to pay a great compliment to the

bereaved friends. The latter were considered base and

ungrateful if they should afterwards injure any one who had

joined vehemently in the wailing. Q-enerally relics of the

dead were preserved, such as the knee-caps, the bones of the

toes, the whole skin, or a part of it. Fleshy parts of the

body were eaten. Logs were placed on the surface of the

ground at one side or other of the grave. I have been told

that these indicated the number of brothers surviving the

deceased, the position of the logs relatively to the grave

pointing out the direction in which the surviving brothers

lived. Near female relatives of the departed tied small tufts

of emu feathers to the locks of their hair all over the head.

These were the signs of mourning, and were allowed to

remain on the head until they gradually dropped off. Rela-

tives fasted for several weeks. Crying was kept up every

night for a few weeks, and thereafter on occasional nights

for a month or two. Names of dead persons were never

uttered. To utter them was to bring about great evil, pro-

bably to both the dead and the living. Deaths were ascribed

to the influence of a member of some neighbouring tribe, and

were often avenged by fights.

Two names—dhur, a ring, and kzvar ysNga, or man-
making—appear to have applied to one and the same cere-

mony. The young men of the present generation have not

been subjected to the ordeal, and they have only a very vague

idea of what it is like. About some of their practices, of

which the man-making is one, the Blacks seem disinclined

to give much information, or the information given is not

very reliable. The proceedings at the kzvar yBNga have been

described to me to be as follows :—The young men and women
are reddened with ochre and excluded from the camp. Elders,

called kamaran {head-men), are appointed to direct the cere-

mony. The young people of both sexes are allowed to camp
near each other, but no intercourse is permitted. They are
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closely watched, and the slightest levity is punished. By
all accounts the restraint placed upon them is very severe.

The young people call out, "Nudha Nudha Nudha Nudha

mma mma ka." My informant did not know the meaning of

these words, hence they are probably corrupted. As they

are repeated very frequently during the ceremony, they seem

to be regarded as a charm. Mma is very likely an interro-

gative.

On the first day there is a great corroboree among the

elders. At night the mundha, or prohibited food, is handed

round for inspection among the young people who are fasting.

On the second day the young people are washed. The hair

is shaved off all parts of the body but the head. The youths

join hands and march about a fire, the maidens doing the

same at another fire. On successive nights various devices

are resorted to for the purpose of terrifying the young people.

One of these was making a hole in the ground into which

one of the old men went, and, by grim personations of

animals, made himself as hideous as possible. Sham-fighting

also took place.

At last, on the sixth day, there is the wamaran, or gather-

ing of all the Blacks, young and old, around three fires. A
kind of roll-call is then gone through, each young person

calling " kai Nai,"—" here am I," in response to their names.

The young men are asked in turn if they would like to have

a wife, and reply in the affirmative. At night the married

women take charge of the young men, the married men
camping by themselves, and the ceremony is over. Circum-

cision was not practised, nor any mutilation.

The corroborees, or " yauar," as the Kabz people call

them, fall naturally into two classes, the dramatic and the

lyric. When a grand or dramatic corroboree had been com-

posed, the poet trained the members of his own tribe to

produce it. The intelligence that a new corroboree had been

composed was received with pleasurable excitement by the

surrounding tribes, and in due course gatherings were

convened, at which it was performed. The poet having
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introduced his work to the neighbouring tribes, these in turn

invited their allies to witness it and aid in the performance.

In this manner a corroboree travelled, and was sung with

great enthusiasm where not a word of it was intelligible. The

dramatic part in these performances was sometimes very

considerable. The story of the drama appears to have been

exceedingly short and simple, and occasionally full of excite-

ment. The representations were rarely free from obscenity,

and on some occasions indecent gestures were the main parts

of the action. I have seen a structure formed of huge forked

sticks placed upright in the ground, the forks upwards, with

saplings reaching from fork to fork, and boughs laid over

all. This building was part of the machinery for a cor-

roboree, at a certain stage of which the males, who were

located on the roof, rushed down among the females, who
were underneath, and handled them licentiously. One cor-

roboree I saw performed as follows:—The females sat in the

foreground near a number of fires. There were about a

hundred and fifty performers, all males, disposed in several

bands. They formed in rows in the background, and advanced

very slowly towards the fires. The composer led the front

rank, and was conspicuous by the loudness of his voice and

the animation of his gestures. The bodies of all were

smeared with red and white clay, and as nearly as possible

after the same fashion. Bach held a kuthar (club) in the

right hand. There was an amazing simultaneousness of

action, and excellent time was beaten with the feet. During

the whole representation the women beat time. ' Each sat

with her thighs close together, and beat upon the hollow

thus formed with both her hands open, the fingers of the

one passing obliquely over those of the other. Every one

seemed intensely delighted. Near the close the performers

placed the left hand on the side of their head, and bending

to the left as one man, leant as near the ground as possible,

remaining for a couple of seconds in this attitude, which re-

presented sleep. Shortly after, having given three great

yells in close succession, they retired to the background.
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The same movements were repeated, but other ranks took the

front.

The corroboree music is much like a chant. A string

of words often runs to the one note. All the parts are

variations of one tune, sung in different kinds of time, and

at various rates of speed. There is a peculiar tendency to

slide in semitones from one key into another, and the effectof

the music is almost invariably minor. A favorite practice is

to raise the pitch suddenly an octave, and in order to effect

this it is sometimes necessary to allow it to slide to a low

pitch in the manner spoken of above. Instead of intimat-

ing the conclusion of one part of the piece by two or three

yells, a more musical practice is often followed of trilling the

sound of r at a high pitch.

In the corroboree marked No. I. there is an example of

the dramatic kind. Only a portion is given, but sufficient

to indicate the character of the whole. The words are not

Kahi. This is easily apparent from the feet being Iambic

if from nothing else, as there is hardly an Iambic foot in

Kabe. The lyrics are short simple ditties, comprising at

most two parts. The subject is some exploit or custom of

the composer, or perhaps the charms of his sweetheart.

Such songs are only known to a few individuals, and are

sung in private. In both examples that I give there seems

to be an attempt at rhyme. I am pretty sure the effect is

not accidental. Ifwe take the words of the second example,

which seem to be of the lyric kind, and is written in Kabe,

we find a rhyme recurring containing the vowel a. That

this is intentional is evident from the fact that the word

kalaifa in the song is always in conversation pronounced

kalaNwr, that the word kariNga has not in conversation the'

hard- ^ sound, and that a meaningless a is affixed to the

word Nuyum. The words- of the second part of No. II. are

not intelligible to me. In the aboriginal voice there is a

great deal of timbre, a quality which is greatly affected in

private singing. Falsetto and tremulo are often used, and the

force and expression are much varied.
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The causes of hostilities between tribes do not seem to

have been very definite. As deaths were generally attributed

to the malevolence of enemies in another tribe, the desire of

vengeance sometimes led to a battle. Owing to the Kab?

country being identical with the central part of the habitat

of the bunya, remote tribes converged upon it when bunyas

were plentiful, and hence it was a thorough battlefield. The

Kabz tribe, alHed with their neighbours, made war on those

from a distance about the end of the bunya season. The

opposing parties camped near each other, and, after indulging

in mutual accusations, threats, and challenges for a few

nights, the fighting commenced, and was conducted without

any arrangement. The results appear to have been very

indecisive—a man or two killed on either side, and two or

three wounded. There was no retreating, no pursuing and

subsequent slaughtering, owing doubtless to there being

nothing to win or lose. Wailing and cannibal feasts ended

the proceedings.

The tribe used frequently to hunt in bands. They

would form a line, and scour the country. On the sight of

kangaroos, the hunters, by hallooing, confused them so much

that, instead of evading the pursuers, they rushed towards

them. When the grass was dry enough to burn, one party

having been distributed along the margin of a scrub, another

party set fire to the grass some distance off; the game,

obliged to seek shelter in the scrub, became easy marks

for the persons posted at its edge. The kwthar, or club,

was the most effective hunting weapon. The spoil of the

chase was shared unselfishly, even when obtained by private

exertion.

The dwellings were of the very simplest description.

Generally a sapling, ten to twelve feet long and about two

inches thick, was procured and partially broken in the

middle. The ends were fixed lightly in the ground, about

six feet apart. The halves, still adhering, formed at once

the doorposts and two rafters of the dwelling. The apex, or
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broken part, rested in a fork, terminating the upper end of

another stick, about six feet long, the lower end of which was

stuck in the ground: thus the framework was formed. One

of the spaces between the rafters formed a door, the other

two were filled up with bushes, or covered over with sheets of

bark. A dwelling of this kind could be shifted as the wind

changed. The fire was made in front, and when the cover-

ing was bark, although the fire was usually small, a great

deal of heat was reflected .from the bark, and the inmates

were very snug. Such a dwelling was intended for only

two or three occupants. Larger structures were occasionally

made after the same fashion by procuring two or three

forked sticks.

The camps were often shifted. When travelling, families

took different routes, hunting or searching for sugar-hag

(honey) on their way, and towards sundown converging at

an appointed rendezvous. Unless on urgent occasions, they

would content themselves with loitering over about five

miles a day. Each individual had a peculiar cooee by

which he could be distinguished as far as heard. It was

customary for one of the tribe, if unexpectedly approaching

a camp, to cooee; on coming up he at once engaged in

conversation, and embraced friends, if he had been long

separated from them. A stranger on approaching a camp

had to sit down at some distance, with his back towards

it, and, after remaining silent in this situation for a

quarter or half an hour, he would draw a little nearer, and

might then, in a very cold and formal manner, exchange

salutations. The first salutation is Weno dhan?—"Where
are the Blacks ?" As an adieu, the Kabe native says, " Kai

Nai yEndin "—" Here I go," or " I'm just off."

Each family possessed several dogs, and when on the

move the wife generally kept up a kind of chant calling

upon the dogs. The call was e, aie, ise, ai, ai, ai, aie, ise.

I am not aware that these sounds had any meaning apart

from the dog-call, and let me remark that in the ise occurs

the only pure sibilant I heard in the language.
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As I have already observed, friends meeting after long

separation embrace. On such occasions they seem much

affected, rub faces and caress one another very fondly. They

have no masonic signs.

Messages were sent by a dhomka or messenger, and

were occasionally expressed by nqtches cut on a piece of

stick. The notches generally referred to numbers, but not

invariably.

Their love-letters were peculiar. When the writer was

once travelling with a Black boy the latter produced from

the lining of his hat a bit of a twig about an inch long, and

having three notches, cut on it. The Black boy explained

that he was a dhomka, that the central notch represented

himself, and the other notches, one the youth sending the

message, the other the girl for whom it was intended. It

meant in the words of Dickens, " Barkis is willing." The

dhomka sewed up the love-symbol in the lining of his hat,

carried it thus for months without divulging his secret to his

sable friends, and finally delivered it safely. This practice

appeared to be well known, and was probably common.
There were two or more kinds of pebbles in great

estimation. By the description I got of them they were

doubtless semi-transparent quartz of various tints, and

were generally found in watercourses. One kind was called

minkom; it was flat and circular. Another kind, of

globular shape, was called indifferently Nanpai or kundzr.

In these pebbles were the means of life and death. The
opinion was that they were carried internally about the

region of the stomach, and a Kabe person's vitality and
influence was proportionate to the number of them he was
possessed of Kund2r was the sort generally spoken of,, and
to be "kundzr boNgan" (many-pebbled) was to possess a

charmed life, and to be able to inflict grievous harm upon
enemies. When a person was taken suddenly ill it was
supposed that a pebble had been launched at him.

A young fellow named Waruindh positively assured me
that he had been hit in the side by one of these pebbles,
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g,nd that he knew the thrower of the missile, who he said,

although unseen, had been concealed behind a tree. He was

troubled, apparently, with a stitch in the side. On such

occasions the manNwr or magician, whose qualities I shall

hereafter explain, was had recourse to. The manNMr

mumbled about the aching part with his mouth, and

affected to extract the pebble.

To the Kahi mind, the rainbow, which was called dhakkan,

was the greatest source of power. It was personified, and,

when visible, was imagined to be in course of transit from

one abode to another. Its haunts were small waterholes on

elevated places. Many of these were of considerable depth,

and, being unfathomable to the Blacks, were considered

bottomless. The dhakkan was accused of emerging from his

watery residence, and, like the fairies, substituting one child

for another, which it took to its stronghold, about the

margin of which it occasionally aired him. Thus it was

first thought that half-castes were changelings, left by

dhakkan in the place of Black children stolen by it. (See

stories following vocabulary.) But dhakkan was asjpowerful

for good as for harm; it had a never failing supply of

bukkwr or juttu, that is, rope.

It exchanged bukkwr for kundzr with men who possessed

the latter, the transfer being effected in the following

manner. A Blackfellow possessing kundz'r would camp on

the margin of a waterhole known to be a dhakkan residence.

While asleep there, a tingling sensation would commence at

his toes, and pass all over his body. This tingling was the

evidence of the operation of dhakkan,. which had meanwhile

drawn the sleeper under water, and, having taken from him

kundzr in exchange for bukkwr, had replaced him on his

couch a manNwr. The tingling sensation was evidently

mere numbness resulting from cold.

A mauNOT possessed a charmed life, could kill and cure,

command the elements, and, in short, perform any feat that

imagination could suggest. Persons who had experienced

hairbreadth escapes were reckoned either kundzr boNgan or

mauNOT. When a man was the former, it was patent to

VOL. in. M
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everybody; but he had to be a very clever, assuming

impostor to be recognized as a manNwr. Consequently,

manNMrs were few. A feat of one of them is worth relating.

A boy named Turandiu told me that when he was a child

the camp was one morning surprised by the Native Police.

A Blackfellow, a manNwr, lifted the boy and, having tossed

him a mile or two into the scrub, vanished underground

himself, reappearing on the surface about where he had

thrown the child. It was current that a manN^r could draw

from his stomach wonderful things, even ropes of tobacco.

ManNMr means fuU-of-life. The rainbow is said to be

manNMrNMr, that is life-possessing, life-giving, because it

has the power of imparting vitality to men.

A manNMr, magician or life-man, is sometimes called

murw-murM, that is, full-of-life. The pebbles that I have

already spoken of are sometimes called dhakke, the general

word for stones. It seems that a person, in order that they

may pass into his stomach, must also be lying at the margin-

of a waterhole.

One who is kundzr boNgan, or better still, a mauNwr,

will generally possess a Nuam manNwrNwr, or, as the Blacks

render it in English, a "saucy dillie-bag." Although its

appearance does not differ from the ordinary dillie-bags, it is

supposed to be of an origin beyond human. It is found in

waterholes. Its contents are known only to its owner,

but to the crowd they are supposed to comprise relics of the

dead, pebbles, and hair and excrement of enemies. The
owner will ostentatiously hang it up on a tree in the eyes of

the whole camp, none daring to touch it for fear of being

overtaken by speedy death. I once saw one hanging thus,

and as I was carelessly walking up to have a look at it, the

Blacks, apprehensive of my danger, called out to me in

accents of fear to keep back.. After I had examined the

exterior, and they had seen that I was unharmed, they

accounted for my immunity by saying that I was a White-
fellow.

I have said that the Nuam contains the hair or excrement
of its owner's enemies. The Kab? people believe that if you
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can procure either of these, while they decay in your posses-

sion, your enemy's life will be waning to a corresponding

extent. Consequently, they are extremely fearful of their

hair or faeces falling into an enemy's hands.

They had a strange dread of passing under a leaning

tree or even under the rails of a fence. Their reason for this,

as explained to me, was, that a female might have been upon

the tree or fence, and that some blood from her might have

fallen on it and might fall from it on them. Analogous to

this fear was that of a person . stepping over their body

while they were lying down. When camping out with a

Black boy I have unthinkingly stepped over him, and have

known him involuntarily to cry out with fear and to denounce

the ignorance and stupidity of White people. These fears

seem to me to point to some former laws relating to

pollutions.

They had a very vague belief in water-spirits, the ap-

pearance, qualities, and habits of which I could not discover.

They had a belief in, or more accurately an apprehension of,

ghosts; NMthurM, the word for shadow, was also the word

for ghost. A ghost was generally to be seen at night

peering through branches or from behind trees. They did

not seem to believe that the personality of the deceased was

continued in the ghost, but thought that death annihilated

personality.

They knew nothing of a Supreme Being, and performed

no acts of invocation or propitiation. I never discovered

any traditions about the Creation, the Deluge, or the origin

of the native race.

Language.

The word Kabi is a negative, and used as such by those

who speak the dialect called by the Eevd. W. Ridley, Dippil,

as well as by the tribe to which the name Kab? is specially

applied in this treatise. The people who speak both these

dialects probably formed originally but one tribe, and were

designated Kab2, from that negative being peculiarly theirs.

The Kab? and Dippil dialects differ from each other but very

M 2
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slightly. One conspicuous difference is the introduction of ^
hard in many words in Dippil, where it does not occur or is

elided in Kab?, such as wurgu, Touru, a girl, bugaman, baman,

to come, NugMn, Nwin, a boy, and so on. In consequence of

the meagreness of the Kabz vocabulary, many words possess

a wide range of meaning. Kalaxi^r, good, may express

almost any quality that produces pleasure ; muUw, black,

means any dark color whatever, excepting red; thus green,

blue, brown, black of all shades are mullw. It is to be

expected that an aboriginal dialect should be deficient in

abstract words, and especially in words expressing nice moral

distinctions or delicate sensations. Kabz realizes this

expectation; it does not even take cognizance of the -air we

breathe, having no name for it. The dearth of words renders

freqiient circumlocution necessary, and much of the sense has

to be gleaned from the context, the tone, and gesticulation.

The orthography in which the Kabz words are written in

these notes is based upon Professor M. Miiller's Missionary

Alphabet, to which I have added e, and the English conso-

nantal y. The characters, about the sound of which there

might be any doubt, are:

—

a -
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about to pronounce the word the immediately after the letter

n. This sound might be called a dentated n. I have indi-

cated it by ndh.

Very often mutes are so indefinitely articulated as to

render it doubtful whether they are surd or sonant. Thus to

the ears of some Whites the word for grass is pan, to others

ban. Not only so, but' there is a great tendency to soften

the labials of p and b, and the labial-liquid m to zo, as in

WMrubandh or wMruwsndh, old; muin or wuin, niffkt. I

have failed to recognize any pure sibilant or palatal ck in

Kabz, excepting the s in the word ise, used as a dog-

call. There are near approaches to such sounds, but such

combinations as ty, dhi, or tdh fully express the extent of

the hiss, as in batyin, found. The aspirate h does not occur

except in one word helemon, a shield. From the fact of this

word being the single exception, and as there is another

word for shield, viz., kunmarim, the name of the tree from

which shields are made, I take the word helemon to be

foreign.

The nasal n seems to be used very often, either to obviate

the necessity of an initial vowel, which is not grateful to

Kabz ears, or to separate two following vowels. Thus we
have adhw or Nadhw, I; aim or Nairn, we; and so on.

Gemination is excessively prevalent, hence where letters are

doubled both have to be pronounced. Only such consonants

as combine easily occur in juxtaposition. Sometimes such

combinations as pr, kr, and so on, appear to be used, but the

consonants will be found, upon careful listening, to be

separated by a short vowel. The aversion to such sounds as

br, and also the liking for dissyllabic words, are well exempli-

fied in naturalized English words—thus bread becomes

BOKEA
; grog, garon.

The Kab«' th is exactly like the English in thing, dh

indicates a sound having more of the t sound than th in the.

Kab? has no words beginning with r or I. Its final

letters are limited to I, m, n,r, n, ndk, and vowels.

There is no article in Kabe. The substantive shows no

distinction of number; this is true of the verb also. Thus
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tlie word dh^ may mean wood, a tree, the tree, trees. To

express many trees the words dhw BONgan or dhw gurwinda

(lit. tree many) must be used. There is no distinction of sex,

excepting by words quite different. There are some suffixes

indicating case, but they are used very indefinitely. The

suffixes -10 and -no frequently express possession, but they

sometimes occur with subjects, often with datives, and

frequently give the sense of at. "We find a termination -m

signifying o/, and at, and in. I have heard a termination

-kere signifying on account of, and -mo signifying up or at.

The subject has a termination annexed more frequently than

has the object. I have not been able to discover any regular

definiteness in the meaning of the separable endings, and

cannot, therefore, give any declensions, if such exist. The

syllable -go is very often annexed to any or all the parts of

speech, and usually expresses motion, as Nairn dhmvgo,

yango bonzgo—we to-the-scrub will-go for-bunyas. Some-

times the termination -barom is attached to nouns or pro-

nouns to express appreciation, especially to proper names.

The addition of the syllable -Na is very common; it does not

appear to affect the sense at all, but simply to make th5

rhythm more musical. Substantives are mostly of one or

two syllables, and, if the latter, the accent is almost invari-

ably on the first syllable. There are instances of verbal

nouns being formed by adding -ba or -na to the infinitive or

perfect indicative of the verb, as yBlmba {with)-shouting;

beyElh'manna, cooeeing.

The adjectives are subject to no changes of form, and in

general are not distinguishable by termination or otherwise

from substantives. Comparison in the ordinary grammatical

sense cannot be said to exist. Supposing that the length of

several spears is being compared, to express this is the longest

in Kabz they would simply say karzNa goran, i.e., this long.

They use the word karva as an exact equivalent to our very,

and I believe the sense is sometimes intensified by repetition.

That repetition does not always intensify the meaning is

certain. Nambur is Kab? for ti-tree. There was a place to

which the Blacks gave the name nambur nambur, because a
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single ti-tree liad been planted there. Some unmistakable

adjectival terminations can be pointed out, the most note-

worthy of which is -Nwr. This termination signifies possess-

ing, having, like, and so on. Thus we have wulwz, smoke;

wulwmwr, smoky; bokka, a projection; bokkaNwr, horned;

dhih'l, noise; dhilelNMr, noisy. I find some adjectives with

this termination attached to a stem, which does not appear

to exist now separately as a substantive; such is the very

common word kalaNwr, good. Another adjectival termina-

tion is -dau or -do, e.g., wuin, night; wuindau, dark; buran,

wind; burando, stormy, windy. Walathau, cold, may be

classed with these. Another ending is -ban, wandh, or

wendh, as dhal?, at present (an adv.); dhalebandh, new.

There are also great numbers of infinitives used adjectively.

Adjectives formed by the combination of distinct separable

words will be noticed further on.

By referring to the vocabulary it will be noted that the

personal pronoun is inflected to a considerable extent, and

with some regularity. The initial nasal is often omitted.

In addition to the terminations indicated in the vocabulary

there are two others, -dai and -blin, sometimes suffixed to

nominatives. They have merely a definitive force. The pro-

noun when a subject is almost invariably expressed. Bilin

or -blin is most commonly used with pronouns, as Ninbilin,

thou indeed.

The verb is neither infiected for person nor number. Tense

and mood are indicated by infiection, very indefinitely and in

a very small degree. The simplest part is the imperative,

which commonly consists of one syllable, and very rarely

exceeds two.

The form which serves as infinitive is used also as pre-

sent, imperfect, and future indicative, and imperfect parti-

ciple. It is generally produced by adding to the imperative

the terminations -man, -math?, -thin, a connecting vowel

being sometimes interposed. These may be regarded as the

regular and by far the most frequent infinitive terminations,

but there are a few others, the most noteworthy of which

are -aio, -aiyw, and -Im. Many verbs take both -man and
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-mafhi, as the verb baman, to come. Some even have the

three forms in -man, -mathi, and -thin. There is a part

which serves as a perfect tense, perfect participle, and, with-

out the addition of a copula, as a passive voice. It seems to

be formed either by contracting the infinitive in -man or by-

adding -n to the imperative, probably in the latter manner,

e.g., ban, come, from baman, to come, or ba (imper.), com£.

Very often the adverbs, wuru, long ago; Sh&li, now; and

Bonna-woppa, after a little, are employed to indicate the

time of the action. Besides the terminations already cited,

there are several others the effect of which is too in-

appreciable to warrant their acceptance as expressing

changes of mood or tense.

On one or two occasions I have heard what appeared to

be optative or subjunctive forms. The passive, spoken . of

above, is very seldom used, and is occasionally a single-

worded proposition, as kaNun, he was cut; dhiNgan, he is (or

was) thrown. The distinction between active and passive is

but faintly maintained. A prohibition, direct or indirect, is

indicated by introducing the negative bar; in all cases of

negation, besides, other negatives, such as wa, kabe, Ac, are

used.

In the vocabulary four examples occur of reciprocal verbs

having the distinctive termination -ulaiyw or -yulafyw, viz. :

—

(1.) Yathulaiyw, to converse, from yaman or yathin

(imper. ya), to speak.

(2.) Baiyulaiyw, to fight, that is, to strike one another,

from baiye'man (imper. baiyz), to kit, to heat, to

kill.

(3.) Kauwathulaiyw, to cut, from kauwa, to cut, e.g.,

dhakker<9 kauwathulaiyu, to cut (presumably one

another) with a knife or tomahawk.

(4.) W2yulaiyM, to divide, to share, to deal out; i.e., to

give one another, from womNan, to give (imper. wa
or WM, perf. part, winin or wiyin). The word ya

may be reckoned as a verbal particle, being

equivalent to the English come, when used not

as a verb of motion, but to arouse to action.
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There are many defective verbs, some of them having

only one form, as kai, I have it, I am here, it is here, or

simply here*

Many adverbs of place terminate in -m. Another adverbial

termination is -Nur, but words in-Nur probably were adjectives.

A number of interrogative adverbs, closely resembling the

pronouns, are peculiar in form. The initial syllables of the

following deserve attention—weno, where or when; wenobolla,

when; wenominz, where; wandhnrathin, why; wenamba,

whether or no; minam, minalo, why; minaNgo, how. Adjec-

tives are used adverbially. A few words that might be

classed as conjunctions or prepositions appear in the

vocabulary among the adverbs. The word ka is simply a

connective, and frequently seems scarcely to be articulated.

Bona or weno introduce hypothetical sentences, and are then

equivalent to if; used adverbially they signify when, at the

time, at that time. The relations of subordinate clauses to

the principal clauses, or to one another,- have to be inferred

in almost every instance from the context. There appear to

be no words belonging properly to the preposition class.

Their place is supplied by the sufl&xes spoken of when

treating of the noun and pronoun, and by adverbs.

In considering the structure and derivation of words very

little can be said about nouns. Very few of them are

traceable to roots. A small number are significant, such as

muru-goran, nose (or beak) long, the ibis; dhu-narambz, ^ree-

possum, the bat
;
ye'lai-bo-dhoman, crayfish-eating, the crane.

Some are onomatopoeic, as kawuN, laughing jackass; wowa,

crow. There is a noteworthy resemblance between the

words bwran (the wind) and boran a boomerang. That they

may have originally been identical, the difference in pro-

nunciation does not render improbable, for we find the word

gwran {long') sometimes pronounced goran. The adjectival

terminations -bandh, -bathin, -boman, and -wendh or -wan

are probably derived from the verb baman, to come. The

* In this passage I think Mr. Mathew has fallen into a mistake. Kail is

an exclamation common throughout Australia, and is used as such in the

senses noticed by Mr. Mathew, and in many others.—E. M. C.
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termination -not has already been mentioned as distinctive

of adjectives. Curiously enough, we find it doubled in at

least one instance, the word mauNwrNOT, capable of impart-

ing life. The stem of this word seems to he man, which is

not now extant in its simple state. ManNOT is a noun or an

adjective; as the former its meaning has been explained, as

the latter it means charmed and life-giving. With another

-NOT suffixed the application is solely adjectival, and the

meaning is perhaps intensified.

Very frequently two words are required to express an

attribute. This is sometimes due to the want of positives,

e.g.^ wa widhzman, brave; wa kawun n-Enaman, unwilling. A
noun followed by a verb generally expresses adjectively

sensations which are described by and referred to their

physical phenomena.

The verb affords by far the greatest scope for distin-

guishing roots and tracing them. Ya is the imperative of

yaman, to speak. From that root are doubtless derived

yathulaiyw, to converse; yamNoman, to rage, to scold;

yBh'man, to call; yElEUman, to speak quickly; bzyEb'man, to

cooee. The following are groups of related words:

—

(1.) YaNgoman, to make; yaNgalmoman, to allow;

(baiy?) yaNgale'thin, to cure.

(2.) Warran, to buck; warmaman, to chase; yauwara,

tojump. From the same root is probably derived

wirra, a stream.

(3.) Wombalithin, to carry; wombathin, to put up;

wombah'man, tofall upon.

(4.) Dhathin, to drink; bedhalmda, to cause to drink.

(5.) DuNzman, to cry ; dumnuraman, to cause to cry.

(6.) Dhomathin, to hold; dhommomfln, to marry.

(7.) NomNathz, to see; Nomba, to show; naiy«lathin,

to look.

(8.) Marm, to burn; man'man (adjective) to be hot;

mare, a camp, and probably originally afire.

A good many adverbs are transformed to verbs by
suffixing (1) a verb or (2) a verbal termination. The fol-

lowing are instances of the former class :^Wuru-boman, to
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come out; bzya-boman, to come back; wuru-ywaritliine, to

put out; bzyavindw, to take back. The following are of the

latter class :—Kare-thin, to enter; kare-naman, to put in;

kar?-ndime, to admit; wnru-watliin, to let out; budha-wathin,

to strengthen; budha means strong. Sometimes nouns and

verbs are compounded to form a verb, as kakke-baman, to

bleed; NuyMm-boman, to sweat.

There is a striking resemblance between the words

yzraman, to spring up, and ysraman, a horse, as. also in

these words—dhuruman, to grow, to swell; dhunuNan, a

tumour; dhw, a tree; dhur?, the scrub; dhura, a house

(dhura in Kamilaroi means bark of a tree) ; dhun, a tail;

tunum, the tongue.

In conversation, the infinitive termination -mathz is often

contracted to -m.i, as bamz for bamathe.

The ending -moral appears in some imperatives given in

the table of conjugations. As we also find an infinitive

termination -moraman, it seems to me that, -mor was the

stem of a verb, now obsolete, which was almost equivalent to

the verb do, and it now exists merely as an intensifying

ending. In verbs where -iu is given as an infinitive ending,

-eman generally is used as well, as malra or mah'man, kurm
or kurman. It is clear that the letters m, b, and w are

often interchanged, and particularly the last two. We note

also that by far the most frequent and therefore regular

infinitive terminations are -mathin, -man, -math?, -vni,

-bathin, -wathin, -athin?, -ithine. It seems probable that

-man, -mathi, and -mi are contractions of -mathinj -mi

certainly is of -math?, and -math? and -man are often inter-

changeable. This hypothesis does not exclude the possibility

of -man occurring as a primitive unabridged verbal ending.

Again, -bathin is often contracted to -ban, or -bandh, and
-wathin to -wan or -wandh. Hence, -mathin, -bathin, and
-wathin may be essentially the same termination. Dha is

the imperative of dhoman, to eat, but the word dhathin

means to drink. From these and other examples it might

be inferred that there had been two distinct verbal suffixes,

or three, if we regard -ma and -ba as radically distinct. If
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three, they would be—(1) -man or -ma; (2) -ba or -wa;

(3) -thin. In the majority of instances, -thin seems

combined with one or other of the first two.

As a rule, verbs in -thin have the most active significa-

tion, and before the sufiis -li or -la is sometimes interposed,

the exact effect of which is not apparent, e.g,, wombathin,

to lift; womba^ethin, to carry. The words kai and nsnaman,

which, in a general sense, respectively express having and

being, are not exactly equivalent to have and he in Aryan

languages. They are never auxiliaries of tense or mood.

Kai rather means / have it, or it is here ; and nEnaman

means to exist, to remain, to live, though in the imperative

it- fairly represents he, as in yul nBnai, he quiet.

Kai has a demonstrative force, and perhaps it is the ter-

mination in the possessives NanyuNgai,. my ; NinoNgai, thy;

and in the interrogatives Nangai, NanyuNgai, mmaNgai.

The frequency of the phrase kai NanyuNgai kai, here is

mine, or I have mine; and the fact that NanyuN and NinoN

occur without the termination -gai lends color to this sup-

position.

Other indefinite verbal forms are mmda, to he here, to be

there; and Nindi, or gindz, to he within. The phrase kai

mmda occurs, and is equivalent to it is here. Kai seems to

be the demonstrative and mmda the verbal element.

In the adjectival termination -NMr, -nur, or -uv, the

essential part is -ur, and the nasal seems thrown in to

separate two vowels ; -NMr is the commonest form, but we

have -uv in bamwr. Sometimes this suffix is contracted to

-NM, so, -u, or 0.

To express the genitive, nouns have most commonly one

or other of these corrupted forms affixed. But in the first

pers. pron., plu., poss. case, the termination -Nwr occurs

thus—nom. Nalen, poss. NalmNwr, affording one clear proof

that the termination of the genitive of a substantive is the

same as that which forms an adjective from a substantive.

Verbal and adjectival signs are affixed, whereas adverbs

in forming compounds are prefixed.
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Mi means tke eye or eyes; bubai to stand still; from these,

I think, we have me bwwan, sleepy. From bwwan a gerundive

is formed—buwando, sleeping—as in buwando yunmaman, to

lie sleeping, to sleep.

The phrase noUa baNwondamoraman, to get into a rage,

is an example of composition by syncope, being compounded

of noUa the stomach ; baNkw, angry, sulky; wonda, to raise

or rise; moraman, a verbal termination. The syllable kw is

omitted by syncope.

Generally the order of words in a sentence is subject,

indirect object, object, adverb, verb—the adjective in almost

every instance immediately following the word which it

qualifies. There is, however, much diversity in the form of

sentences.

Very frequently a subject and adjective constitute a pro-

position, a copula being rarely used.

Some idioms are very remarkable, such, for instance, as

those attributing the passions to the state of the stomach.

Such are nolla kalaNwr, lit., stomach good, cheerful; noUa
dhandarban or dhandarbathin, lit., stomach smooth or slippery,

pleased; noUa bauwan, lit., stomach cutting, means to relish;

noUa warabin, lit., stomachjumping, fearful; noUa kaiyaman,

lit., stomach biting, sorry. Other phrases similar to these

will be found in the vocabulary. Deafness is confounded

with madness, thus, pmaN gulum, lit., ears dull, means either

deaf or mad. Many feelings are named from their physical

phenomena, such are mi kurm, lit., eyes turning, giddy; mi
kambz'man, lit., eyes hiding, jealous; mi wuruwoman, lit.,

eyes standing om^, amazed; mnru wombaKman, lit., nose

uplifted, frowning; pinaN baluman, lit., ears dead, means to

forget; mi kakkeman, lit., eyes bleeding, bright.

The verb yaNgoman is often used with an adjective to

express action for which no single word exists, as kakkal

yaNgah'thin, to make clean. The verb nEuaman, to be, to

exist, is used in a manner somewhat similar, as kaiwun

uEnaman, lit., desire possessing, willing.
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The following stories, dialogues, and phrases are intro-

duced mainly with a view to their being of philological

value :

—

Stories.

Dhak'kan.

Phak'kan wa'raN Nun'da ko'raman

Nu'in dhi'kuj, kar'vana wnm'Nan
mul'lM. Nun'daro kom'Nan Nu'ina

tuu'baNonol'lano karm'dimi. Nol'-

lani Nu'iu nE'naman; Nu'ritni wu'ru-

boman.

Dhak'kan man'NurNur.

Niii bon'na bai'ymar yEn'na yun'-

mathin kuNM kara'no. Nin bai'yi

yaNga'lithin.

Dhan dhak'kanno Nan'pai wtrm'Nan,

dhak'kan dhan'no bu'kar wu.

Dhak'ke kunda'swr.

Dhan Nam dhak'keni nol'lani uEna-

man.

Piri, NJm, bu'y«, kam, gillin.

Nin ka'runda yin'maio Nin'baNO

dhu'Nun kar'ithin.

Nin wa bai'yiro yun'maman, Nin

man'Nwrbathin.

Bai'yi yaNga'lithin.

Nai w(i"D.o bai'yJNMr mu' vu mu' vu

Nan'na bun'bjthin dhak'ke Nan'na

bun'mathin.

Nan'pai bat'ytoian.

Nin yun'mai dhu mo tar'vano.

Nin'dje kui'bi vro'Na Nan'pai

Nin'bola nin'dathin.

Nun'da dhilil'baNMr nin'daman.

Nin raan'NwrnE'naman waba'luman.

(The) -Rainbow.

(The) -rainbow (is) wicked, he stole

(a) -boy half-caste, another gave

Black. He took (the) -boy (to a)-

mountain (a -water)-hole (he) put-

(him)-in. ' (In the) -hole (the) -boy

is; (during the) -day (he) -comes-

out.

(The) -Rainbow capable-of-imparting

vitality.

Thou when sick go lie-down (at the)-

water'a edge. Thou (wilt) be

cured.

(The) -Blackfellow (to the) -rainbow

(Nanpai) pebble gives, (the) -rain'-'

bow (to the) -Blackfellow (a) -rope

gives.

(The) -Stones or Pebbles (of) Koon-

dangoor.

(To the) -Blackfellow always pebbles

(in his) -inside are.

(In the) hands, bones, calves, head,

nails.

Thou floating (?) remain (to) -thee

(in the) -stomach (they) -enter.

Thou (wilt) not aching lie, thou (wilt)

beoome-fuU-of-vitality.

Curing.

I if sick (the man) fuU-of-life me

(will) -suck (the) -pebble (from) -me

take-out.

Pebble-finding.

Thou lie-down (a) -tree under.

Thou (a) -whistling (wilt) -hear(the)-

Nanpai (pebble) (to) thee (shall)-

go-in.

It noisily (shall)-go-in.

Thou fuU-of-vitality (wilt) -be, not

(wilt) -die.
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Dh«r.

Dhwr wiN'wMr yEN'ga, m'rimba

ki'rabaria'na. Ear yBN'ga wa'thi ;

kun'namara pa'bunno, kom'miNa

bai'yira. Kkar'va yEn'na kar'va

nEnai bun'dumo wa'thinba vrON'-

athin.

Nuin dhu'mo won'da ya'bun yj'ki

won'da. Yil'la na'ruthin Nuin'na.

BTuin bu'dhawathin tEraNwa dha'ba

dhiNgathln.

Gil'la.

Gil'la Nad'hadharr'ga won'nan; kan

tam'burwan. Gril'lago dhaN'gago

bon'na-yjr'ki yan'go. Weno Nia

kala'Nar a'dhu Nin'na gil'la w«.

(The) -Ring.

This story probably refers to man-

(A) -ring, large (they) -make, in -the-

middle (they) -light-a-fire. (Must)-

not cause laughing; wring-the-

neck -(will the) -fathers, (the)-

uncles (will) -beat. Some go-away,

others remain at-the-backs (if there

be) -laughing to -know.

(The) -boys (the) -trees climb, (the)-

sisters also climb. On-the-hocks

(they) -kick (the) -boys.

(The) -boys fast-hold (their) -legs not

(to the) -ground (they) -throw-

(them).

Honey,

(Of the) -honey I half left ; (the) -can

was-fuU-to-the-lip. For -(the)-

honey (the) -half -(of) to-morrow

(I shall) -go. If thou -(art) good I

thee honey (will) -give.

DlALOaUES.

YEr'amin; bula. Horses; bullocks.

Na'rau ! yE'ramin nin'dtt baN'goran Halloo ! (a) -horse, (canst) thou wild

kaN'kithin? ride?

Wa ! yE'ramini Nai wit'dhlman - No 1 of -horses I (am) afraid.

Nin minan'm wit'dhiman? - - Thou why afraid?

YE'ramindo dhbf'gara, mm kom- (The) -horse (might) -throw -(me),

Na'thinj. " (my) bones (might) -break.

Ya Nin, wo'Nali, wE'namba wa'raio. Try thou, mount, (to see) whether

(he will) -buck.

Nin'dai ye'ramingo, Na'lin yun'ma- Thou-indeed for-the-horses-go, we

man dhu'rjthin. (shall) -lie in-the-scrub, i.e., camp

out.

Boh'na-wop'pa yango, Ka'rau* dha In-a-little-while (we shall) -go, (the)

kam'Na kai. ground (is) damp at-present.

VOL. III.

' Na'rau, interjection, equivalent to I say.

N
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DlALOGUBS-

Nam yEn'din? . . - -

Nam'ba i'la yEn'diii

Wa'ra wa'ra dhiN'ga kal wu'ruwa-

thin.

Wa'ra wa'ra dhj'kir, kabi bomka'-

numan.

Kal Na'lmdo tal'K buwan'diman

We'no kaNgo?- ....
Mu'kirgo - - - . .

Kal Nin'du yEr'ri ku'riua

Nin'du ka'lu-vro'nai biyel'Kmanna,

Nui bar pi'naN-gtt'lum nE'nai.

Nai yi'pi ba'lun yE'linba arau'

!

Wa Na'dhu Nin'na vro'namathi

We'Sobola biya'vindiw? -

Bo'na ti'rum ninda'monda

Mi'nama mm'da? ....
Wa kai gurwin'da - . - -

Nin bar baN'ku fiB'nai 3nil nE'nai -

A'dhu Nin'na Nuin yi'rtoa wa nom-

na'thi.

tta/li yathu'laiyM - - - -

Nali kam'Nur ku'riit - - -

Me'naNgai yEl/ga? - - - -

Dhn'ri bam'pj . _ - .

Na'ljn dhu'rjgo yan'go bofiigo

Nai bam'pira yanma'thJNa;

wit'dharo Nan'na bar kai'ya, a'dhu

ka'lu bun'ban ku'tharo, Nun'da

yi'la ka'lu balun; bu'tharw

dhoma'thi HTin'da.

Ba'rjya Nan'na kai'yaman, a'dhu

Nun'da kj'raba-mor'ba.

Ki'ra won'dj, wala'thau ba'luman -

Wuin gu'ran - - - - -

Ni'noNgai mm'da mu'yim ? -

Adhu ka'rlNa womba'limaraio

'Continued.

(Are you) ready to-go?

(I am) ready indeed to-go,

(The) -rails throw-down (the) -cattle

to-let-out.

(The) -rails (are too) heavy, (I can)

not throw -(them) -down.

(The) -cattle we to-day shall-herd.

Where (shall we) take (them)?

Far-away.

(The) -cattle thou this-way turn.

Th'ou quickly-hear {i.e., obey) (my)

calling, thou (do) -not deaf be.

I (am) throat exhausted (with) -call-

ing ! (arau interjection).

Not I thee heard.

When (shall we) take- (them) -back?

As (the) -sun is-sinking.

How-many are-there ?

Not are-here many.

Thou (do)-not angry be quiet be.

I thee a-boy like never saw.

We (shall) -converse.

We by-the-head (shall)-go round.

What (are-you)-donig?

(The) -scrub, (the) -bush.

We (to the) -scjrub (shall) -go for-

bunyas.

I to-the-bush (shall) -go; a -dog me

(must) -not -bite, I quick (shall) -hit

(him) with-a-stick, he indeed soon

.
(shall be) dead

; (the) -eaglehawk

(will)-eat him.

(A) -jumper-ant me bit, I him (shall)-

roast.

Fire get, with cold (I)-am-dyiQg.

(The) -night (is) long.

Thine is-there (a) -tomahawk ?

I this shall-carry.
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DiAlOGDES AND PhEASBS,

Minam'ba Nin'dj ki'rami dhan ?

Dhan mina'lo du'NJman ?-

Dhan naN'gaimini bai'yiNtir? •

Nan'do ka'riNa kaN'kiman womba'-

Im?

Nan'do Nin'na bauVan ?

Mina'mano Nin wuin'dM yin'maio ? -

Nin we'fiobola ban ? - -

Ti'rum ka'rin

Tirum won'dan . - . -

A'dhu_ Nun'dabola muyjm -wi'nm;

Nun'daro Nai'bola dhak'ke wi'nin.

Na'li tina'bubola ku'rui wi'nin;

Na'lingo tina'buro yul'lM wi'fiin.

Man'do ya'marandh ? - - -

Nun'da yaan . . - . .

Nin minaN'go pi'naN-bama'thi !

Bo'na ba'raN bin'damathi bon'da

Tfol'bai won'daman dhBr'wEn.

Ya'koi a'dhu Ninna ya'thin

Nin naN'gai wil ? - - -

How-many are-there at-the-camp

Blacks ?

(The) -Blacks why crying 1

Blackfellow which (is) sick 1

Who this-one riding (are)-oarrying ?

Who thee speared?

How-many thou nights wilt-stop ?

Thou when didst-start ?

Sun going-in.

Sim rising.

I to -him (a)-tomahawk gave

;

he to-me (a) -knife gave.

We to-them 'possums gave ;

to-us they eels gave.

Who said-(so)

!

He said-(so).

Thou how (the) -ears- come (i.e.,

dost recollect)

!

When (a) -Barangmarries (a) -Bunda

(the) -children arise Tirwin.

Come-here, I to-thee want-to-speak.

Thou what (thy)-name?

Nin we'no ba'man ?

Nai ba'man -

Kai Nai yEn'din

Salutations.

Thou whence dost-come

!

I am-come.

Here I go.

NZ
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No. 166.—VOCABULARY.

The reader will compare motJier,. breasts, and milh, in which are seen

preserved the term so common in our languages. If there be an equivalent

for leg in this language, it is exceptional. The rule is a separate term for

each portion of the leg ; but if the whole leg be insistently asked for by a

White man, the equivalent of thigh is given.—E. M. C.

Kangaroo
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No. 166.^Vocabulary—continwd.

Mouth
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VOCABULARY OF THE KAB/ DLALECT.

Native words spelt in the alphabet known as Max Miiller's Missionary

Alphabet.

Notes.—The dh lett-er has more of the t sound In Kabi than in English.

Ndh represents n followed by and coalescing with a subdued dental or

sound produced by protruding the tongue as if about to articulate the word

the immediately after the sound of n.

Nouns.

Ant (pismire)
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NOUNS-

Half-oaste - - dhJkui'.

Hawk (large til'gonda.

brown)

Hair - - - dhil'la.

Hat - - • - piN'ga.

Head - - - kam.

Headman - - ka'maran.

Hand - - - pi'rt.

Heart - - - tuk'kw.

Hooka - -. yil'la.

Honey - - gil'la, ka'wai.

Hornet (large) - kau'war.

,, (small) - yau'wa.

Horse - - - yB'raman.

House- - - dhu'ra.

Hole - - - nol'la.

Horn - - - bok'ka.

Husband - - dhan'dor.

Ibis - - - mu'r« gu'ran.

Inland Blacks - wa'pa.

Inside - - nol'lani.

Kangaroo (oldman) ku'rwman.

,, (buck) - mar'rj.

„ (doe) - yj'mar.

„ -rat - pai or owar'Nur.

Knee - - - dhi'm*.

Knife - - - dhak'ke.

Lad - - - bo'thai.

Laughing jackass ka'wuN.

Language - - bon'dha.

Leader - - ka'maran.

Light - - - Sfu'run.

Lightning - - bol'la.

(A) little - - nara'NJ.

Liver - - - ko'naN.

Lip - - - dham'bur.

Lie (falsehood) - gut'dhal,

dha'kun.

Liar - - - yabo'liman.

Leaves - - wu'ruN".

Leg, limb - - tE'raK.

ii(yiit%nued.

Loins -
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Nouns—contimued.

Squirrel

Summit

Sun -

Sundown .
-

Sunrise

Sweat -

Scar (ornamental

Taste -

Tail
-
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Active
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Adjectives—con tirvmd.

Surprised -
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Pronouns—Intebbogativb.

Who -
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Adveebs—contimied.

Before

-
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No. 167.—UPPER BRISBANE RIVER.

By W. Landsboeottoh, Esq., and Montagi; Cukk, Esq.

Two vocabularies of the language of the Upper Brisbane

River, forwarded by the gentlemen named above, differ so

little that only one of them is inserted. The reader may
compare the translations of Blackfellow and kangaroo.

The following Additional Words were supplied by Mr.

Landsborongh :

—

Husband
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No
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No. 168.—BRISBANE RIYER.

TURRUBUL LANGUAGE.

By the late Revd. William Ridley.

The translation of my Common Vocabulary which follows

was kindly made for me by the late Revd. William Ridley.

In the Kamilaroi of that gentleman, Turrubul is one of the

languages treated of, and from it I make the following

extracts :

—

NOTINS.

du- (suffix) signifies agency, and distinguishes the nomi-

native which has a verb from the simple name.
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Verbs.

The most remarkable feature in tlie grammar of the

Australian languages is the very extensive inflection of the

verbs. The voices, active, reciprocal, causative, permissive,

&c., are numerous; and the tenses are adapted to express

various slight modifications of past and future.
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No. 168.—BRISBANE RIVER-TURRUBUL LANGUAGE.

By the late Rbvd. Willam Ridley.

Kangaroo -
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No. 168.

—

Beisbane River—Tubeubul Language—amtirmed.

Mouth





BOOK THE TWELFTH.





BOOK THE TWELFTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

Of the tribes dealt with in this book, those which inhabit

the shores of the mainland show in their languages a close

relationship, and remind us of the fact that every tribe

prefers the neighbour whose customs, food-supply, and mode
of life resembles its own.
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No. 169.—CONDAMINE AND CHARLEY'S CREEK—MURRUM-
NINGAMA TRIBE.

FOBWAEDED BY THE COMMISSIONER OP POLICE, BRISBANE.

appears as

Kangaroo -
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No. 169.—CONDAMINE AND ChARLEY'S CrEEK—MTIBRTrMNINGAMA
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No. 170.—STKADBROKE AND MOEETON ISLANDS.

GOENPUL, WOGEE, AND NOONUKUL TRIBES.

By Geokge Watkin, Esq., and J. E. Hamilton, Esq.

The following information relative to the three tribes named

above was forwarded to me by Mr. George Watkin ; a second

vocabulary also of the Jandai language, which it has not

been thought necessary to insert, was kindly sent to me
by Mr. J. E. Hamilton. An incomplete vocabulary of the

Moondjan language, which much resembles Jandai, which

Mr. Watkin forwarded, is also omitted.

The Goenpul tribe occupies the central and southern

portion of Stradbroke Island, and its language is called

Jandai. The Noonukul tribe owns the northern portion of

that island, and its language is called Moondjan. The

Wogee tribe occupies Moreton Island, and its language is

called Goowar or Gooar. The name of the language, in

each of these cases, is the equivalent of no, as the reader will

see in two instances by turning to the attached vocabularies.
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The following particulars apply to tlie remnants of the

three tribes who now live pretty much together. Their

number amounts to about 65 persons. Many of them are

half-castes, others quadroons, and females largely predomi-

nate. Since the year 1868, Mr. Watkin remarks that their

numbers have fallen off at least one-half. Eeading over that

gentleman's replies to my questions, little information is to be

gathered which has not been already laid before the reader in

connection with other tribes. It may be remarked, however,

that ornaments are worn made of the nautilus shell ; that

spears are thrown by hand, and boomerangs of both sorts are

in use. Water is carried in the sheaths of the Seaforthia

palm. Fish, honey, and snakes are amongst the principal

articles of food, as well as the fern-root (JmngwaV), which is

(or was) beaten into a pulp between two stones, and then

baked like a damper in the ashes, or cooked on the coals.

Particular sorts of food were forbidden to the males at certain

ages, others to the women in general, and others to women
whilst pregnant. Many years ago small-pox is reported to

have ravaged these islands; our occupation of which took

place in 1824 or 1825, at which period a branch penal settle-

ment was formed on Stradbroke. Class-marriage still prevails,

and in the Goenpul tribes the names of the classes, male

and female, are Bandoor, Bandoorookuu; Bunta, Buntagun;

Barang, Barangun; Darawan, Darawangun. Marriages take

place both within and without the tribe. Children, of course,

belong to the tribe of the father. Males are scarred for

ornament on the chest, back, and arms; females on the arms

and legs. The last joint of the little finger of one hand used

to be taken off. Preparatory to burial, the corpse is made
into the shape of a ball. In these tribes, as in all others of

which accounts have reached me, consumption is the general

cause of deaths. A messenger sent to another tribe carries

a notched stick with him, the size of one's finger. The custom

prevails of an old man in times of illness sucking the part in

pain, and pretending to extract by his lips or teeth a piece of

wood, which he spits out. The people of these tribes have no
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objection to tell their names, as

The following is a list of them,

we know many others have,

male and female:

—

Namea of Men.
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Additional Words

You go, I will Gobana inter,

come by-and-by utcha baro

balgalpin.

I dreamed about Utcha ine bibooii'

you mare.

Who told you? Ando ine yare?

Sit (down) - - Yinila.

Get up - - Balka.

What (are) you Minango inter

laughing at? giadan?

Where (are) you Wunya inter

going? yeranya?

AND Phkasbs—contirmed.

I will cut you

Who cut you?

Cut it -

Have you eaten?

-

Tell your father -

You lie

How many did

you get?

Let go -

Are you awake ? -

I laughed (till I)

died and stunk

Utcha ine kabale-

wa.

Andoo ine kabal?

Kapa.

Tchare inter ?

Bing inter yalwa.

Nyalangken inter

Minyambo inter

maan?

Wia.

Meal-panye inter ?

Gindan utcha

kangere booghor.
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No. 170.—STRADBROKE AND MORETON ISLANDS—GOENPDL
TRIBE, JANDAI LANGUAGE.

By Geoeoe Watkin, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 170.-
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No. 170.—MORETON ISLAND—WOGEE TRIBE, GOOWAR
LANGUAGE.

By Geoege Watkin, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 170.—MoEETON Island—WooEE Tribe, Goowar Lanquagb—
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In this language, the Goowar, we find maree= kangaroo

and mugee=^ Blackfelloni, both words probably corruptions

of murri; also ngahhon (ngaboon ?') =^mother one of the

many variations we meet of the word amoo or ammoo, cir-

cumstances to which attention has already been directed

more than once. For head and hair there is likewise but

one equivalent, another common Australian feature. The

negative adverb in this case is the name of the language

and not of the tribe.
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No. 171.—BETWEEN THE ALBERT AND TWEED
EIVERS.

By T. de M. M. Pbiok, Esq., W. Landsbobough, Esq., W. G. White,

Esq., and J. O'Connoe, Esq.

The vocabularies attached are from the closely-related dia-

lects spoken by the tribes whose country extends from the

Albert River nearly to the Tweed. From the replies to my
questions given by Mr. Landsborough I learn that small-pox

kiUed off a large portion of these tribes, both prior to the

appearance of the Whites in this part of the continent and

subsequently. Children, as in all other cases which have

come to my knowledge, belong to the tribe of the father.

Girls have the little finger of the left hand cut off in infancy.

The equivalent of the Blacks, meebin, means Eaglehawk.

To drink is rendered eat mater.
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No. 17L-BBTWEBN THE ALBERT AND TWEED RIVERS.

By T. de M. M. Pkioe, Esq.

In this vocabulary, fire,, wood, and camp are all rendered, and I have no

doubt correctly, by the word wyba/ra.

Kangaroo -
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No. 171.

—

Between the AriHERi
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;

No. 17L—BETWEEN THE ALBERT AND TWEED RIVERS.

FOEWABDED BY W. LaNDSBOEOTJGH, EsQ.

CONJOINTLY.

AND W. G. White,

Kangaroo -
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No. 171.

—

Between the Albert and Tweed Rtvees—continued.

Mouth
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:

No. 171.—BETWEEN THE ALBERT AND TWEED RIVERS.

By J. O'Connor, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 171.—

B
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In addition to his vocabulary, Mr. O'Connor sends me
the following tenses of verbs, from the language of the

Ipswich tribe, which I do not think are perfectly correct :

—
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To Go

—

continued.

PEEFECT TENSE.

I went

Thou wentest

He went

We went

You went -

I will go

Thou wilt go

He will go

We will go

You will go

Let me go -

Go thou

Let him go

Let us go -

mo yaane.

gala waaboo yea-

nee.

gille wangoor

yaane.

nule yaane.

waaloo yaane.

FUTURE

nio warnwe yan-

galla.

waaboo mire

yaane.

gUle yanbe.

nula nure yanbe.

guremung yanbe

They went - - kaam wangoor
yaane.

You and I went - nule waaboo
yaane.

Georgy and I went nule boolung
yeanee Georgi.

Georgy and Billy boolagum jan-

went gooroo yeamee
Georgi Billi.

TENSE.

They will go -kaam jungooroo
yangin.

You and I will go nule waaboo nure
yanbe.

Georgy and I will nuleboolungnure
go Georgi yangaba.

Georgy and Billy gille jangooroo
will go yangala booba-

jun Georgi BUli.

IMPERATIYB.

guUum nio yan-

gen.

waaloo yaana.

gulum yangen.

gulum nule boo-

lung yangen.

Let Georgy and gulum nule boo-

me go

Go you two

Let them go

lung Georgi yan-
gen.

- boolagum gulum
yaana.

- gulum kaam yan-
beenma.

I see -

Thou seest

He sees

We see

You see

I will see -

Thou wilt see

He will see

We will see

You will see

nio nanee.

waaloo nanee.

gille nanee,

nule nanee.

nuremung gundu
nanee.

To See.

PRESENT TENSE.

They see - - kaamboo nanee.

You and I see - nule waaboo
nanee.

Georgy and I see- nule Georgi
nanee.

Georgy and Billy Billiboolagundoo
see nanee Georgi

PUTUEB.

niowoolong nabe.

waaboo nabe.

gille nabe.

nule nabe.

naremung gandu

nurewa.

They will see - gala yonngwe
nanee.

You and I will nule waaboo nure
see woolong nabe,

Georgy and I will Georgi nule nabe,

see

Georgy and Billy Georgi Billi boo-

will see lagundoo nanee.
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No. 172.—NERANG CREEK.

By F. Fowler, Esq.

Feom this neighbourhood a second vocabulary, which I have

not thought it necessary to insert, was kindly forwarded to

me by F. Nixon, Esq. Mr. Fowler gives the following

Additional "Words. The words canoe and bark may be com-

pared. The canoe is a sheet of bark, shaped in a particular

way:

—

Fresh-water
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No. 172.—Nerang Cr^^k—continued.

Mouth
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No. 173.—TWEED RIVEE AND POINT DANGAR.

By Joshua Brat, Esq.

Me. Bray, from whom I received my information concerning

the language of the Tweed River tribe (which differs but

little in its vocabulary from No. 1 72), points out that there

is but one word to denote the children of a man's brother

and those of his sister. He also remarks that there is but

one word

—

roohho—to express to-morrow, the day after to-

morrow, and yesterday ; and also but one word

—

chung—to

express had, old, and thin; neither of which statements

have I any difficulty in believing. He also notices that if

you say to a Black

—

ille mebin =: where are the Blacks ?

his reply, if he does not know, will not be Ingha = I don't

know, but ille ? = where ? laying the accent on the last

letter instead of the first.

No. 173.-

How many?

A great many

A few -

What?
Where ?

There -

Here -

I don't know

Take care !
-

Exclamation of

surprise

I am going now
Let US go home

Pretty

The other one

You scoundrel

Additionai, Words and Phrases, by Mb. Bkay.

To strike - - boomar.

To give a beating boomarnee.

Early in themom- woodgeraboo.

ing

To arrive - - worrigin.

AnumberofBlacks karalboo mebbin

minyungboo ?

kurralboo or

kommiboo.

pidjung boo

minyung ?

ille?

kille.

kulle.

- wa !

kraigh!

- yauba-la-la.

- yan-ba-lan-je.

- pa-na-ra-gun.

- kibey.

- yuncum midgeu.

are coming

Get up (from

sleeping)

Crooked

Straight

A long way

-

,, road

Deep water -

worngm.

- kur-rone.

- bombi.

- kiole.

- kiole kooligun.

-"kiol4 kooflg.

Stick for propel-' tubulgun'

ling canoe
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No. 173.—Additional Wokds and Phrases—coniinwec^.

Forest

-
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No. 173.

—

Additional Words and Phrases—continued.

Who is that Black ? -

I don't know - -
-

I cannot see his face -

Do you see that one (woman) ? -

I saw (her) yesterday

She (has a) pretty (face) -

(That) old woman (is) ugly

By-aud-by plenty Blacks will come

I see them now

Where?

A good way off -

(On the) plain - - - -

A great many - - - -

Do you see that one ? - -

Long ago he speared me in the back

I will kill him to-morrow -

I see a kangaroo

There (he is) -

(Be) quiet - - . - -

Don't speak

I'll spear him by-and-by -

He's coming to water

He's going to eat

I believe he is fat -

No (I believe) thin

Now I'll spear him -

All right ; now he's dead -

He's fat

Come on, make a fire

(There is) no wood -

Well ! carry him to the trees -

I'm hungry ....
Let us eat him ....
I'll eat him directly -

Where (are the) Blacks ? -

I don't know - - . .

Nonsense ; why do you tell a lie ?

How many (are there) ?

Plenty

Which Blacks ? - - - -

- killingang ? (mibbin understood).

- ang kille (lit. = " Who there?")

- hebro narbidgum.

- warlo nionee killarney.

- nio nionee wobbo.

- kille punnarregan.

- merrung chung-chung.

- wooloongmi womgin mebbinkommi.

- kille nione nio (lit. = There see I).

- iUe?

- kiole.

- coonoongi.

- karalboo.

- warlo nionee killarney ?

- wiaraboo moobera pow-wun-nee.

- nio pumgarlo wobbo.

- nione nio kroman.

- kille.

- kingle.

- kingle moimuUium.

- nio puggarlo kooba.

- koongga nulla walarla.

- tabbigo.

- kille wudgera (lit. =There fat).

- ucoum chung.

- how nio powgun.

- koorooboo ; bungen.

- wudgerago.

- qui wibrama.

- ucumboo wibra.

- warra wibra chumbar.

- nio kobberen.

- nubbe tubbela.

- wooloongmi talala.

- ille mebbin ?

- ill6? (lit. =Where?)
- warlo andrangeen minarago? or

warlo andra muUen ?

- minyungboo ?

- karalboo.

- ang kille mebbin ?
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No. 173.

—

Additional Woeds and Phrases—continued.

What (do) they eat ? - - - - minyung kille talala ?

What woman is that ? - - - ang kille chulgun (which that

woman) ?

Has Tommy a wife now ? - - - ehulgun noroe Tommy ?

Yes ! yoe !

Who gave her to him ? - - - amdo woolane ?

Is she a young woman ? - - - kille woolbung ?

No! old woman! . . - - uocum ! murrungin !

When will the Blacks come here ? - wingeegun mibbin worngun ?

In three days .*---- bulla yabra nunga.

Where is your wife ? - - - - lUe biargun chulgun ?

Coming to-morrow . . - - womgin woebo.

Have you seen my wife? - - - warlo nionee chulgun unyar ?

Yes!-.----- yoe !

Where? - - - - - - ille?

On the plain - - - . - kUle coo-noong-gi (lit. = There plain).

What's she doing? - - - - minyung elala ?

I believe getting yams - - - whear wunye nuUawalala.

Come, make the camp . - - kowar quinmar demmon.

It wUl rain by-and-by - - - quong wooloongmi.

Where are all the women ? - - ille boo chulgun.

Fishing ------ tallum bar.

One woman is at camp - - - tabra-ba chul-gun dem-mon da.

Two women are at my house - - bulla kar-gan chu-ar.

Where is Tommy ? . - - - ille Tommy.

I have not seen him to-day - - ucum nio-nio-nee biarn.

I am hungry ----- kobbi-dy en nio

Give me some food - - - - nio-nung-en mug-gar.

Here it is - - - - - - kuUen-ya.

Come and fish ----- kowar tallum narl-lee.

No, let us hunt opossum - - - ucum tallum-quam narUee.

By-and-by I will eat opossum - - wooloongmi nio chien quam.

Opossum is no good - - - - quam chung.

Fish is the best----- tallum nuUe pun-ya-ra.

Come and swim - - - - kowar kia jun.

Go away—^be off - - - - yunga.

Where are you going ? - - - winge-go warlo ?

I will go too ----- nio nur-ra yan-ba-la-la.

Are you tired ? - - - - - warlo kur-rool ?

Yes, I am very tired - - - - yoe-pun-ya pun-ya-ra kur-rool.

Well ! go to sleep - . - - nubbe unera.
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No, 173.

—

Additional

By-and-by I'll sleep -

Where is my husband ?

You will see him by-and-by

I see two women

Where is my spear? -

I have not seen your spear

Give me one spear

Give me two spears -

Come and see my canoe -

Don't talk . . . .

I do not know - - -

WoEDS AND Pheases—continued.

- koobanio una-ran-gee.

- ille un-ya new-bung ?

- warlo kooba nam kooba.

- nio nionee bul-la chulgun.

- ille unyar chu-un?

- ucum nio nar-bid-jum.

- ni-ai yabra chu-un.

- niai bulla chu-un.

- ko-ga-na unyar kun-dole.

- kingle moi-mul-li-um.

- ing-he.

No. 173.—TWEED RIVER AND POINT DANGAR,

Kangaroo -
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PREFATORY REMARKS.

In connection with this book, the points which seem most

worthy of remark are, that in the Additional Words No. 178

we meet with distinct terms for right hand and left hand,

which may or may not exist in the other languages. In No.

177, also, we find war-spear and tree reported by two of my
correspondents as being translated by one term. As tree is

not in the Common Yocabulary, but only met with here and

there in the Additional Words, there is no means of deciding

whether this is a common characteristic or not. In Mr.

Myles' vocabulary, No. 176, we find the equivalents oi spear,

mood, and stone bear some resemblance. Looking at the

languages of Australia as a whole, there is reason to believe

that formerly there was but one word to express stone, hone,

wood, spear, tree, wAfire. Head and hair, it will be noticed,

are several times expressed by one word, and yesterday and

to-morrow by another.

No. 174.—PART OF THE MARANOA RIVER, AND
COUNTRY ROUND ROMA.

By Robert Sheridan, Esq., and F. B. Bay, Esq.

Of the languages of the Maranoa, about Roma, two specimens

are given, which agree pretty well, but, no doubt, belong to

different tribes. Two others were forwarded by Mr. Montagu
Curr and Mr. J. T. Little, which I have not thought it neces-

sary to insert. Mr. Sheridan remarks that a Black child

having died on his run several months before the date of his
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letter, the corpse was rolled up in a blanket, and was still

being carried from camp to camp by the parents.

From Mr. Bay I learn that the Maranoa Blacks frequently

live to be sixty or seventy years of age. They use opossum-

rugs at night, and occasionally in the day time. The women

wear as ornaments reed-necklaces and mussel-shells, which

hang in front of the breasts. This tribe smear the person

with a mixture of grease and red ochre on occasions of cor-

roboree ; make bags of the fibre of the currajong ; and toma-

hawks of a heavy green stone, which they grind to an edge on

sandstone. They have also boomerangs, occasionally carved

on one side, some of which return when thrown. The boom-

erang used in battle is made so as not to return. Their spears

are projected by hand. Animals are roasted in the ashes

with the skin on, and what are called ovens in the South do

not exist. Males between the ages of ten and twenty, or

thereabouts, are forbidden to eat emu, kangaroo, and carpet

snakes, and possibly other articles. Mr. Bay remembers to

have seen, some eight years back, two Blacks pitted with

small-pox, but whether they belonged to the tribes in question

he does not say. He is of opinion that the Maranoa tribes

were never cannibals. They marry in their own tribe ; some

men have as many as four wives. Infanticide is not

practised. In numerous instances, he says, " I have seen a

middle-aged Black, with or without a wife, bring up a young

girl, who became his wife when old enough." In what Mr.

Bay says in connection with cannibalism and infanticide I am
unable to concur.

Pulmonary diseases are those which are most prevalent.

The tribe scar the back, breast, and arms by way of orna-

ment, and pierce the septum of the nose, but do not knock out

any teeth. Kangaroo are surrounded and killed with clubs,

and emu hunted with spears. Fish are taken with nets seven

feet long and five deep, each end of which is supported by a

Blackfellow swimming. Males are made into young men at

about twenty years of age, with secret ceremonies, which no

"White man has been allowed to witness. Mr. Bay says, in
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reply to my question as to wlietlier message-sticks are used

by the tribe, that be has in his possession a reed-necMace

attached to a piece of flat wood about five inches long ; that

on the wood are carved straight and curved lines, and that

this piece of wood was sent by one portion of the tribe to

another by a messenger, the two parties being about 60 miles

apart. The interpretation of the carving was, " My wife has

been stolen; we shall have to fight—bring your spears and

boomerangs." The straight lines, it was explained, meant

spears, and the curved ones boomerangs ; but the stealing of

the wife seems to have been left to the messenger to tell.

No. 174
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No.
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No. 174.—Maranoa Rivee
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No. 174.—MARANOA RIVER.

By p. B. Bat, Esq

Kangaroo -
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No. 175.—THE BALONNE, BALEANDOON, NOGAEA,

AND NERRAN RIVERS.

By H. Hammond, Esq.;

WEIR AND MOONIE RIVERS.

By James O'Bybnb, Esq.

The following vocabularies are specimens of two dialects of

tlie WoUeroi or Yerraleroi language, in use in the localities

given above. The name of the language is derived from

Woll^No. Besides the contributions to the WoUeroi

dialects received from Mr. Hammond and Mr. O'Byrne, a

third reached me from Mr. W. H. Looker, which I have not

thought it necessary to insert. Mr. Hammond says there is

but one word to express dust and smoke, which reminds me
that the Bangerang used to speak of there being smoke in

the Murray when its waters were discolored by a flood.

There is also but one word for head and hair, and a distinct

term to express three. On the Balonne River several Blacks

of one family have been met with without a particle of hair

on their bodies. Baron Miklouho Maclay visited the locality

and minutely examined and described a man and woman of

this family. I am indebted to Mr. Lawrence Byrne, of

Brisbane, for photographs of this man and woman, who
certainly have reached the upper stage of human ugliness.

No. 175.—Additional Words, by Mr. Hammond.

Blow-fly -
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No.
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No. 175.—BALONNE, NERRAN, ETC., RIVERS.

By H. Hammond, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 175
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No. 175.—WEIR AND MOONIE RIVERS.

By James O'Btkne, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 176.—DUMARESQUE OR UPPER MAOINTYRE

RIVER.

By David Tukbatne, Esq., James Lawlor, Esq., and G. Mtlbs, Esq,

The following information in connection with two dialects

spoken on the Dumaresque or Upper Maclntyre River was

forwarded to me by the gentlemen named above. The

vocabularies, as far as we can judge, differ but little from

the Pikumbul language, of which a specimen is found in

the Kamilaroi of the late Revd. W. Ridley, who notices

\h&i pika signifies yes:—
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Additional Woeds, by Mr
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No. 176.-DUMARESQUB OR UPPER MACINTYRE RIVER—
BIGAMBEL LANGUAGE.

By David Turbatne, Esq., and James Lawloe, Esq.

In this language the equivalent of to-day seems to be a compound of the

equivalent of see and day.

Kangaroo -
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No. 176.—DUMAKBSQUE OE IJPPER MAcInTTEE
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No. 176.—HEAD WATERS OP THE MACINTYEE RIVER—
PREAGALGH LANGUAGE.

By G. Mylbs, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 176.—Head Waters of the
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No. 177.—PAROO AND WARREGO RIVERS NORTH
OF LAT. 27" 30', AND MUNGALELLA CREEK.

By W. H. Lookek, Esq., W. R. Conn, Esq., L. M. Playpaik, Esq.,

and j. hollingsworth, esq.

From the attaclied vocabularies tlie reader mil find that on

the above-named streams, and north of Lat. 27° 30' or there-

abouts, the languages have so much in common that they

might almost be called one. Indeed, some of my correspond-

ents speak of them as one ; and if the reader will compare

the first dozen words in the several vocabularies, he will see

how similar they are. They are not, however, identical, and

the differences in their negative adverbs and their equiva-

lents for the Blacks show that there are several distinct

tribes in the locality.

Besides the vocabularies inserted, I have received four

others from Mr. Cameron, Mr. David Campbell, Mr. Donald

Mackenzie, and Mr. Vincent Dowling, which offer but few

points of difference. Two of these gentlemen, however, and

Mr. Looker, translate the term '^ the Blacks" by the word

Murri or Murray which is no doubt incorrect, as we find

that term is the name of one of the classes into which each

of these tribes is subdivided.

In addition to the vocabularies received from Mr. Play-

fair, Mr. HoUingsworth, Mr. Conn, and Mr. Looker, which I

have inserted, I have also been favored by these gentlemen

with replies to my printed Questions, which agree so well

together that I have compressed the whole into one account,
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whicli embraces tlie many tribes which occupy the country I

am dealing with, and which was, I am told, first squatted on

in from 1860 to 1864. Indeed, as regards some portions of

the Warrego frontage, I believe they were occupied as cattle

stations some years earlier.

The name of the Mungalella Creek tribe, described by

Mr. HoUingsworth, is Peechera. Their language is called

Goughi. Many of the members of these tribes lived to be

grey-headed, and Mr. Playfair notices one as being bald; but

imported diseases, infanticide, and debauchery are fast ex-

terminating them. Originally the females wore round the

waist a fringe of spun opossum fur, but the men went

entirely naked. Against cold, flies, and mosquitos, the

usual daubings with grease and mud during the day, and at

night the usual small fires and smoke, are had recourse to.

The women plaster themselves with clay during the period of

menstruation. The tribes have amongst them the common
nets, weapons, and implements, the boomerang included, but

the wommera is not used. Their weapons are often colored

with red ochre, and with the front tooth of the opossum and

the shell of the mussel ground to an edge are executed (or

were before we introduced iron) the often elaborate carving

with which they are decorated. Not unfrequently their meat

and roots were cooked in ovens, but these were only tem-

porary constructions, if I may so call them, which never grew

into mounds, as in the South.

Mr. Playfair informs me that the tribes with which he is

acquainted are divided each into four classes, called Murri,

Combo, Cubbi, and Ippai, with the object of restricting

marriage in the following way, viz.:

—

Males. Females. Children.

Any Murri may marry any Combo; offspring Ippai.

,, Combo ,, „ Murri; ,, Cubbi.

„ Cubbi „ ,, Ippai; „ Combo.

„ Ippai ,, ,, Cubbi; ,, Murri.

Mr. Playfair does not give the feminine names, and I

give his version as he sent it, but he adds:—They have also
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the following class-names (no doubt subdivisions) viz.,

opossum, snake, kangaroo, emu, crow, and eaglehawk, but

he does not enter into any particulars concerning them.

Mr. Looker's account of the classes into which the tribes

are divided is as follows. Their names in both sexes are:

—

Males.
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shells are said to come from tribes somewhere to the north or

north-west, Kestrictions regarding the use of food exist.

Mr. Playfair notices on this subject that women of the Murree

class are not allowed to eat golden bream; and that black

perch are forbidden to Combo women ; that emu, emus' eggs,

and snakes are reserved for the elders of the tribe; and that

a young woman will fairly run away from an emu's egg or

even its shell. Young men and boys are forbidden to eat

ducks, turkeys, and opossums in some of the tribes. As
regards cannibalism my informants are not agreed; but,

judging from what they say, I believe it exists (or did prior

to the arrival of the Whites) as an occasional practice. Oph-

thalmia is and was very prevalent. In making young men
the custom in some of the tribes is to pluck out by the roots

all the hair on the aspirant's body. Early in youth the skin

is ornamentally scarred in various parts, and the septum of

the nose pierced. In some of these tribes, both males and

females have a front tooth or teeth knocked out; but in others

this practice is confined to the females. It is a novel feature

that the Paroo tribes object to White people witnessing their

corroborees.

The dead are disposed of in various ways; some are

burned, with everything belonging to them; others are made

into mummies, which are carried about for several years,

and then dropped down the hoUow pipe of a standing tree.

Not unfrequently the hair is cut off the body of a corpse, and

its face daubed with wet clay before interment. I learn

from Mr. HoUingsworth that pitcheree is occasionally

obtained from the neighbouring tribes to the north-west.

Eude drawings are made on bark. Message-sticks are in

use on the Paroo, and Mr. Playfair has at my request taken

the trouble to make many inquiries concerning them. The

use of message-sticks, he says, certainly does not amount to

a system of writing or hieroglyphics, but that occasionally

two individuals agree upon signs by which notices of such

things as the occurrence of a death, the existence of plenty

of food, can be sent. But as the bearer of the stick would

VOL, III, s
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be certain to retail the news from tlie camp lie had left, of

what use is the stick ?

Wars are carried on by night attacks in the usual way.

Disputes within the tribes generally originate in jealousies

about the women, and are settled by single combat, one of

the warriors being, as a rule, knocked senseless.

In sickness various treatments are had recourse to.

Sometimes the sick cover themselves with mud ; at others,

one end of a string is tied round the affected part, and

the other an old woman see-saws across her gums till the

blood comes from them ; she then washes the blood from

her mouth with water into a vessel which she has at hand,

and it is believed that the blood is conveyed inside the

string from the seat of pain to the woman's mouth, and that

its abstraction will most probably cause a cure. The toy

known as the " bull-roarer" is in use amongst these tribes

when making young men, as Mr. HolUngsworth informs me.

To it are ascribed mysterious qualities, and the women fly

from the sound. When leaving a camp, it is common to lay

on the ground a bundle of twigs, pointing in the direction

in which those departing mean to go, for the information of

other members of the tribe who may come that way.

The name of Coorni Paroo, as applied to the Bulloo, Mr.

Playfair informs me is a misnomer.

The most interesting fact connected with these tribes is

that they form a portion of the western outposts of -that

section of the race which inhabits Eastern Australia. That

they are related to the eastern, and not to the central section

of the race, is shown by the names which they use in con-

nection with their marriage classes, which are simply those

of the Kamilaroi tribes, whose country is 250 miles away to

the south-east. Language testifies to the same fact, as the

reader will see if he compares from the annexed vocabularies

the words bowera= kangaroo; tangoort = opossum; ko = nose;

yabboo —father; yoonga — mother; doongo = head; with their

equivalents in other eastern and north-eastern languages.
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The term inga or inca — a small species ofcrayfish, is also in

use, as I remember, on the Lachlan River. It is curious to

find in some of these vocabularies and additional words but

one word to express spear and tree.

sz
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No. 177—MUNGALELLA CREEK.

By W. H. Looker, Esq.

Kangaroo -

Opossum -

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -

Black duck -

Wood duck

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion

White cockatoo -

Crow - - -

Swan - - -

Egg - -

Track of a foot -

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish (small) -

Mosquito -

Fly -

Snake

The Blacks

A Blackfellow -

A Black woman -

Nose - - •

poora.

koothed.

ballon, knooing.

monaroo.

burga-burga.

kokan, krue.

bralga.

tickaree.

watha.

kobwee.

nulla.

mga.

- bootie.

- neemoon.

murray.

murray.

muggee.

whoe.

Hand - - -

2 Blacks -

3 Blacks -

One -

Two -

Three

Four

Father

Mother

Sister-Elder

,, Younger -

Brother-Elder -

,, Younger

A young man

An old man

An old woman -

A baby

A White man

Children

Head - - -

Bye - - -

Ear - - -

murra.

boolaree murray

kokobra murray

wongra.

boolaree.

kokobra.

boolaree-

boolaree.

yabo.

yoimga.

mungunee.

wabuld.

koola.

wayama.

moogken.

withoe.

birralee.

bungoon.

tilly.

munga.
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No. 177.—MuNQALELLA CRV,T,Ti—Continued.
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No. 177.—THE UPPER WARREGO AND PAROO RIVERS.

By William R. Conn, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 177.

—

The Upper Wabkego

Mouth - - tha.

Teeth- • yearra.

Hair of the head - monga.

Beard - - - nunga.

Thunder - - nullo-nullo.

Grass - - - woottoon.

Tongue - - dulline.

Stomach - - bangurd.

Breasts - - namoone.

Thigh - - baUa.

Foot - - - dinna.

Bone - - - narco.

Blood - - - cooma.

Skin - - - gerring.

Pat -

Bowels

Excrement - - goonna.

War-spear - - barca.

Reed-spear -

Wommera or mooro.

throwing-stick

Shield - - - booro-coo.

Tomahawk - - burroo.

Canoe -

Sun - - - doordo.

Moon - - - kuckardo.

Star - - - neeworra.

Light - - - boyn.

Dark - - - noorundi.

Cold - - - yakkul.

Heat - - boeyoo.

Day - - - neelga.

Night - - - goobega.

Fire - - boordi.

Water- - carmo.

Smoke- - - dookan.

Ground - - nanthe.

Wind - - - yarraca.

Rain - - - carmo bathing.

God -

Ghosts - - binooon.

AND Paeoo RrvERS

—

continued.

Boomerang - - wongal.

Hill - - - bancurda.

Wood -

Stone - - - bangoo.

Camp - - - yamba.

Yes - - - yoe.

No - - . ourda.

I - - - - ngia.

You - - - yenda.

Bark - - - peea.

Good - - - mickineberri.

Bad - - - kungardi.

Sweet - - - yeara.

Pood - - - urdie.

Hungry - - cabardi.

Thirsty

Eat - - - ookung.

Sleep - - - wookawonung.

Drink - - - oarmo-ookung.

Walk - - - wychung.

See - - - nuckung.

Sit - - - beendung.

Yesterday - - goolieure.

To-day - - neilga.

To-morrow - - goondarro.

Where are the inter murdie ?

Blacks?

I don't know - interra angabe.

Plenty - - mulla-muUa.

Big - . - bunga.

Little - - - kioo.

Dead - - - goonteela.

By and-by - - kickardo, babo.

Come on - - wooko-wicka.

Milk - - - namoone.

Eaglehawk - - coothalla.

Wild turkey - bookine.

Wife -
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No. 177.—THE UPPER PAROO.

By L. M. Platpaib, :

Kangaroo -

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -

Black duok -

Wood duck -

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion

White cockatoo -

Crow -

Swan -

Egg -

Track of a foot -

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito -

Fly - - -

Snake -

The Blacks -

A Blackfellow -

A Black woman -

Nose -

bowra.

tangort.

oura.

wante.

koolberri.

mangara.

kournma.

tarta.

kakonbur.

kountara.

tigarde.

wagin, wada.

kotero.

kapoin.

tena.

ude, munge.

bogally.

boithon.

nemon.

muuta.

walla.

made.

madda, kambi.

ko.

Hand -

2 Blacks

3 Blacks -

One -

Two -

Three -

Four -

Father

Mother

Sister-Elder

,, Younger -

Brother-Elder -

,, Younger

A young man

An old man

An old woman -

A baby

A White man

Children

Head -

Eye -

Ear -

madda.

wongara.

boolardoo.

koorbara.

boolardoo-

boolardoo.

yabino.

maiara.

bairno.

takkoin.

wabardo.

nauka, kowla.

kaira.

kamin.

barko-de, kando.

wedo.

yauga.

toogo.

tille.

manga.
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No. 177.—THE WARRBGO AND PAROO RIVERS.

By Joseph Hollingsworth, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 177.

—

The Wakeeoo aud Paeoo Rivees—continued.

Mouth-
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No. 177.

—

Additional Wobds, by Mr. J. Hollinoswoeth.

What -
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No. 177.

—

Additional Words, by

House - - goondy.

Belonging to a

house - goondy-gallo.

Cattle - - gareril.

Mine - - ngatchu.

Name - - - ngy.

What name? - annee ngy?

To shoot or kill - goonill.

Be gone - - goondoo.

To give - goombul.

,, steal - - goonthama.

Tall - - - goorriccan.

Hard - - gurrikill.

Broken - - goondilla.

Bald - - - goorpin.

South - - - goorarudoo.

To itch - - gidgeela.

Sunbeams - - gangara.

To cover - - gumbun.

,, swim - - gnoombula.

,, talk - - goolparra.

„ perspire - gnumburra.

Root of water-lily gobbeer.

Perch - - oo-cooroo-coora.

Who ? - - - oonthooroo ?

Bandicoot - - ornee.

Where? - - intharndoo?

To hear - - imbella.

Native well - incurra.

,, bee - - meemun.

The bat - - mutohanbirra.

A club - - mooroo.

Leeches - - moonquin.

Blind - - mootchoo.

Big-toe, thumb - mookillee.

Magellan clouds - millerrie.

Hair, feathers - moonchoo.

Bottle-tree - minderra.

A shade - - muUo.

Soft - - mooning.

Mb. J. HoLLiNGSWOKTH

—

Continued.

Tears - - meelyarty.

Old, worn out - mutcha.

Take hold - - murrel.

Stay - - - muttha.

Hail - - - mookooloo.

A spring - - moontangurra.

Frost - - meetharra.

Gum - - - mookine.

A friend - - noola.

East - - - nararparamdoo.

Flowers - - oba.

Seed - - - pulpart.

To dream - - pigeelar.

Mulga-tree - pindeea.

Pine-tree - - pyingerra.

To cry - - parrin.

West - - parramdoo.

Listen - qooroo.

Iguana - - quarrin.

Blow-fly - - qoodooroo.

Kangaroo-grass quoilpin.

seed

To taste - - thallal.

Leaves of trees - thallar.

A watercourse - thuUa.

Run quick - ty-ty.

Evening star - tar.

Quandongs (red) thianburra.

,, (white) theewau.

Reeds - - teecull.

The liver - - thibba.

The heart - - woolcoo.

Unwell - - wee-wee.

Always - - wundoo.

Long since - wiearra.

To roast - - wat-thool.

Yarran-tree - weelbala.

To laugh - - yat-thin.

Clouds - - yo-gan.

Truly - - yangger
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No. 177.

—

^Additionai Words, by L. M. Platfaib,

Native bee
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The following words were .
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No. 178.—RICHMOND RIVER.

Bt Chaeles Edwaeds, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 178.—BALLINA.

By E. Ross, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 178.—LISMORE.

Bt Daniel Hooan, Esq., C.P.S.

Kangaroo -
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No. 179.—TENTEEFIELD, NEW ENGLAND.

. Anonymous.

GLEN INNES, NEW ENGLAND.
By C. B. Lowe, Esq.

The two vocabularies whicli follow are specimens of the

dialects of New England. The first is called Yucomble. Mr.

Lowe, who contributes the second, gives the following Addi-

tional Words :

—

Uncle = alepoon; aunt = munga; and

cousin = nungarah. He adds that on addressing an aunt

the equivalent of mother is often used. The only native

name of a person with which Mr. Lowe is acquainted is

Combo.

No. 179.-TENTERFIELD, NEW ENGLAND.

Anonymous.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 179.—GLEN INNES, NEW ENGLAND.

By C. B. Lowe, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 180.—QUBENBULLA, ASHPORD, AND QUININGUILLAN.

By the Distbict Bench of Magistrates.

Kangaroo -
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No. 180.—QUEENBULLA, ASHFOKD,

Mouth - - yeire.

Teeth - - - teeria.

Hair of the head- bookia.

Beard - - yarri.

Thunder - - toloomatme.

Grass - - - woone.

Tongue - - thathi.

Stomach - - theethia.

Breasts - - moonbi.

Thigh - - beeyo.

Foot - - - winnier.

Bone - - - yembi.

Blood - - - kooninber.

Skin - - - yooti.

Fat - - - kumbia.

Bowels - - neria.

Excrement - - biritlay.

War-spear - - karki.

Reed-spear - - wari.

ThrowLng-stick - pankin.

Shield- - - marombi.

Tomahawk - - bebia.

Canoe - - - walkia.

San - - - tooni.

Moon - - - gethi.

Star - - - meria.

Light - - - tooni.

Dark . - - muther.

Cold - - - yeither.

Heat - - - galthra.

Day - - - thaUau.

Night - - - muther.

Fire - - - myee or wyee.

Water - kooki.

Smoke - - wothi.

Ground - - thakoo.

Wind - - - woUar.

Rain - - - neilther.

God -

Ghosts

AND QuiNiNGuiLLAN

—

cwiivmied.

Boomerang -

Hill -

Wood- - - thuudler.

Stone - • - thrawe.

Camp - - - woora.

Yes - - - yoi.

No - - - koi.

I - - - ninda.

You - - - numba.

Bark - - - gunnoogulki.

Good - - - munluba.

Bad - - - yooriwia.

Sweet- - - munluba.

Food - - - wekia.

Hungry - - thwring.

Thirsty - - gookoowing.

Bat - - - ginyeadowngi.

Sleep - - - noriwa.

Drink- - - numbulla.

Walk - - - munillia.

See - - - nilli.

Sit - -

Yesterday - - thanlunguUa.

To-day - - thalUan.

To-morrow- - baralballurgi.

Where are the bumbriniuil

Blacks? yonni ?

I don't know

Plenty - - woUigooki.

Big - - - woUi.

Little - - - kuthier.

Dead - - - bartmee.

By-and-by - - barloi.

Come on - - kowi.

Milk -

Eaglehawk -

Wild turkey

Wife -
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BOOK THE FOURTEENTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

The langnage and marriage customs of the Kamilaroi tribes

have been treated of by the late Eevd. William Ridley in his

work entitled Kamilaroi and other Australian Languages,

which volume in turn has formed the principal groundwork

of Messrs. Fison and Howitt's volume Kamilaroi and Kurnai.

As the marriage customs of the Kamilaroi tribes have already

been considered in Chapter 4 of the present work, they are

not referred to in what follows.

Of the Common "Vocabulary eight Kamilaroi translations

have been given, with a view of enabling the reader to judge

of how small are the differences of speech which occur within

the area in which this tongue prevails. It wiU be noticed

that Murri= Blackfellow, and Kamil— No, are found in each

of the eight translations. In these dialects affinities will be

noticed in the equivalents of tongue and eat.
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No. 181.—THE BARWAN, GWYDER, AND NAMOI
EIVERS.

MOREE, NUNDLE, WEB-WAA, BARRABA, BOGABRIE, AND
MEBKE.

THE KAMH^AROI LAJfGUAGE.

By the late Rbvd. William Ridley, M.A., J. Moseley, Esq.,

Pbank Bucknell, Esq.;

The Bench of Magistbates at Mokeb, Nundle, Wee-waa, Babeaba,

and bogabeie.

Kamilaeoi, the name of this language, and of one at least

of the tribes which speak it, is derived from Kamil or Gumil,

the negative adverb of the tongue. In the Kamilaroi country

there still exist the remnants of several independent tribes

which no doubt used to belong to more than one association.

Of one of these tribes which dwell on the Gwyder, Mr. Frank

Bucknell has forwarded me an account, which is to the

following effect.

The name of the tribe says Mr. Bucknell is Kamilroi*

Since he first became acquainted with it, it has greatly

decreased in numbers, owing to the use of ardent spirits, the

result being generally lung disease, which is the prevalent

disorder. Some individuals of the tribe seem to have reached

the age of eighty years. Besides waist-belts, the Kamilroi

wear as clothes rugs made of opossum skins and occasionally

of the skins of young kangaroo. For ornaments they wear

(or used to do, for at the present time, 1874, they have but

few of their native customs left) in their hair on festive

occasions shells and the' yellow crest of the white cockatoo.

To the same end they also smear the person with red ochre,

* Mr. Bucknell speaks of this particular tribe as Kamilroi. Describers

of related tribes generally spell the word Kamilaroi.—E, M. C.
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on which lines of pipe-clay are painted. Before we intro-

duced iron, their implements were the usual tomahawk and

knife made of stone or flint. They still have bags and nets

made of tough grass or of the bark of the currajong-tree,

some of them being prettily and all of them substantially

manufactured, for the savage, as long as he works for himself,

never scamps his work. For weapons they have boomerangs

of both kinds, clubs, spears which are thrown by hand and

not with the wommera, many of these implements being

elaborately carved.

In this tribe the young of both sexes have to submit to

certain restrictions in connection with food; some being

forbidden to eat honey and others the opossum. When Mr.

BuckneU first knew the Kamilroi, in 1853, there were

amongst them two men and one woman slightly pitted with

small-pox. This disease seems to have visited the tribe

about the year 1830, and to have cut off many. Their name

for it is booert. Grown persons in this tribe had a strong

objection to being called by the names of their infancy,

which was sometimes resorted to for the purpose of annoy-

ance. Kidgella, Mungilla, and Werneya are the names of

three of the women.

The subdivision of the Kamilaroi tribes into classes has

already been mentioned in a former chapter, and I learn from

my informant that marriages were entirely regulated by these

classes. Mr. Bucknell also says that each male and female

is (or was) allowed to marry into one of two classes, but that

children always belonged to the class of their mother. Girls

were often betrothed in infancy, and became wives at about

fourteen years of age. Like other tribes, they scar the body

for ornamental purposes, and knock out one of the teeth of

the males at the boora, or secret ceremony by which they are

admitted to the rank of young men. They also wear a bone

through the septum of the nose.

Mr. Bucknell agrees with the late Eevd. William Eidley

in stating that the Kamilaroi tribes believe in the existence

of an Almighty Creator. They also believe in spirits, and

VOL. III. V
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are fearfal of going near graves at night. FisMng is carried

on with nets and spears, and hy means of weirs constructed

with boughs and stakes, to the opening of which is affixed a

long bag-net. As a sign of mourning, they plaster the head

with mud.

For colds, the Kamilaroi of the present day use, as a

drink, water in which wild mint has been steeped, and for

an aperient water in which bark of the wild lavender-tree

has been steeped. Whether they used remedies of the sort

before they became acquainted with the Whites seems very

questionable. I do not think our Blacks had any idea of the

use of purgatives. With outward applications they undoubt-

edly had some acquaintance, and Mr. Bucknell notices that

pains of the stomach are treated with an application of

heated eucalyptus leaves. For snake-bite, a ligature is tied

above and below the wound, and the part bled and sucked.

If a bed of small red ants be at hand, the patient takes his

stand on it, and endures the sharp bites of the insects for

about an hour.

No. 181.

—

Additional Wokds, by the late Revd. W. Ridley.

Son -
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Additional Words, by the late Revd. W. Ridley—continued.

God verily made man; first man

Adam. God said: "Not it is good

for man alone to dwell ; I for man

woman wUl make." Then God

woman made ; first woman Eve;

Eve wife of Adam.

Adam father of Blaokfellow, father

of Whitefellow, father of all. Eve,

mother of Blaokfellow, mother of

Whitefellow, mother of all.

Baiame gir giwir giombi; mal

giwir Adam. Baiame goe: " Ka-

mil murruba giwir ngandil ngud-

delago ; ngaiagiwirgo inar gimbille."

Ea Baiame inar giombe; mal inar

Iva; Iva gulir Adamu.

Adam buba murringu, buba won-

dangu, bubakanungo. Ivangumba

murringu, ngumba wondangu,

ngumba kanungo.

Additional Woeds fobwarded by the Bench at Wee-waa.

Aunt - - - booriaili (?).

Cousin - - boardi (?).

Names of women Gibilga, Yan-

goma.

Family names - Cubbi, Combo,

Hippi, Murri.

Uncle - - - carrondi.

Demon - - wonda.

Southern Cross - birubi.

U2
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No. 181.—NAMOI AND BARWAN RIVERS.

By the Revd. William Ridley.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 181.-NAM0I, BARWAN, MEEHE.

By J. MosELBY, Esq., of Wee-waa.

Kangaroo -
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No
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No. 181.—GWYDER RIVER.

By Frank Bucknell, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 181.—GwTDEK River—contmued.

Mouth
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No. 181.~M0REE.

By Bench of Maqistkates.

Kangaroo -
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No. 181.—NUNDLE.

By Bench op Magistrates, Nundlb.

Kangaroo -
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No. 181.—NAMOI.

By Bench or MAaisTEATES at Wee-waa.

If the reader will look at the translation of no in this vocabulary and

also at that of / donH hnow, he will find the first of these terms made into

a verb.

Kangaroo -
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No. 181.—BARRABA.

Bt Bench or Magistrates at Bakeaba.

Kangaroo -
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No. 181.—BOGABRIE.

By Bench op Maghsteates at Bogabbie.

Kangaroo -
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BOOK THE FIFTEENTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

In the Culgoa Yocabulary, which, occurs in this book, Meyne

will he noticed as the equivalent of Blackfellow, and

Mai-i-in in the Wailwun language; and turning hack the

reader will find Meanna on the Cape Eiver, some 600 miles

to the north, and Mean on the Belyando and Dawson in the

same sense.

In this book will be found a long and interesting

vocabulary, which was drawn up more than thirty years

ago, and forwarded to me by Mr. John Branch. In our

young Australia, amidst the marvellous changes which are

always taking place, one looks on a manuscript of thirty

years with a feeling akin to that with which one regards

a European document of half-a-dozen centuries.

In the Hawkesbury Eiver and Brewarrina languages it

wiU be observed that yesterday and to-morrow are expressed

by the same term, a not uncommon feature in our

languages.
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No. 182.—THE CULGOA RIVER.

By J. W. FooTT, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 182.

—

The Culgoa Rivbb—contimied.
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No. 183.—BREWARRINA AND BARWAN RIVER—THE WAILWUN
LANGUAGE.

By the Bench of Magisteates at Bkbwabbina.

It will be noticed that yesterday and to-morrow are expressed by the

same word. In the vocabulary of the Bogabrie language, No. 181, we had

murri = the Blacks; in thia language we have murrui = kangaroo.

Kangaroo -
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No. 183.

—

Brewakrina and Barwan Rivek—The Wailwun Languag
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No. 184.—THE CLARENCE RIVER.

Forwarded by Alexander Bruce, Esq.

The sound of ch is common in this vocabulary.

Kangaroo -
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No. 184.

—

The Clarence 'RivETtr—continued.

Mouth
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:

No. 185.—THE LOWEE MAOLEAY EIVEE.

By Charles Spencek, Esq.

The following specimen of the language of the lower part of

the Macleay (some of the words of which resemble those in

use on the Macquarie and Manning Eivers) was forwarded to

me by Mr. Charles Spencer through the Bench of Magistrates

at the Macleay. Class-marriage exists in this locality. The

following are names of persons :

—

Males : Koonal, Bilpil,

Tirriwil, Karra-karra, Korunni, Wobbra, Dalower = rain-

bow, Meedure = wall-eyed, Teggi-mookoo = deaf, and DUl-

murree = eyebrows. Females: Meetur, Weenan, Kalla,

Ekoro, Barrab, Yellang-bangi, and Gearni.
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No. 185.—THE LOWER MACLEAY RIVER.

Kangaroo -
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No
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No. 186.—PORT MACQUAEIE.

By John Beajtch, Esq.

The following vocabulary and long list of Additional Words

were forwarded to me by Mr. Jobn Brancb. Tbe document

from which I have transcribed them, that gentleman informs

me, is now more than thirty years old, and, to judge from the

clearly written text, seems to have been compiled with much

care. Who the painstaking collector was I am not aware, but

the words, as Mr. Branch remarks and as the manuscript

itself makes evident, are taken indiscriminately from several

neighbouring dialects. The principal portion of them, how-

ever, belong to the Bripi or Port Macquarie tongue.

Amongst the Additional Words the ethnologist will meet

with several which are interesting, and some invented for

European objects, &c., such as boongenai, to shoot or strike

with a gun. Then we have hoongor or boongar, to strike,

and bongalar, tojight, which reminds one of a similar word

in Western Australia, as well as of the common origin of

our languages. We find names, too, for the principal

colors. There are terms also expressive of mental emotions,

such as fear, joy, sorrow, jealousy, treachery, greediness, and

so on. We are also led to notice that, though generally

wealthy in substantives, and more plentifully supplied than

ourselves with names for animals and plants, the tribes

which speak this language have words with several mean-

ings. Thus, tew-win signifies indifi'erently brains, marrow,
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mucus from the nose, matter, fly-hloms, and maggots. The

designation of these particular objects by a single term I

have noticed in other Australian languages, and believe it

to be general.

The occurrence of the sound of the letter v is very

common in this language.

T2
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No. 186.—PORT MACQUARIB.

Kangaroo -
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No. 186.—PoKT Macqttakib—continued.

Mouth
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No. 186.

—

Additional Wokds.

Arropolone -
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Bale

No. 186.

—

Additional Words—continued.

Bararbereler - the crack of a

Bayter
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No. 186.—Additionai, Words—continued.

Calcrow

Calliwer

Carapun

Cow-winder

Cappo-gan -

Cottwoie

Coram

Caronemeller

Coonming, coon-

uong

Coorieki

Carpee

Cowering -

Cutoreller -

Cuttageller -

Cappogan cun-

gayler

Cowie barrego -

Cungayler, cungar

Cotto-gang -

Crackor

Copalaa

Coyel mucker

Cando, oowando -

Cooler

Cuborne

Carambo pata-

limbo

Cumbergor -

Cookambingal

Caparar

Cookee

Oopang

Carramar

ohm.

to climb.

to make nets.

the other side.

corn.

one with little

finger ofE.

finger and toe

nails,

to scratch,

a cough or cold.

a fern,

to throw,

hat.

to break into /

bits,

to fall down,

to pull corn.

come into the

hut.

to break,

lame,

stop.

make haste,

cut firewood,

uncle,

angry,

big.

no food.

sunrise.

a stranger.

boy.

calabash.

a tree, the leaves

of which are

used to poison

fish.

shade of trees.

Culker

Carropoim -

Cappine

Cangervan -

Cowerang -

Cutherwye -

Cooroo

CuUar, capo

Cambar mokiu

Cungalyer -

Corrongon -

Carpeeler carr

Cottan-bimbing

Copar -

Coorroong -

Carroongy -

Curreegen -

Cunggi

Cayparrerkin

tail.

kangaroo-rat.

honey,

grapes,

a comb.

kangaroo-skin

rug.

call the dogs.

• to stop a spear

with the shield.

grandmother.

thrown by a

horse.

cabbage-tree.

arm below elbow.

wrist.

jump.

crack the fingers.

pillow.

a period when

women are for-

bidden to eat

kangaroo.

Cowillevitamber
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No. 186.—Additional Words—continued.

Corrang beringax
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No. 186.

—

Additional Words-

Goonun
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No. 186.—Additiona
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No. 186.—Additional

Nappunganer * - young woman.

Nimayler - - to pineh.

Namdo - - who.

Nangray, nunger lie down.

Narray

Nurrungar

Naming

Norang

Ningree

Nooang

Nacker cowie

Newtar

Nuayler

Nunderovo -

Niungacko -

Natave

Nurrungatteler -

Ninnung

Norroborarvo

Nundamg -

Nundamg-cotto -

Nerro f

Nangong -

Notto murriken-

gen

Narree

nearly, close to.

listen.

name.

small.

jealous.

cow, honey-bee.

come (and) see.

taste.

to kick.

long sinee.

name of the lan-

guage and coun-

try round Trial

Bay.

you and I.

to forget.

• oysters.

red.

jaw.

face-ache.

ruddle.

hole through sep-

tum of nose.

I (am) married.

shin.

Notto weeai Par- I will tell Parker

kenen

Notto weeatterri I will not tell

Cangumia Cangumi.

Notto Bellowingo I (am) going to

marray or notto Bellowin.

marray Below-

ingo

Niyee - - rushes.

Nerromayler - to scold.

Nowakee - - bellyful.

WoBDS

—

continued.

Nuckumballung -

Nuckarn mittey -

Nuckam
Namevo
Namevo tourl-

tourl

Okellar

Ooner

Okear

Ohi -

Poneller, ponayler

Perriwhy -

Parperlo

Parperlo woner ?

Payraypaller

Pickelworang

Parpinang -

Parrumbal -

Parparakeara

Ploorcang -

Pundur

Pongar

Pingy

Parubar

Parropolone

Parrung

Perrar mayler

Piyerbang -

Pulkayler -

Pattoin

Paperlamay

Parrimar -

Poperer

thumb,

little finger,

finger,

take care,

take care (of, a)

slip.

to buy or ex-

change,

elbow,

give,

this,

to kill,

fish-hook,

tobacco-pipe,

where (is my)

pipe?

to paint the body

with pipeclay,

crooked,

cockles,

seaweed,

mushroom,

treacherous,

few.

cut.

to kill,

wax.

to talk.

quail (large sort),

lungs.

to tremble with

cold,

ti-tree.

to push,

rat.

blue pigeon,

to undress,

day after to-mor-

row.

* Probatly compounded of nappunk = breasts, and gang

+ The Ngoorailum use noro-noro in the sa,me sense.

: very or large.
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No. 186.

—

^Additional Wobds—continued.

Tew-win
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No. 186.—Additional Words—continued.

Wunger
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No. 188.—THE HUNTER RIVER.

THE WONNARUA TRIBE AND LANGUAGE.

By Robeet Miller, Esq.

The Wonnarua language is more nearly related to tliat of

the Hawkesbury than to any other; at the same time it has

many words found in Wiiratheri, and some which were used

hy the Sydney tribe. Mr. Miller, from whom I received my
information concerning the Wonnarua tribe, tells me that

when he first knew them they occupied the Hunter and all

its tributaries from within ten miles of Maitland to the

apex of the Liverpool Ranges, an area which he sets down

at two thousand square miles. My informant also points

out that he lived in the Hunter River district for several

years, having settled there in 1841. At that time, he says

the tribe numbered about 500 individuals, but it is now

almost extinct, the result of increased infanticide, de-

bauchery, diseases introduced by the Whites, exposure to

rain (which the aborigines avoided in great measure before

we interfered with their modes of life), bronchitis, and rheu-

matic fever. Their clothing used to be an opossum-skin

cloak, and a girdle of spun opossum hair next the skin, and

their principal ornament a nautilus shell cut into an oval

shape and suspended from the neck by a string. They also

anointed the person on gala occasions with a mixture of red

ochre and fat, and lived in bark mia-miams like those in use

in all the southern portions of the continent. Their effects

were the ordinary spears, wommera, shields, and war-boome-

rangs, and also the boomerang which returns when thrown,

which was used partly as a toy and was also thrown into

flights of ducks and other birds with very good results. The

boomerang used in fights does not return. They had also
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bags made of platted swamp-grass; koolaman or wooden

bowls, two or three feet long, for holding water at the camp;

tomahawks of hard dark-colored stone, which were first

chipped and then ground to an edge; knives made of flint

for cuttipg up meat, and also chips of flint with which they

skinned animals. For food they got the kangaroo and emu,

which they kUled with spears and captured with nets,

besides the other animals and reptiles found in their

country; as also a variety of roots, one of which was that of

the water-lily. These they roasted in the usual way, or baked

in the heaps of cinders and stone (or cinders and lumps of

clay) usually called ovens. The young of both sexes were

prohibited fi"om eating certain sorts of meat. They had also

at about sixteen years of age to undergo the ceremonies of

having a tooth knocked out, the septum of the nose pierced,

and the painful operation of being scarred on the back,

shoulders, stomach, and occasionally on the legs. At the

same age the males were Tuade young men with many secret

ceremonies. UntU the advent of the Whites, cannibalism

also prevailed to the extent of eating portions of a slain

enemy by way of triumph.

In their marriages they were strictly exogamous ; men
obtained their wives in exchange for female relatives; females

becoming wives at twelve and mothers at sixteen years of

age. Polygamy prevailed, and a large number of the men
were unable to obtain wives owing partly to the paucity of

female children reared. Infanticide was practised, and is

ascribed by Mr. Miller to the impossibility of a woman
carrying more than one young child in her wanderings.

Men renowned as warriors frequently attacked their inferiors

in strength and took their wives from them. Widows got

another husband in the tribe, and children belonged to the

tribe of the father.

The Wonnarua had some idea of a Great Spirit, but

what the idea was my informant does not know. They had,

too, a custom of daubing their hands and feet with a com-

pound of fat and red ochre, and then impressing them on
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the sides of caves. The canoes were sheets of bark, cut from

suitable trees in such a manner as to give a little elevation

to the sides and ends. Fish they caught with nets and

three-pronged spears. The average height of the men Mr.

Miller estimates at five feet six inches, though some of them

were upwards of six feet, and the women at five feet. As a

rule, their hair was long and lank, one or two being curly and

one woolly. The dead were interred in a sitting posture,

the grave being covered with logs to prevent wild dogs

getting at the corpse. Their wars were the results of tres-

passes on their lands by neighbouring tribes (generally by

the Kamilaroi tribes) and the abduction of females. They

had a salutation on meeting which was " anigunya^'' the

meaning of which is not stated.

The old men, as usual, used to talk over the affairs of the

tribe, and generally persuaded its members to adopt their

views, which Mr. Miller looks on as a sort of government;

but no authority existed.* In cases of sickness, certain

impostors in the tribe used to pretend to extract bits of stick

or stone from the seat of pain with their mouths; for

rheumatism the skin was scarified; the gums bled for

toothache, and hot stones applied to relieve various sorts of

pains. Wounds were plastered with wet clay, and bleeding

staunched by the application of a sort of spongy bark.

Besides his translation of my Common Vocabulary, Mr.

Miller supplies the following words, amongst which will be

found the names of the four cardinal points :

—

Additional Woeds.

Arm -
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Additional Words—continiied.

Eyebrows -
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No. 188—THE HUNTER RIVER.

Kangaroo -
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No. 188.

—

Tkb Hitntbe River—c(mtinued.

Mouth
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No. 189.—THE HAWKESBURY RIVER AND
BROKEN BAY.

By J. TUCKEEMAIT, ESQ.

The following vocabulary was drawn up by Mr. J. Tucker-

man, and forwarded to me by the Bench of Magistrates at

Windsor. Some of its words agree with those of the Sydney

and others with those of the Manning River languages.

There is but one word for yesterday and to-morrow, and the

phrase I don't know is rendered not seen, nukka no doubt

being derived from na.
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No. 189.-
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BOOK THE SIXTEENTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

The Wiiratheri language, as it was called by the Lachlan

Blacks, in whose country I resided for some time, or Wiraduri,

as the Eevd.W. Ridley spells it in his " Kamilaroi," is remark-

able for the number of tribes by which it is spoken and the

large area of country throughout which it prevails. Though,

as the reader will see from this book, there are differences in

the vocabularies of every tribe, we know that they are not

so great as to interrupt or even impede conversation, for

every Black is to some extent a linguist from his infancy,

and on that account less impatient of small differences of

speech than the average Englishman or Frenchman.

The word Wiiratheri is derived from wiirai, the negative

adverb, and it is worthy of notice that in almost every tribe

throughout this series the equivalents of no and the Blacks

are, though differently spelt by my contributors, in reality

the same, a state of things which rarely exists in connection

with tribes occupying so large an extent of country. We
also find in these dialects dagu, duggan, dagga, &c., common
equivalents for excrement, and related terms such as dagun,

duggan, and daggoon signifying ground; in fact in two in-

stances the two objects are expressed by the same word. In a

vocabulary drawn up by the Right Reverend Dr. Salvado of

a language of Western Australia, on the other side of the

continent, daagn is met with signifying anus, and it seems

probable that there was a time when there was but one word

to express the objects excrement, ground, and anus. Goonna,
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goonnong, koonna = excrement, so general in our languages,

also appear in some of the Wiiratlieri dialects, and it is

likely tliat the two words dagun and koonna exist in all of

them. In these dialects it wiU also be found that the

equivalents of tongue and eat are generally related, and

occasionally that oifood.

But what is most noteworthy about the Wiiratheri tribe

is, that though they were a people who numbered several

thousand souls, had a common language, and inhabited a

country 450 miles in length by 300 in breadth, throughout

which communication was easy, yet with these advantages

they never get beyoiid tribal life which limits cohesion to

,

persons nearly related by blood, or made a single step in the

direction of a national existence. Like all other Australians,

the Wiiratheri tribes had got so far that any one of them

could by messenger treat collectively with another tribe, but

had not reached the stage of established authority within

the tribe. No doubt it is the establishment within the tribe,

and for home purposes, of some authority other than the

paternal, which is the first step from tribal to national life,

and that this perhaps never occurs until agriculture has led

to stationary settlement.

Before giving the several translations of my Common
Vocabulary into Wiiratheri which have have reached me, I

will proceedwith such Additional Words as my correspondents

have furnished, as follows. In three of these little collections

we have the equivalents of un^le, aunt, and cousin, an im-

portant fact which was overlooked when the table found in

Vol. I., page 141, was drawn up :

—
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Mr. C. Rouse

Gives the following names of places and their aignifloations:-

Bna-wena -
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Whilst giving the few words which the author rememhers

of the Wiiratheri language, he thinks it well to mention the

following fact connected with natural history. The native

bee was found on the banks of the Lachlan (and at

least five-and-twenty miles back from that river) as far as

the upper portion of the Uabba Run; but if a north and

south line were drawn through the stockyard of that run, no

hives existed to the westward of that line ; in fact, the bee

could not be found nearer than two or three miles to the

eastward of such line. This was often explained to me by

the Blacks who resided permanently on the station and kept

us supplied with honey. Why the bees ceased to be found

at that point—the country on one side of the north and

south line being exactly similar to that on the other

—

whether they have since spread to the west, or have been

exterminated by our bees, are questions of interest.
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No. 190.—CASTLEREAGH RIVER, TALBRAGAR, MUDGEE.

By the Revd. J. Gunther.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—Castlereagh Rivbk,

Mouth - - ngnain, ngan.

Teeth - - - irrang.

Hair of the head - uran.

Beard - - - yarran.

Thunder - - murruburai.

Gras3 - - - buguin.

Tongue - - dallein.

Stomach - - ngurrui.

Breasts - - ngumorgang.

Thigh- - - bugu.

Foot . - - dinnung.

Bone - - - tubul.

Blood - - - gurru.

Skin - - - yulin.

Fat - - - duyon.

Bowels - - ngurrui.

Excrement - - dagu.

War-spear - - doolo.

Reed-spear -

Throwing-stick - baduwur, bur-

gun.

Shield- - - marga.

Tomahawk - - burguin.

Canoe -

Sun - - irrae.

Moon - - - giwang.

Star - . - girragulang.

Light - - - ngalum.

Dark - - - buddang.

Cold - - - buUudai.

Heat - - - munur, ugil.

Day - - - irrue, irndu.

Night - - - gurnuwai.

Fire - - - win.

Water - - kaUng.

Smoke - - gaddal.

Ground - - dagun.

Wind - - - girar.

Rain - - - milgi, kaling.

God (Maker) - bai-a-mai.

Ghosts - - duUubung.

VOL. ni. 2

Talbbagak, Mudgee—continued.

Boomerang -

Hill - - -

Wood - - - maddun.

Stone - - - wallung.

Camp - - - ngurang.

Yes - - - ngawa.

No - - - wirrai.

I ... ngunnal.

You -

Bark - - - gundai, murdai,

durang.

Good - - - murrong.

Bad - - - murrunubong.

Sweet- - - ngurru.

Food - - - wigge.

Hungry - - girrugul.

Thirsty

llat - - - duUi.

Sleep - - - yurrai, winya.

Driak - - - widjelli.

Walk - - - yanney.

See - - - ngunnai.

Sit .... winga.

Yesterday - - gumbui.

To-day

To-morrow -

Where are the dagara main ?

Blacks?

I don't know - wirrai winanung-

unua.

Plenty - - murrawal.

Big - - - babbir.

Little - - - bubbai.

Dead - - - ballun.

By-and-by - - guayu.

Come on - - duiu yunna.

Milk -

Eaglehawk -

Wild turkey

Wife -

A
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No. 190.—WARREN.

Compiled by C. Rottse, Esq., at the request op T. A. Beownb, Esq.,

Warben.

Compare harlc and camp in this vocabulary, and note the translations of

Where are the Blacks and I don't know, and the change in the word tugera.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—DUBBO.

By Bench of Magistrates at Dubbo.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—DuBBo

—

continwd.

Mouth
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:

No. 190.-WELLINGTON.

By H. Keightly, Esq., P.M.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—HILL END.

By Bench of Magistrates, Bathuest.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—BATHURST.

By p. Foley,

Me. Foley relates that class-marriage existed in tlie tribes

about Bathurst, and that Ippe, Cumbo, Cubbi, and Murri

were the names of the classes. In this vocabularly may be

compared the equivalents of tongue, hungry, and eat, also

ghost and White man.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—BOGAN RIVER.

By the Revd. J. Balfe, J.P.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—SOURCES OF BOGAN RIVER.

By Bench of Magistrates, Oblet.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 190.—CARCOAR.

By Bench of Magisteates, Bathuest.

In this vocabulary the reader may compare fire and wood, also harh and

cam/p.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—FORBES AND THE LEVELS.

Br J. Cameron, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 190.—CANDOBLIN.

By W. H. Suttob, Esq.

In this vocabulary the reader may compare tongue, food, and eat; also

breasts and milk. Burgan = hoomerang also signifies crooked, as has been

seen in the Additional Words given by Mr. Suttor. The equivalents of

thirsty and water are related terms. Families is this neighbourhood have

totems or yoolo with which they mark trees around the graves of their

dead and also their opossum-rugs. One of these is the carpet snake.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—WALJBERS.

By J. E. Peakcb, Esq., P.M.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—WAGGA WAGGA.

By Henry Bayles, Esq., P.M.

During five-and-forty years' observation of the native names of places,

I have noticed a tendency to spell with an a sounds which phonetically

should have been spelt with an o. In such oases, however, the a used to

be pronoimced o, and so the proper sound was preserved ; but of late years

such is no longer the case. When I first heard of the place to which this

vocabulary belongs it was called Wwwga Wawga; as often pronounced at

present it would rhyme with quagga.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—YANKO, URANA, BILLEBONG, AND JERRILDERIE.

By Lachlan McLean, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.

—

Yanko, Ueana, Billebong, and Jekrildekie—coreimwec?.

Mouth
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No. 190—DENILIQUIN.

By G. A. Gordon, Esq., P.M.

See hahy and egg in this vocabulary.

Kangaroo -
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No. 190.—HOWLONG.

By Chakles Byknb, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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Mouth

Teeth -

Hair of the head -

Beard -

Thunder

Grass -

Tongue

Stomach

Breasts

Thigh -

Foot -

Bone -

Blood

Skin - -

Fat -

Bowels

Excrement -

War-spear -

Reed-spear -

Throwing-stick

Shield

Tomahawk -

Canoe

Sun -

Moon -

Star -

Light -

Dark ' -

Cold -

Heat -

Day -

Night -

Fire -

Water

Smoke

Ground

Wind -

Rain -

God -

Ghosts

No. 190.—:

nayn.

yeran.

urun.

yaring.

marroobara.

bogima.

boorigin.

among.

boogol. .

ginnong,

jabul.

gooma.

oolang.

wammoo.

kolling-gong,

goonoo.

oola.

jereel.

wama.

murga.

towing.

marring.

yeara.

goowong.

mimma.
nallan.

broonong.

boUudera.

koninna.

tallan.

moorong.

wiin.

boodong.

boombillie.

thagoon.

thowarroo.

urong.

HowLONG

—

contimied.

Boomerang -

Hill -

Wood -

Stone -

Gamp -

Yes -

No -

I - -

You

Bark

Good

Bad

Sweet -

Food

Hungry

Thirsty

Eat -

Sleep -

Drink

-

Walk -

googal.

wallong, gibber,

moorong.

minawa.

weerai.

athu.

indoo.

thoorong.

murrambong.

thalloo.

arran.

thalla.

werrigoo.

boiling.

yannagoo.

nagoo.

Sit -
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No. 190.—ALBURY.

By G. R. H. Stuckby, Esq.

Though this vocabulary has much in common with preceding ones, it

differs from them in the equivalent of no.

Kangaroo -
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BOOK THE SEVENTEENTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

For miicli of the information contained in this book I am
indebted, as will be seen, to the late Eevd. William Eidley,

who was fortunate in meeting with a half-caste woman, an

Englishman, and a Blackfellow, whose acquaintance with the

languages of the south-eastern extremity of the continent

enabled him to preserve a few scraps of information which

must ;otherwise have passed away entirely unrecorded. Nor
have these gleanings been without their use, for, as the reader

will see further on, they have enabled us to determine the

point at which the occupation of Australia by its aboriginal

race became complete.

If, however, it is unfortunate in some respects that Mr.

Ridley's records of the languages in this portion of the con-

tinent are in one or two instances—that of Twofold Bay
particularly—so scanty, we are happy in obtaining from Mr.

Bulmer and Mr. du Ve a sufficiently fuU account of the

Moneroo language. StiU it must not be overlooked, that

long prior to this work being commenced our civilization

had brought together, and into familiar intercourse in this

portion of the continent, tribes which had previously lived in

a state of chronic hostility, and that their languages have,

as the result, become very much fused. Hence the time has

passed when a vocabulary of any of these languages free from

foreign words could be obtained.

In the short lists of phrases which follow several of Mr.

Ridley's vocabularies, a knowledge of some of the root-words

of our languages has enabled me to see that the translations

made by that writer are seldom literal, and in some few cases

to give exact renderings.
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No. 191.—POET JACKSON, OR SYDNEY HARBOUR.

From the Works of Captain John Hunter, R,N., and

Lieutenant-Colonel Collins.

Aftee Captain Cook's stay at the Endeavour River, the

next real acquaintance of Europeans with the Blacks of

Australia took place at Sydney Harbour in 1788. Concern-

ing the manners and language of the several associated

tribes which dwelt in that locality, numerous details have

been recorded by Hunter in 1793, by Collins in 1804, and by

other early writers. Those named accompanied the expedi-

tion which planted our first settlement in New Holland, as

the continent was then called. From their accounts, we

learn that the tribes in the neighbourhood of Sydney Harbour

agreed essentially in manners with the other tribes in that

portion of the continent, of which the reader has already

seen many descriptions. Thus we find them piercing the

septum of the nose, amputating a portion of one of the

fingers of the left hand of the females, scarring the body,

knocking out teeth, and so on. They wore no clothes, and

Collins describes the women as blushing at their nakedness

when in presence of White men. What is most singular is

that this author should have witnessed the rites which

accompany the knocking out of teeth; one of the secret

ceremonies which only one or two White men have succeeded

in gaining admission to during the eighty years which have

elapsed since his time. Of these ceremonies Collins' work

contains many plates.

Within about fourteen months after the formation of our

settlement at Sydney, small-pox broke out in the tribes

which dwelt around the harbour, and nearly exterminated

them.
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The following Additional

Captain Hunter's Journal :

—

Words are extracted from

To stay
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No. 191.—PORT JACKSON, OR A PART OF SYDNEY HARBOUR.

By Captain John Hunter.

Kangaroo -
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No. 191.

—

Port Jackson, oe a Part of Sydney Kambovr—continued.
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No. 191.—PORT JACKSON, OR A PART OP SYDNEY HARBOUR.

By Lieutenant-Colonel Collins.

Kangaroo -
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No. 191.-
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The languages and customs of the long extinct tribes of

Sydney Harbour (originally known as Port Jackson) bear

several marks of eastern descent. Thus e-lee-mong or

heliman, the equivalent of shield, is met with far away in

North-eastern Australia, and the custom of amputating a

finger of the female's, or a portion of a finger, prevails in

Southern Queensland as it used to do on the shores of

Sydney Harbour.
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No. 192.—BOTANY BAY.

By the Revd. William Ridley.

The following short vocabulary of the Turuwul language is

taken from Mr. Ridley's Kamilaroi. In his notice prefixed

to it, Mr. Ridley states that Turuwul was spoken both at

Botany Bay and Port Jackson. The several vocabularies of

the Port -Jackson (or Sydney Harbour) tribe, however, make

it clear that there were two languages, and that Turuwul was

confined to Botany Bay. From Lieutenant-Colonel Collins'

Account of New South Wales, published in 1804, we learn

that the name of the Botany Bay tribe was Gweagal. In

studying the aboriginal phrases preserved by Mr. Ridley,

who obtained them from a half-caste of those parts, it is clear

that their translations are free and not literal. For instance,

in the rendering oiNgandagoo booroo = I see a kangaroo, we

know from a consideration of the other phrases that the

equivalent of see is not present, whilst we know that the

indefinite article a does not exist in any Australian tongue.

There is also reason to believe that bring and take are often

expressed by variations of the same root-word. The follow-

ing will exemplify these statements:

—

Ridley.
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No. 192.—BOTANY BAY.

By the Revd. William Ridley.

Kangaroo -
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No. 192.

—

Botany Bat—continued.

Boomerang -

HUl -

Wood -

Stone -

Camp (hut) -

Yes -

No - - -

I - -

You -

Bark -

Good -

Bad -

Sweet -

Pood -

Hungry

Thirsty

Eat -

Sleep -

Drink -

Walk -

See -

Sit - - -

Yesterday -

To-day

To-morrow -

Where are the

Blacks?

I don't know

Plenty

Big - -

Little -

Dead -

By-and-by -

Come on

Milk -

Eaglehawk -

Wild turkey

Wife -

Mouth
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Upon this scanty vocabulary of Botany Bay but few

remarks can be made. Most of its words differ from those

of Port Jackson, which is rather surprising, seeing the short

distance it is between the two places. The reader may
compare the equivalents of sun ?txAfire.
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No. 193.—WOLLONGONG, ILLAWAREA, AND
SHOALHAVEN.

By the Rbvb. William Ridley.

The following words are extracted from Eidley's Kamilaroi.

The name of the language, we learn, is Wodi-wodi, and its

negative adverb is naiyung ; but it is to be noticed that the

negative at the Hunter Eiver is morri, at Albury woodi, and

at Swan Hill wotti, and it is probable that there was a time

when wodi prevailed in the same sense from Wollongong to

Jervis Bay.

The equivalent of God Mr. Eidley derives from mirir=
sky, which is one of the words in that sense given by the

same writer in the Turrumbul language, spoken on the

Brisbane Eiver. The reader may compare the renderings

camp and lark. A hut was often spoken of as a camp, and

huts were almost always made of hark in the southern

portion of the continent, and hence the two objects were

expressed by one word. In some of our languages a man
will talk of his tree or his mood, meaning his spear; a form

of speech which has something of the grand as well as of

the rude about it.

2D
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No. 193.—WOLLONGONG, ILLAWARRA, AND SHOALHAVEN.

By THE Revd. William Ridley.

Kangaroo r
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No. 193.—WoLLONGONG, Illawakea, and Shoalkavbn—continued.

Mouth
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No. 194.~PEOM JEEVIS BAY TO MOUNT
DEOMEDAKY.

By Me. Kichaed Dawsey.

Foe this vocabulary I am indebted, through Mr. Stewart

Caswell, P.M. at Moruya, to Mr. Eichard Dawsey. The

tribes of whose language a specimen is attached divide

themselves into two classes, viz., Piindri or tree-cUmiers,

and Kathoongal or fishermen. It is, I am informed, a

tradition of theirs that the earth was once destroyed, some

say by water and others by fire, and was subsequently re-

peopled from the moon. They humourously call policeman

tchingar = star-fish, as they say both seize and detain.

These tribes still retain a few of their old customs, for they

scar the person and knock out teeth. Every remarkable

hill, waterhole, and rock, says Mr. Dawsey, has its native

name. It will be noticed that sun, light, heat, day, and

to-day are all translated by the word noma, and probably

correctly so.
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No. 194.

—

^Additional Words—

(

Crab -
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No. 194.—FROM JERVIS BAY TO MOUNT DROMEDARY.

Kangaroo -
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No. 194.

—

From Jervis Bay to

Mouth - - Willi.

Teeth - - - era, nganayoo.

Hair of the head- jaour.

Beard - - - yarran, yarri.

Thunder - maybi.

Grass - - - wuddal.

Tongue - - nimming.

Stomach - binji.

Breasts - numminya.

Thigh - - boonda.

Foot - - - tinna.

Bone - - - boyoo.

Blood - - dgeralli.

Skin - - - wardoo.

Fat - - buon.

Bowels - - koonnoo.

Excrement - - koonnoo.

War-spear - - birruya.

Reed-spear - - birryoola.

Throwing-stick - wommera.

Shield- - - bimbia, murka.

Tomahawk - - mundooba.

Canoe - - . - kurridja.

Sun - - - nowa.

Moon - - - dowera.

Star - - - tiugee.

Light - - - nowa.

Dark - - - i-il-wa.

Cold - - - goo-yoodoo.

Heat - - bukkeran, nowa.

Day - - - nowa.

Night - - - 1-il-wa.

Fire - - - kani.

Water- - - nadju.

Smoke - - tooroor.

Ground - - ilurgar, bukkan.

Wind - - - gooroo-ooma.

Rain - - - bunna.

God -

Ghosts

Mount Dbomedaky—coMnued.

Boomerang - - warrangan.

Hill - -

Wood - - boombal.

Stone - - boora, moora.

Camp - - doogan.

Yes - - ngi.

No - - - tukkayil.

I - - - iaga.

You - inde, indiga.

Bark - - - oolaga.

Good - - - jummaga.

Bad - - - kannia.

Sweet - - - jummaga.

Food (vegetable) - tungi.

,, (meat) - narroom.

Hungry - - ithul.

Thirsty - - oondago.

Eat - - - thunnal.

Sleep - - - nomgooga.

Drink - - - oondaga.

Walk - - - yannooga.

See - - - naguni.

Sit - - - ma-i-ga.

Yesterday - - boguia.

To-day - - nowa.

To-morrow - - braguia.

Where are the wanaga uin ?

Blacks ?

I don't know - nginbaga or

tukkyil.

Plenty - - bukkan.

Big - - - birraga.

Little - - - koobya.

Dead - - - worral.

By-and-by - - kawai.

Come on - - yowi.

Milk -

Eaglehawk -

Wild turkey

Wife - -
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No. 195.—QUEANBEYAN.

By the Police Magistrate at the above Town,

Who informs me that only one person of this tribe, an old -woman, remains.

Kangaroo -
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No. 196.—YASS.

By the Bench oe Maqistbates at that Place.

Also a Pew Wobds fbom George Browne, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No, 196.

—

YASS—continiied.

Mouth

Teeth

Hair of the head

Beard -

Thunder

Grass -

Tongue

Stomach

Breasts

Thigh

-

Foot -

Bone -

Blood -

Skin -

Fat -

Bowels

Excrement -

War-spear -

Reed-spear -

Throwing-stick

Shield

-

Tomahawk -

Canoe -

Sun -

Moon -

Star -

Light -

Dark -

Cold -

Heat -

Day -

Night -

Fire -

Water

Smoke

Ground

Wind
Bain -

God -

Ghosts

- thamberree.

- yeera.

- yarragong.

- yarrang.

.

- mooroobey.

- ngalook,

- thuUong.

- binjey, ugga.

- nononug,

- darra.

- jennang.

- jinjey.

- garring.

- boorai.

-. noobee.

- goonong.

jewing.

- jereel.

- minga.

- thowing.

- murreng.

- wynen, weenyoo.

- gerrong.

- jenna.

- narragan.

- burrabi.

- kurrett.

- wynen.

- booroowal.

- burrabi.

- gunbey.

- narjung.

- kuddalth.

- thoora, doorla.

- bandoo.

- eurong.

- buronaga.

Boomerang -

Hill -

Wood -

Stone -

Camp -

Yes -

No -

I

You - -

Bark -

Good -

Bad

Sweet

Food -

Hungry

Thirsty

Eat -

Sleep -

Drink -

Walk

See -

Sit -

Yesterday

To-day

To-morrow •

Where are the

Blacks ?

I don't know

Plenty

Big - -

Little -

Dead -

By-and-by -

Come on

Milk - -

noola.

woUung.

noora.

nea.

oonthewa.

ngoolangi.

goolanga.

doorong.

murrumbong.

narregalong.

nurran.

marjoong.

ngarau.

googong.

narging.

yarraba.

naangi.

nulli.

barrandi.

youngoo.

barrandi.

ooruna myning ?

moonalthwa.

jatnma.

moonoon.

boobi.

kowe.

koomun.

goolai.

Wild turkey

Wife -
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I am informed that a few individuals of the Yarr—or, as

we call it, Yass—tribe, still survive. The reader will notice

that there is but one word for yesterday and to-morrow.

Almost the same thing occurs in Nos. 191 and 194. In view

of the statements made by some writers on the subjects of

Australian marriages and terms of relationship, the following

Additional Words are important, viz., goonin = uncle and

aunt; peringing = cousin.
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No. 197.—MONEEOO.

By Chables du Ve, Esq., and John Bulmbb, Esq.

Of the dialects spoken in the Moneroo or Mantra district,

several vocabularies have reached me, only two of which I

have thought it necessary to insert. The one compiled many
years back by Mr. John Shotsky, of the Botanical Society

of Bavaria, which has often appeared in print, is before me;

but it is evidently incorrect in many particulars, and hence

is not inserted. Those placed before the reader were col-

lected, the first by Mr. Charles du V6, a gentleman long

resident in Gippsland, and the other by Mr. John Bulmer,

manager of one of the Government Aboriginal Stations in

that country, who has many qualifications for the under-

taking, and has bestowed great pains on his paper. The

language, this gentleman informs me, is called Ngarago,

and it will be seen that it has many words found but little

altered in the dialects of Queanbeyan, Mornya, and Omeo.

Whether this was always so, or is the result of the mixture

of tribes, consequent on our occupation, it is now impossible

to determine.
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No. 197.—MONEROO.

By Chaklbs du Vb, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 197.—MONEROO.

By John Bulmek, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 198.—TWOFOLD BAY.

,By the late Revd. William Ridley.

The following few words are extracted from Ridley's Kamil-

aroi, a work of which, the author has many times availed

himself. As the Twofold Bay country was the locality at

which the descendants of the Sydney tribes which followed

the coast to the southward and those which, taking an inland

course, reached the Yarra, Gippsland, Omeo, and the southern

confines of the Twofold Bay country met, it is to regretted

that the vocabulary preserved is so scanty. The only words

it contains which serve for comparison are the following:

—

I - - - ngaiadha.

Thou (you) - - indiga.

Father - - baba.

Mother - - minga.

Mamung is given as a proper name for a sister in a

family, but in the Sydney language we have mamuna, and in

that spoken from Jervis Bay to Mount Dromedary we have

the same word mamung meaning sister. Hence I have no

doubt that Mr. Ridley was in error when he took the

word down as a proper name. This is strong evidence of the

tribe being of Sydney descent; otherwise the first three of

the four words given above are too common in root through-

out Australia to help us to any conclusion on the subject.

We know, however, that the Twofold Bay Blacks themselves

were always in alliance with those about Mount Dromedary
and to the northward of that point, and at war with the

Gippsland and Snowy River tribes ; a state of things which

we always find existing at points at which portions of the

race long separated have again come into contact.
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BOOK THE EIGHTEENTH.

PEEFATORY REMARKS.

The tribes treated of in tMs book belong almost entirely

to Victoria. They occupy tlie south-western extremity of

the Eastern Division of the continent, and their languages

may easily be traced as far north as the Maclntyre River.

The close connection of these tongues admits of no doubt,

as also their difference from the Lower Murray and Lake

Alexandrina form of speech, with which they come in con-

tact at Lacepede Bay. The following table will instance

both of these facts :

—

English.
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For the most part the names of the tribes in this south-

western extremity of the Eastern Division are the negative

adverbs of their several languages, and we see that as a fresh

tribe came by secession into existence it often invented for itself

a new negative adverb. It also frequently altered its equiv-

alent for the Blacks. In the Tyntynder, Piangil, Kulkyne,

and Tatiarra dialects we find kaalk, kulko, or other similar

words meaning bone or wood, or both of them. We also

meet with kallak and kalk on the Upper Glenelg as wood,

and the same word occasionally as far north as the heads of

the Mitchell and Walsh Rivers signifying war-spear. In a

general way, however, it is wood and fire that we find

related.

The partial differences found in some of the vocabularies

in this book are in accordance with the fact, which I have

several times observed myself, that a section of a tribe,

or even a family, will occasionally develop some variety of

speech. As an instance, we find the words of the first of

the two Tatiarra vocabularies ending with great frequency

with the sound ik or ek, which is almost absent from the

other.

The following phrases, belonging to one of the Laichi-

laichi families, were kindly forwarded to me by Mr. McLeod,

who I understand speaks the language. The variation in the

use of the negative adverb will be noticed:

—

Here (is some) - kimma.

Presently I will tartemnully

eat opossum tohowa welang.

Emu good (Emu is karwingi delgi.

the best)

Where (are you) winga yangnowa?

going ?

I will go (too) - yeta yoowannur.

(I am very) tired mikkgun.

Where (are the) winga wortongi?

Blacks ?

(I have) not seen lachong

(them) nurongan.

Where (are all the) winga

women ? moroignee ?

(They are) fishing yoo-ong-illa.

One woman (is at) gea-abbi neyaw

Bumbang Bumbang.

Two women (are boralgi neyaw

at) Kulkyne Kulkyne.

(I am) hungry - krenambun.

Give (me some) wookey burnimo.

food

(Well ! go to) sleep koomba ulli.

you

Where (is) my winga yaun

husband ? lieuki ?
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(You) will see him yenga nuUi

presently tartem.

I see two women yetti nyen

boolagi lieu.

Where (is my) winga kooyoni ?

war-spear ?

(I have) not seen laoha ninon.

(it)

Give me one - wakey nung

kaiup.

(Do) not talk - laoha yama.

WhenwillTommy winga winyari-

come back ? gen Tommy 1

When go you ? - winga yang

nooa?

From this it will be seen that min^a means both where

and when, a form of speech which is found in the Bangerang

languages, and probably in others.

No. 199.—SWAN HILL AND TYNTYNDEE.

By John Bevekidoe, Esq.

The following information concerning the language of the

tribe which dwelt in the neighbourhood of Swan Hill and

Tyntynder, but few individuals of which now remain, was

kindly supplied by Mr. John Beveridge, who speaks it with

some fluency. Few of my correspondents have taken so

much trouble with the vocabularies they have forwarded to

me. The name of the tribe is Wotti-wotti* a reduplication

of the negative adverb of their language. A very good and

full account of this tribe has been published by the late Mr.

Peter Beveridge, a brother of my correspondent, who lived

many years amongst them, in which, however, the careful

reader will notice a few inaccuracies. The following is one

of them. At page 53 it is stated that nowie is not the equiv-

alent of sun in the Wotti-wotti language, whilst at pages

43, 45, and 56 we find sun translated by that term. The

same writer in his rendering of aboriginal words uses y, at

others ie, and at others i to express the sound of the Italian

i. In other cases I notice y has the sound which it bears in

the English word mi/; as, for instance, in l^oor = woman,

which I should write laioor.

* Mr. Peter Beveridge in his pamphlet spells it Watty-watty.
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No. 199.—Additional Woeds and Phbasbs.

Creek - - - loortowie, loorto-

kal, bemiwur.

Platypus - - mardi.

Husband - - lielu.

Body - - - (no term).

Back - - - wurtoo.

Beard - - - ngenintlinu.

Moustache - - miowooranthnu.

Rib - - - leningi.

Heart - - - pertinthnu.

Kidney - - wertinu.

Chest - - - thungo.

Lips - - - woortogno.

Elbow - - ngonyooro.

Plain - - - wurky.

Tree - - - kulky.

Leaf - - - kerenthu.

Flower - - beechon-beechon.

Yam - - - thabor.

Mud - - - bilby.

Mussel - - warmurn (large),

nunkir (small).

Lagoon - gunbakoor.

Here - - - kima.

There - - - ngala.

My (own) mother yannaio baabai.

His (own) mother ngookaio baabin.

Your (own)mother ngineo baabin.

My (own) father yannaio maamai.

His (own) father ngookaio maa-

mai.

Your (own) father ngineo maamai.

, What Blackfellow that?

Walk -
,

-
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No. 199.

—

^Additional Words and Phrases—continued.

(Do) you see that woman ?

Nginna ngakin ngata laioor ?

I saw her yesterday; i.e.. Yesterday I saw.

Karalko yetti ngyn.

She (is) pretty.

Noonthi kongin-kongin.

Ugly is that old woman.

Ngomloiwil ngata kuloor.

By-and-by many Blacks will arrive.

Darti koko woortongi birnin.

I see them now; i.e., Here I see.

Kima yetti ngakin.

Where ?

Wintala?

(A) good way off (on the) plain.

Kilothukkil wurkido.

(Do) you see that person ?

Nginma ngakin noonthalla ?

Long ago he back mine speared.

Jeleka noonthi wurtoo yanden boin.

To-morrow I will kill (him).

Munmunerbo yetti tukkin.

I see (an) emu, or emus.

Yette ngyn kurwing.

(Be) quiet.

Kapo.

(He is a) long way off.

Kilothukkil.

Silence !

Koorgni

!

By-and-by I (will) spear (him).

Darti yetti boin.

He is coming to water; i.e.. Here comes water-drink.

Kaki yannin kertenarda.

No, he won't come to water; i.e., Not he come water.

Wotti ngoonthi yanna kertenarda.

I believe fat that one.

Yetti ngurangna pipaloo noonthi.

No, (all) bones.

Wotti, kulkali.
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No. 199.—Additional Wokds and 'Pbbas^s—continued.

Now I'll spear him; i.e., Here I spear.

Kima yanda boin.

There (he is) dead.

Thnala delbin.

He is fat; i.e., Plenty fat.

Koko pipaloo.

Come on ! make (a) fire.

Goway! puthama wurnaway.

(There is) no wood.

Wotti wurnaway.*

Well ! carry that one, there, trees.

Yeri toorta noonthi keo kulki.

Hungry I.

Berin yetti.

Hasten, eat.

Kakkai, jakkla.

By-and-by I (will) eat.

Darti yetti jakkla.

Where (are the) Blacks ?

Wintala woortongi ?

I don't know; literally, where.

Winta.

Nonsense speak you.

Ngurgnongnabbe nginma.

There, I saw (them at) Ulupna.

Keo, yetti ngyn Ulupna.

How many ?

Anaboo ?

Many.

Koko.

What (do they) eat?

Nalli jackla?

Emu, fruit, and flour.

Kurwing, cherenthu ngna, beechon-beechon.

What women (are) there ?

Wingeregni laioor keo?

Many.

Koko.

Has Tommy got a wife yet? i.e., How many Tommy got wife?

Anaboo Tommy magna murtamoo?

* This word means both;!re Bjad firewood.
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No. 199.

—

Additional Words and Phrases—continued.

Yes!

Ea!

Which Blacks gave her to him ? i.e.. Which Blacks gave that one?

Nalli woortongi woen noonthi?

Which girl did he get? i.e., Which girl he?

Nalli moorignoor noonthi?

He only got an old woman; i.e., No ! old woman.
Wotti! kuloor.

When (will the) Blacks here come ?

Natte woortongi kaki yanna?

(In) three days.

Pola ky-up ngeringnerinum.

Where is your wife ?

Wintala nginio laioor ?

To-morrow coming.

Munmunderbo bernin.

Have you seen my wife? i.e.. How much you seen my woman?
Anaboo nginna ngaken yanio laioor ?

Yes.

Ea.

Where?
Winta?

There, on the plain.

Keo wnrkerda.

What (is) she doing ?

Nanga noonthi wara ?

Where you went this day? (I) went (to the)

Winta or winthanga nginma yaen keeli ngengui? Yaen

mallee. What (did) you want there? I wanted

boorongarda. Nalli nginma yukka nua? yanda yukkin

lowan's eggs. Aye, aye, how many (did) you get ?

lowan mikko. Nga, nga, anabon nginma ngurmin ?

Plenty. Not you brought many here, because I

Koko. Wotti nginma mangna kirtawil kaki, yeri yanda

threw away many. Why you threw away addled

winia maranda. Nukka nginma winia wertawil

eggs? I like that kind. By-and-by I will get

mikko ? Yetti gera enganabo. Darti yanda ngurmin

others, and I not throw away addled eggs; I

yooia, nga yetti wotti winia wertawil mikko; yetti

will give (them) to you.

wongna nginma.
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In addition to the foregoing phrases and short dialogues,

Mr. Beveridge sent me many others which I have not thought

it necessary to insert. Though they show well the rude form

of conversation .prevalent in our tribes, the ethnologist will

notice, amongst other things, Ihat the verbs as given are

wanting in the inflexions common to all Australian tongues.

As an instance, the present, future, and imperative of the

verb eat are all translatedjiaMfo.

No. 199.—SWAN HILL AND TYNTYNDER.

By John BBVEKiDeE, Esq.

Kangaroo -

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -

Black duck -

Wood duck -

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion 1

White cockatoo

Crow -

Swan -

Egg - -

Track of a foot

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito -

My - -

Snake -

The Blacks -

A Blaokfellow

A Black woman

Nose -

koorengi.
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No. 199.

—

Swan Hill and Tyntyndee—contirmed.

Mouth
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No. 200.—ABOUT FIFTY MILES SOUTHERLY FROM SWAN
HILL.

By the Writee.

This language, which is called Mirdiragoort, is evidently related to the

Wotti-wotti dialect.

Kangaroo -

Opossum -
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No. 200.—About Fifty Miles Southerly from Swan Hill—cmXwmtA
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No. 201.—PIANGIL.

By Thomas Macredie, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 201.—PIANGIL.
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No. 202.—BUMBANG, ON THE MURRAY RIVER.

Bt F. Coenby, Esq.

The name of the tribe is Laitchi-laitohi.

Kangaroo -
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No. 202
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No. 203.—KULKYNE.
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No. 204.—THE TATIAERA COUNTRY.

By William Haynes, Esq.

There are still in the Tatiarra country remnants of the

several associated tribes whose numbers in the aggregate are

thought to have reached five hundred. In speech they

differed somewhat, as will be seen by the two vocabularies

given. It is singular that, in both of them, there is but one

word for hungry and dead.

No. 204.—THE TATIAERA COUNTRY.

Kangaroo -
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Nc
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No. 204.—THE TATIARRA COUNTRY.

Bt the Writer.

Kangaroo -
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No. 204.

—

The Tatiabra Country—continued.

Mouth
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No. 205.—MOUNT GAMBIER.

By D. Stewart, Esq.

The following information concerning the Mount Grambier

Blacks, and vocabulary of the language of the Booandik

tribe, were forwarded to me by Mr. D. Stewart.

The Mount Gambier Blacks, I learn from my informant,

are divided into several tribes, which, in conversation, were

readily distinguishable by certain words, phrases, and accents

peculiar to each. Some, for instance, used the sound of the

letter I in words from which others omitted it, as kooler,

kooer --= an egg; and malange, maange = mife. Others used or

omitted k in certain words, as mookine, wooine^ elbow; and

wuka, wena=strike. In terms of relationship the suffix -ine

is equivalent to my, as marm='father, marmine=my father;

ngate=mother, ngatine=my mother. Marmine wan is the

equivalent of myfather''s brother if he exercises occasionally

the right of husband over the speaker's mother, but he is

addressed as waitine if he does not exercise such right. A
woman addresses her grand-daughter as mootngoon when a

child, and as ngurpine when grown up. Mr. Stewart, who is

an excellent authority, is not aware that any distinction in

terms is made when speaking of or to the children of a man's

brother and those of his sister. The same terms of relation-

ship are applied to both.

As the Mount Gambier Blacks have no expression for

numbers above 4, except the tevvas paroong and karli=many,
they fix the date of a future meeting in this way. The

spokesman places the index finger of his right hand on his

head, then in succession on his neck, shoulder, elbow, wrist,

thumb,- and fingers of one or both hands if necessary, dis-

tinguishing each of these portions of the body with a different

word, each word representing a day, and arranging at which

of them the meeting shall take place. The same custom I
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have noticed in my Recollections of Squatting as in use in

the Bangerang tribes.

These Blacks, Mr. Stewart writes, are divided into two

classes, which, from their disposition to quarrel, he is almost

disposed to call factions. They are called Kumite and

Krokee, and when applied to the females Kumitegor and

Krokeegor respectively. A Kumite can only marry a Kro-

keegor, and a Krokee a Kumitegor. An infringement of

this law is held in aborrence as incestuous. Mothers-in-law

and sons-in-law studiously avoid each other. A father-in-

law converses with his son-in-law in a low tone of voice, and

in a phraseology diifering somewhat from the ordinary one.

The Kumite and Krokee classes are each divided into five

sub-classes, under which are ranked certain objects which

they call tooman =^ flesh, or mngo ^friend. AU things in

nature belong to one or the other of these ten sub-classes.

For instance, under Kumite we have

—

1st. Boort ma= the crow, to which belong rain, thunder,

lightning, hail, clouds, &c.

2nd. Boort moola= the fish-hawk, to which class belong

smoke, honeysuckle, trees, &c.

3rd. Boortparpangal= the pelican, to which belong the

blackwood-tree, fire, frost, dog, &c.

4th. Boort wilier = the black cockatoo, to which belong

the stars, moon, &c.

5th. Boort karato= a non-venemous snake, to which

belong eels, seals, the stringybark-tree, &c.

The Krokee classes are

—

1st. Boort wereo = the ti-tree, under which are the

black duck, wallaby, opossum, crayfish, &c.

2nd. Boort laa = the turkey, to which belong the iolit

or small kangaroo, quail, certain edible roots, &c.

3rd. Boort karual = the white crestless cockatoo, to

which belong the kangaroo, the sheoak-tree, the

summer season, &c.

The particulars of the 4th and 5th Krokee boorts have

escaped from Mr. Stewart's memory.
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These boorts have nothing tp do with marriage, so that a

Kumite may marry a Krokeegor of whatever sub-class she

may be; but to food they do refer, as it is only when dis-

tressed by want and hunger that a person will eat any of

the animals or roots which belong to his boort. When
hunger compels them to eat of their tooman or Toingo, they

express their sorrow by touching their breasts as a sign of

relationship.

Mr. Taplin relates in his Narrinyeri, p. 47, that two

of that tribe established themselves at Mount Gambier, but

language shows that the locality was peopled by offshoots of

the Eastern tribes.

Mr. Stewart gives the following Additional Words and

Phrases :

—

Mullet - - - -
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Additional Words—continued.

I went a long time ago -

We two went a long time

We went a long time ago

I will go -

AVe two will go

We will go - -

Where are you going ?

I am going for firewood

Did you go ? -

Go (or walk) fast

My wife - - - •

Your wife

Hia wife - -

My two wives -

My wives (over two)

- yapa.

ago - yapalo.

- yape.

- yowyeunga.

- yowyeallo.

- yowyeunge.

- na ngin yan ?

- wurnapo nga yan.

- na ngin yaan ?

- yanba yanka.

- malangine.

- malangon.

- malanoong.

- malaboline.

- malangaraine.
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No. 205.—MOUNT GAMBIER.

Kangaroo -

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -

Black duck -

Wood duck -

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion

White cockatoo -

Crow -

Swan -

Egg - - -

Track of a foot -

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito

Ply - - -

Snake -

The Blacks -

A Blackfellow -

A Black woman -

Nose -

kooraa (male).

kooramo.

kal or karl.

kar ua chum.

kower.

durner.

purner.

parangal.

kooartang.

wondi.

mar.

wa.

koonowoor.

kooler. -

tenanoong.

keler.

konkro.

kecho.

ulul.

koorang.

drooal.

drooal.

kineule.

kow.

Hand -

2 Blacks -

3 Blacks -

One -

Two -

Three -

Four -

Father

Mother

Sister-Elder

„ Younger -

Brother-Elder -

,, Younger

A young man

murna.

bolite drooal.

wrow-wong

drooal.

wondo.

bolite.

wrow-wong.

kurtor, kurtbano.

marm.

ngate.

date,

nereer.

wargale.

dote,

babater, wawar-

An old man

An old woman

A baby

A White man

Children

Head -

Eye -

Ear -

- koatparek.

- wi-at-a-wer.

- koonam.

- koomamir.

- koongapumim.

- boop.

- mir.

- wrung,
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No. 205.

—

Mount Gambiek—continued.

Mouth
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BOOK THE NINETEENTH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

This book contains specimens of the languages of the western

portion of Victoria. The teaching of its vocabularies is that

the aborigines of this part of the colony are related to those

of the Murray River, in the vicinity of Swan Hill. The

first vocabulary inserted, No. 206, belongs to the tribes which

dwell, or dwelt, on and about Morton Plains, in connection

with which I have collected the following few Additional

Words:

—

Lightning - - willebook.

Opossum-rug - willejookjook.

Be gone ! - - yannage

!

Give me a drink - baitu makin.

Half-grown emu - wartipungmook.

I see two Blacks - nge noon poolet

koole.

The areas of country which are, or were, occupied singly

by the Victorian tribes are in many cases so small that it is

impossible to lay them down on the map, hence I have

grouped a number of vocabularies in No. 207, under the

designation of The Languages of Western Victoria, in order

to show their position. The aboriginal population of Victoria,

a country rich in aboriginal food, was, I am of opinion, greater

per square mile than was to be found in any other area of the

continent of equal extent ; not, it is important to notice, that

a tribe numbered more members, but that there were more

tribes. Perhaps an average Victorian tribe contained about

200 persons. I am of opinion that the tribes in Australia,

when undivided into marriage classes, did not often exceed

that number.

Swim -
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The languages of which specimens are given in this book

the Blacks themselves hold to be distinct, and each of them

has a separate name, but the reader will notice the differences

are minor ones—those of dialect. At the same time these

differences are numerous and sometimes confined to very small

tribes, if not indeed in some instances to one or two families.

They often display themselves in terminations, roots remain-

ing unchanged or nearly so. This may be instanced in the

two renderings I have received of the Hopkins River lan-

guages, as follows:

—

Black duck
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daughters in marriage until they approach the age of

puberty. We see also in this book a few advances in

language. For instance, we generally have a distinct word

for 3, and occasionally for 4, in place of the compound

terms which the reader has so often met with. Also when

4 is expressed by the equivalent of two two, an equivalent

for and is found between them, which, if I remember rightly,

never occurs in the North. These little advances of the

Victorian Blacks I attribute to the more favorable conditions

of climate and food amidst which they have long existed.

In Western Victoria dwelt the tribes of which Mr. James

Dawson has" left a record in his Australian Aborigines, a

work in which are found many interesting details of

manners and language, and a few statements which I have

called in question in Vol. I., chapter 3.
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No. 206.—MORTON PLAINS.

By the Writer.

The language, of which what follows is a specimen, is called Brapkut.

It may be compared with Mirdiragoort and Tatiarra. With the latter it

almost agrees in its negative adverb.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207a.—LAKE HINDMARSH, UPPER REGIONS STATION,

AND LOWER WIMMERA.
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No. 207a.—Lake Hindmaksh, Upper Regions Station, and Lower
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No. 207b.—LAKE WALLACE AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.
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No. 207b.
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No. 207c.—UPPER GLENELG AND WANNON.

By the Wkiter.

The reader will notice the equivalents of hungry and dead.

Kangaroo -
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No. 20
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No. 207d.—THE GLENELG, ABOVE WOODFORD.

By the Weitek.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207d.—The Glknelg,

Mouth - - koom.

Teeth - - leya.

Hair of the head ngurra.

Beard - - iftoonooohir.

Thunder - - mirdarip.

Grass - - boait.

Tongue - - challi.

Stomach - - kanyangoork.

Breasts - - chain.

Thigh - - karri.

Foot - - - chiuna.

Bone - - - kaalk.

Blood- - - koork.

Skin - - - meech.

Fat - - - papool.

Bowels

Excrement- - koonna.

War-spear- - deer.

Reed-spear - djirrak.

Throwing-stiok - karrik.

Shield - - malkar.

Tomahawk - baachik.

Canoe - - ngnanak.

Sun - - - ngawik.

Moon - - - yem.

Star - - - toort.

Light -

Dark - - - tek-tek.

Cold - - - mot-mot.

Heat - - - lik.

Day - - - kadlak.

Night - - poroin.

Fire - - - wi.

Water - - katyin.

Smoke - - perri, purri.

Ground - - cha.

Wind - - ward.

Rain - - - wolla.

God - - - ngarambe.

Ghosts - oonyim.

VOL. in.

ABOVE Woodford—continued.

Boomerang

Hill -

Wood - - kaalk.

Stone- - - la.

Camp- - - lerra.

Yes - - - nge.

No - - - ngalanya.

I - - - waan.

You - - - waanyen.

Bark - - - mitchook.

Good - - - talka.

Bad - - - yiatohung.

Sweet

Food -

Hungry - - birkaian.

Thirsty

Eat - - - chakol.

Sleep - - - ngorakol.

Drink - - kopalal.

Walk - - yannano.

See - - - ngawan.

Sit - - - ngenyak.

Yesterday - - chalekio.

To-day - katchong.

To-morrow- • parbio.

Where are the windja baang 2

Blacks J

I don't know - windja imba.

Plenty

Big - - - yawer.

Little - - baan.

Dead - - - kiikil.

By-and-by- - kartchon.

Come on - - warte.

Milk -

Eaglehawk

Wild turkey

Wife -

2H
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No. 207e.—WOODFORD.

By the Writer.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207f.—DARTMOOR.

Br THE Writer.

Kangaroo -
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Mouth

Teeth -

Hair of the head

Beard -

Thunder

Grass -

Tongue

Stomach

Breasts

Thigh -

Foot -

Bone -

Blood -

Skin -

Fat -

Bowels

Excrement -

War-spear -

Reed-spear -

Throwing-stick -

Shield -

Tomahawk -

Canoe -

Sun -

Moon -

Star -

Light - - .

Dark -

Cold -

Heat -

Day - -

Night -

Fire -

Water

Smoke

Ground

Wind -

Rain - . -

God -

Ghosts

No. 207f.—Dabtmode—continued.

lo.

ngurla.

ngurlangume.

mumdal.

botha.

thowe.

pooi.

poap.

brani.

thinna,

pe-e.

kammar.

moom.

mumbooi.

koonna.

kooun.

pongor.

kombaiu.

malkar.

pirpowerkoort.

karo.

thonwoon, poort-

booi.

tamman-tanunan.

karomum.

mol.

mot-mot.

waam.

karomum.

mol,

wumap.

parri.

purloin,

mirat.

noredja.

kowain.

Boomerang -
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No. 207e.—HAMILTON.

By the Weitee.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207h.—MOUNT ROUSE; NATIVE NAME KOOLOOR.

By THE Writeb.

In this language the equivalent of five is kaiap mirnya, literally one

hand.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207i.—PORTLAiJD, LAKE CONDAH, AND EUMERALLA.

By the Writer.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207i.

—

Portland, Lake

Mouth - - ngoolang.

Teeth - - tanang.

Hair of the head - narat.

Beard - - - ngarrang.

Thunder - - murndal.

Grass - - - botung.

Tongue - - tallain.

Stomach - - tokong.

Breasts - nappang.

Thigh - - - woonikarrip.

Foot - - - yook.

Bone - - - bakkaia.

Blood - - - kerik.

Skin - - - mitch.

Fat - - - bapool.

Bowels - - tokoonya.

Excrement - - koonna.

War-spear - - ko-i-oon.

Reed-spear - - nyirrin.

Throwing-stiok - ngaroong.

Shield - - malkar.

Tomahawk - - karkin.

Canoe- - - tholong.

Sun - - - nunung.

Moon - - - moorkin.

Star - . - menkel.

Light - - - nanaanmering.

Dark - - - por-o-in.

Cold - - - ngoomdook.

Heat - - - kaloin.

Day - - - ronanung.

Night - - - poroin.

Fire - - - wiin.

Water - paraitch.

Smoke - - to-ong.

Ground - - mirring.

Wind - - - ngoomdook.

Rain - - - mai-ang.

God -

Ghosts

CoNDAH, AND EuMEKALLA

—

Continued.
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No. 207j.—HOPKINS RIVER.

By the Writek.

Kangaroo -
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No. 207j.—Hopkins RiVEn—continued.

Mouth
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No. 207k.—HOPKINS RIVER.

By W. Goodall, Esq., Manaobb of Abokiginal Station, Fbamlingham.

Kangaroo -
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BOOK THE TWENTIETH.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

The vocabularies grouped together in this book are specimens

of the languages in use from the Moolamiin to the Moorabool.

They are evidently nearly related, as well amongst them-
selves as to those treated of in the preceding book.

It may be noticed that the Loddon Eiver where it ap-

proaches the Murray (Mille, as the Blacks in that neighbour-

hood caUthe latter) and a portion of country near Merton,

or perhaps a creek, are both called Woppoon by the Blacks.

In the Moolamiin language we have cherimhoork = uncle,

and kowrinuk — aunt; and in the Mount Emu language

dai-a-ram^dap = uncle, alok = aunt, and wrapeh = cousin*

The mode of replying to the question. Where are the

Blacks? by adverb where used interrogatively, when the

person questioned does not know, so frequently met with

in the Eastern Division of the continent, occurs several times

in this book.

It has constantly been noticed by the writer that any

remarkable variation of a wide-spread word is rarely confined

to one locality, but that it is generally to be found in some

other, perhaps a thousand miles away. As an instance, we
find the word koonna or goonna = excrement (perhaps the

most generally prevalent term in our languages) appearing

as quan in Western Australia and as quank in the Gunbower

(properly Kanbowro) vocabulary.

In our languages generally there is but one term to

express foot and the track of a foot, but in those dealt with

in this book two distinct words are used. In several of the

vocabularies, the equivalent of children is evidently a plural

* Attention is drawn to these words in this and other places because

practically it has been asserted that none such exist in our languages. On
the subject see Vol I., page 140, of this work.

212
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form of the equivalent of hahy or child, whilst they are

often met with elsewhere as distinct terms. In the Kerang

vocabulary we find kaalk standing for bone and wood; in

other cases we know the same word is used for spear; also

that kaalk, kalk, or kulka means bone in one language and

spear in another ; also that wood andj'jre are often expressed

by the one word, which is not kaalk. Probably, should a

close examination of these words ever be made, it will be

found that there are in all of our languages two terms for

wood, one identical with or closely related to Jire and the

other to bone and spear.

No. 208a.—MOULMEIN.

By the Bench of Magistrates at that Place.

Kangaroo -
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No. 208b.—LAKE BOCA.

By Mounteb-constable Leonaed Fawcett, Local Guardian of the

Aborigines at Swan Hill.

Kangaroo -
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:

No. 208c.—THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OP LAKE BOGA, PROBABLY
MOORERBAT AND THE LOWER LODDON.
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No. 208c
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No. 208d.—GONN STATION, MURRAY RIVER.

By John McCarthy, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 208d.—GoNN Station,
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No. 208e.—GUNBOWER STATION.

By Messes. Mickib and Sandy.

Kangaroo -
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No. 208e.—MOUNT HOPE—PANYOOL DIALECT.
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No. 208o.—KBRANG, LODDON RIVER.

By the Whiter.

Kangaroo -
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No.
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No. 208h.—NATTI-YALLOOK AND STUART-MILL.



NATTI-YALLOOK AND STUART-MILL.
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No. 208 1.—MOUNT EMU.

By Sir Samuel Wilsok.

Kangaroo -
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No. 208j.—MOORABOOL—JIBBERIN LANGUAGE.
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BOOK THE TWENTY-FIRST.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

The language of which specimens of four dialects are given

in this book was spoken by twelve or fourteen tribes. Its

vocabularies have many words which agree with those in

the last book. With the Ngooraialum tribe (language

No. 209a) I was well acquainted when a young man, and

knew something of their language. Concerning the country

occupied by the tribes dwelt on in this book, I have received

the following information from Albert A. 0. Le Souef, Esq.,

who had, in the early days of the colony, excellent oppor-

tunities of being well informed on the subject. He says :

—

" Starting from the first available country on the Upper
Goulburn, as far down as the present Yea or Doogalook, and

taking the Miller's Creek country (where the Plenty River

tribe came in), the Bootherboolok had their habitations, and

numbered, I should think, some one hundred souls. Then

down the river to the Old Crossing Place (now Tabilk) came

the Natrakboolok Blacks, occupying both banks of the river.

This tribe would also, I am of opinion, number one hundred

persons, old and young. All the country from the Dividing

Range, where Heathcote now is, and Pyalong, belonged to

the Nerboolok, one of their principal haunts being the curious

little hUl near Bradford, known as the Sugarloaf. This

tribe, I think, must have numbered fully two hundred souls.

From the Old Crossing Place, on the Goulburn, down to

about the present Toolamba, was owned by the Ngooraialum;

below Toolamba the strong and numerous Bangerang tribe

owned the river, as you are aware, to its junction with the
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Murray. The Ngooraialum stood rather in dread of the

Bangerang, and never, I think, felt very comfortable if

camped mnch below what is now Murchison. On the north

of the river they went back to the Seven Creeks and the

present Violet Town, where they met the Upper Broken

Eiver and Ovens Blacks. On the south they owned the

country which at present constitutes Whroo and Eushworth,

and met the Pimpandoor on the Wongulta and Colbinabbin

Plains. The Ngooraialum, Bootherboolok, Natrakboolok,

and Nerboolok were very much mixed up by intermar-

riages, and often fought together against the Bangerang

and Pimpandoor. I think the Ngooraialum mustered two

hundred souls, old and young, and that the total number of

the four tribes would be six hundred. My information

about the location of the tribes I obtained from an intelligent

Natrakboolok, Ned Narrabin by name ; the numbers I have

given are from my own observation, but I had considerable

opportunities of judging, and I don't think I am far wrong.

I may say that I think the estimate of the entire population

given in Brough Smyth's work very much below the actual

number. The four tribes I have spoken of formed a sort of

petty nation; they spoke the same language, and, as I have

said, fought side by side, though separated into distinct

tribes, each owning its own territory."

It is now about thirty-four years since I last heard Ngoo-

raialum spoken, and the following Additional Words and

Phrases are all I can call to mind:

—

Stringybark-tree - - . . irip.

Gum-tree . - - . . beal.

Box-tree birtpool.

Yam - mo-i-yool, barum.

Yam-stick ... - - wolo-ain.

Mamia - - - - - - laap.

Ruddle or red ochre - - noro-noro.

As damper, or bush bread, was baked in the ashes, in the

same way that the Blacks converted a certain sort of red clay

in to ruddle, the Ngooraialum called damper noro^ and
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inthage noro mitta Cowel (give bread Mr. Curr) was at one

time a very common sound in my ears.

Indian com - - - - - narangat.

Blanket - . . . . yallanebirong-

Plain waark.

Blacks outside of those known to bukkeen.

the tribe

Creek ------ yellami.

Names of Greeks in the Countet of the Noooeaiaium.

Eaglehawk Creek

Dog Creek

Opossum Creek

Crayfish Creek

yellami Poongil.

yellami Erangen.

yellami WoUert.

yellami Boongangooloom.

yellami goloro.

Ring-tailed opossum - - - pigil.

Lyrebird booUum-boollum.

A sort of duck - - . . koonabbil.

Ibis ..--.. paipadjerook.

Women baadjerboolok.

Yellam, bark of a tree and also camp, seems to have

been changed into ilium, to express the people who dwelt in

any land. Thus we have Waaringulum, to denote the people

who dwelt lower down on the Goulburn, which the Ngoo-

raialum called Waaring; Wongatpaiillum, the tribe which

dwelt at Wongat, a part of the Moira; Tidneillum, men who
come from Sydney, and probably Ifgooaiillum, people of

Ngoorai, contracted into Ngooraialum.

Opossum-rug thathowool.

Anus moom.

Talk thomnge.

Boys ------ kolinoro.

Girls booboonark.

Husband . . - - . koliin.

Give me a fire-stick (or fire) - - inthaje wiin.

(I have) no fire - . - - aiabuntukka wiin.

Thin nelamjuk.

To evacuate ----- konyoobok.

None ------ ai-i-a.

Sick jerrarning.

Look there ----- naangano.
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Let us go - - - - - - yanne.

Make haate ----- onde.

Where (is my) wife ? - - :
- indakorrin baadjur ?

(I) don't know indunga.

Darling, or dear - - . . oonyamnik.

To-morrow I will go - - - yeramboi pooringdaring.

Fetch water ----- waamduk baarn.

(I'm) dry konboothinal.

Reach (me my) tomahawk - - konak karagik.

To-morrow I'll fight - - - yeramboi chipcherangan.

To-morrow I will go to Colbinabbin- yeramboikarnambathin

Kolbinabbin.

There are plenty of yams there - woorthoondok poiul chondo.

To-morrow I hunt emu - - - yeramboi pooringdaring

baraimal.

Be off - - - - - tooi ! or towakjanni !

Names of Places in the Neighbourhood of Colbinabbin.

WoUinjo.

Ariogobarning.

Toonaiba.

iniumbubil.

Boobarndoo (Mount Scobie).

Nammerong.

Yibberithoop.

Koragorag (now called Crag-crag).

Puramburt (now called Burramboot).

Paboinboolok (Lake Cooper).

Goberip.

Gargarro.

Kraigin.

Yallook (The Campaspe).

Purniwong.

Beul.

Woranga.

Korop.

Taimuruig (now called Timmering).

Wongulta (called One-halter Plaia).

Chirazabel.

Baangyoobyne.

Ttirndaim.

Konela (called Cornelia Creek).
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Names ov Men.

Kolopka.

Wawgroot.

Berrm-berrin, or spur-winged plover.

Names of Women.
Poormaning.

Karwitha.

Tapaming.

Turtool.

Orgenangarook.

The dialect of the tribe (now extinct for some forty years)

on whose country stands the city of Melbourne was early

collected by the late Daniel Bunce, and in 1856 published

under the title of Language of the Aborigines of the Colony

of Victoria. Mr. Bunce, who eventually became manager of

the public gardens at Greelong, worked about Melbourne in

the forties, for my father amongst others, as a gardener.

Though we owe it to his efforts that any record of the Mel-

bourne language is extant, it is necessary to say that he was

quite uncultivated as regards languages ; that his vocabulary

is evidently replete with errors, and can only be depended on

when the most simple words are concerned. As the title of

his little work shows, Mr. Bunce was under the impression

that all the Victorian tribes spoke the same language.

As regards the river which flows through the country

which used to be occupied by the tribe under consideration,

its name was not Yarra-Yarra, but Bay-ray-rung, as I have

been informed by Blacks resident at Ooranderrk, whose

fathers dwelt on its banks. The name Yarra-Yarra was re-

ported by Mr. Wedge, a surveyor, who came upon it with a

strange Black from Geelong. The latter probably when he

saw it exclaimed yanna ! yanna ! or itflows ! itflows ! and

that this exclamation, imperfectly noted, was accepted as the

name of the river.

The Melbourne Blacks used to throw the boomerang with

greater skill than any others I have witnessed. In their

hands it was a wonderful toy.
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No. 209a.—SEYMOUR TO MURCHISON, PART OF GOULBURN
RIVER, WHROO, ETC.—NGOORALALUM LANGUAGE.
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No. 209a.—Setmoue to Mttechison, Part or Goxjlburn Eivee, Wheoo,

Etc.—NoooKAiALTJM Language—continued.

Mouth
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No. 209b.—HEALESVILLE, UPPER YARRA—OOEONGIR
LANGUAGE.

By the Weiter.

Kangaroo -

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu - - -

Black duck -

Wood duck -

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Native companion

White cockatoo -

Crow

Swan

Egg - -

Track of a foot -

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito -

Ply - - -

Snake -

The Blacks -

A Blackfellow -

A Black woman -

Nose - -

koim.

wollert.

werangun.

baraimal.

tolom.

bebeup.

waajil.

tororo.

krork.

ngaiook.

waan.

koonoowara.

dirandin.

baareng.

boongangooloom.

kogok.

kurumburra.

koornmil.

koliinboolok.

kolin.

baidjarook.

kaaong.

Hand -

2 Blacks

3 Blacks

mimong.

One -
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No. 209b.—Heaiesvillb,
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No. 209c.—LOWER YARRA.

Feom Daniel Bunch's Vocabtjlart.

Kanga\:oo -
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No. 209c.

—

Lower Yaeba—continued.

Mouth
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No. 209d.—MORDIYALLOOK.
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BOOK THE TWENTY-SECOND.





BOOK THE TWENTY-SECOND.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

GiPPSLAND is the south-eastern portion of the colony of

Victoria. Prior to the coming of the Whites, this district

was a remarkably isolated one. Small-pox, which overran the

rest of the colony, never reached its tribes, and, setting aside

an occasional war-party which made a flying attack on some

tribe on the Yarra (and, I believe, on the Strathbogie Ranges),

and then retreated, and pretty frequent meetings on the

Snowy River with what are called the Bidwell and Moneroo

Blacks, the Gippsland tribes had no outside relations. Of

these tribes, Mr. A. W. Howitt, F.G.S., has given a very

interesting account in a work entitled Kamilaroi and Kurnai,

which, however, differs in some important particulars from

what has been communicated to me on the subject by Mr.

John Bulmer, who has been many years in charge of one of

the Government Reserves on which a portion of the Gippsland

Blacks are domiciled. As I think Mr. Bulmer an excellent

authority, I shall lay before the reader the statements which

I have received from him.

Mr. Howitt, in the work just referred to, sets down the

Gippsland tribes as five in number, but it seems probable

that there were more, as I have received from Mr. Bulmer

the vocabulary of a tribe which dwelt at Omeo. This

vocabulary differs from that of the Brabrolung tribe, whilst

Omeo has been included by Mr. Howitt in their country.

The names of the tribes given by Mr. Howitt, which no

doubt are correct as far as they go, are, commencing from
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the sonth-west of Gippsland, the Bratanolung, the Braiako-

lung, the Brahrolung (or Brad-ow-oo-loong, as I have heard

a Blackfellow pronounce the word), the Tatungolung, and the

Kroatungolung. Looking at them collectively, it is im-

portant to notice that three out of their five names commence

with the word Bra—man—and all terminate in lung (loong?),

circnmstances which, joined to the affinity of their languages,

leave no doubt that these tribes, which, as we learn, so often

fought and so often made friends, were closely related by

blood, and, in fact, one descended from the other.

Immediately to the east of the Kroatungolung, itself the

most easterly of the Gippsland tribes, we have one named

Birtowall, or scrub people, and Mr. Bulmer remarks that the

Kroatungolung, in whose country is the Snowy River, fra-

ternize with the Brahrolung ; and the Birtowall, or as they are

commonly called Bidwell or Bidwelli Blacks, with the tribes of

Moneroo, to whose speech their own is akin. Examining into

this subject I find, in fact, that from the Snowy River west-

erly to the limits of Gippsland the several languages are

closely related amongst themselves, and allied to those of

Central Yictoria, and through them to Wiiratheri and Kamil-

aroi ; on the other hand, passing over the Birtowall language,

said to be related to that of Moneroo, but of which I have

not been able to obtain a specimen, we find the languages

between Gape Howe and Sydney Cove differing from those of

Gippsland, and strongly connected amongst themselves, in

proof of which the following tables are given:

—
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Table showing affinities between the Brabrolung Language and several

Wiiratheri Dialects.

English.
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that it was this circumstance which cut off communication

between the Blacks of that district and those of the Yarra

valley, and restricted their outside relations to the Birtowall

and Moneroo tribes.
,
What time it took for the first comers

to spread themselves throughout Gippsland there is nothing

to show, except that it was sufficiently long to allow of the

growth of several languages, and of their descendants

increasing to as many as 1,500 souls. What time has

elapsed since the occupation of Australia by the Blacks

became complete is another question, to which no reply can

be given, except that no fact has come to light which would

lead to the suspicion that the occurrence has been of recent

date. Indeed, were it not for the deductions to be drawn

from the languages and customs of the continent as a whole,

it would be impossible to predicate that the tribes on the

north coast have existed from a more ancient date than

those of Gippsland, and yet there is probably a difference

of several hundred years between the epochs at which the

two coasts were first peopled.

The last of the vocabularies which appears in this book,

No. 213, has no connection with those of Gippsland. It

belongs to an isolated tribe on the Upper Murray, of which

but three members were left when I received it, and is

inserted here for convenience' sake. A second rendering of

this vocabulary, which I received from the late G. E. H.

Stuckey, I have not thought necessary to insert.

No. 210.—GIPPSLAND.

A GOOD deal of difficulty has been experienced with the

vocabularies of Gippsland, for the remnants of the tribes

which spoke them, having now dwelt together for twenty or

thirty years, their languages have become much mixed.

Originally, there were probably six or seven distinct lan-

guages in this district—of one of these, that -spoken by
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the Brabrolung or Brad-ow-oo-loong tribe, four renderings

are given; and of Omeo and the Snowy Eiver, one each.

The following account of the Brabrolung tribe is com-

piled from notes kindly forwarded by Mr. John Bulmer,

who, as already stated, has lived amongst them for many

years, in charge of the Lake Tyers Aboriginal Eeserve.

The country of this tribe is between the rivers Mitchell

and Tambo and the lakes into which they fall. "When the

Whites first entered Gippsland, in 1841, Mr. Bulmer thinks

the native population may have amounted to 1,000 souls,

amongst whom were noticed many men and women who

seem to have reached the age of seventy or eighty years.

In 1862, when my informant began his residence in the dis-

trict, the number had dwindled to 150, of whom 80 are now

(1882) all that remain. The decrease is attributed to the

causes so often mentioned in these pages. Like the other

tribes of Victoria, those of Gippsland were clad in opossum-

skin rugs. The girls wore a fringe of opossum-fur strings

round the waist, called kiung; as did also the men, on state

occasions, one made of strips of the skin of the kangaroo or

some other animal. Their ornaments were necklaces made
of small reeds, cut into short lengths; a netted band round

the forehead; and a bone through the septum of the nose.

On occasions of rejoicing, they smeared their bodies with a

compound of red ochre and grease; and, when in mourning,

with pipe-clay. They manufactured fishing-nets and bags

out of grass, and also from the fibre of stringybark. Their

tomahawks were of hard stone, brought to an edge by first

chipping and afterwards by rubbing with sandstone ; their

spears were tipped, sometimes with sharp flakes of flint,

fastened on with the gum of the grass-tree, and at others

with barbs cut out of the solid wood. They had also several

kinds of clubs, one called kallak (i.e., wood) ; and two sorts

of shields, one used in combats with clubs, and the other

when fighting with spears. They had also Ijoomerangs and

wommeras.
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The principal articles of food in Gippsland were kanga-

roo, wallaby, native-bear, opossum, and fish ; they had also

yams and several other sorts of vegetables, and it is a

singular circumstance that ovens are not found in Gipps-

land. Eestrictions in connection with certain articles of

food, regulated by age and sex, existed as elsewhere, though

of course a change of production led to variations in

detail. Of small-pox, the marks of which were so common
in the rest of Victoria up to 1845, no traces ever existed in

Gippsland, as I have been informed by many persons besides

Mr. Bulmer, who also remarks that the Blacks of that

district have no name for the disease in their language.

Cannibalism was avowedly practised by these tribes, to

the extent of eating portions of the skin and the hands of

an enemy when slain. Instances of this have been noticed

more than once by White men. Mr. Bulmer remarks the

very general characteristic, that the Gippsland Black did not

consider the person who met him in fair fight as a real

enemy, but only the individual who practised magic against

him ;
" he," as they said, " would seize me by the throat,

and lay a net for my feet." Of the remains of such as these

they would eat.

The Gippsland Blacks objected strongly to let any one

outside the tribe know their names, lest their enemies, learn-

ing them, should make them vehicles of incantation, and so

charm their lives away. As children were not thought to

have enemies, they used to speak of a man as " the father,

uncle, or cousin of so-and-so," naming a child ; but on all

occasions abstained from mentioning the name of a grown-

up person. Now-a-days, this superstition has given way, and

Mr. Bulmer has been able to give me the following names of

some of the Blacks at Lake Tyers Reserve:

—

Males: Bungil

Noorut, wombat hunter ; Dango-willin ; Bungil Tambun,

fish hunter; Bungil Barlijan, platypus hunter; Karemba-

kyne; Karloba, crane; Bumberat, the name of a place;

Wallung, stone; Bundalwaal, stinging-spear; Torrikaat;

VOL. III. 2 M
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Benguan; Yelmri, shark. Females: Yowali; Boolgen;

Labit; Turlkang.

Mr. Bulmer thinks that the Gippsland tribes used to have

class-names in connection with their marriage system, but

that since our arrival they have been forgotten. Men used to

marry women of other tribes, if unable to obtain as wives in

theirown,women unrelated to them. On this subject theywere

very particular, even third cousins being within the prohibited

degrees of relationship. Polygamy was practised, and aj man
had a right to the widow of his brother. If he did not care

to have her, or the deceased had left no brother, his relations

disposed of her as they thought fit. There is reason to

believe that custom sanctioned a single man cohabiting

occasionally with his brother's wife; and also a married man
with his wife's sister. A man spoke of his sister-in-law as

puppar-worcat, which means another wife; and when a wife

died, her sister not unfrequently took her place. Girls were

often married at thirteen years of age, and their mothers

preferred their marrying out of the tribe, on account of the

custom which required mothers-in-law and sons-in-law never

to speak to each other, or almost be seen by each other,

which was excessively inconvenient in daily life. Wives
were generally obtained in exchange for sisters or cousins.

Occasionally, however, a youth got a girl to elope with him.

The pair were certain to be overtaken in a day or two at

latest, when the girl received some wholesome correction,

and the man a sound thrashing and some wounds. As the

result of several elopements and several thrashings, it not

unfrequently happened that the constancy of the youthful

pair overcame the customs of the tribe, and the marriage was
ratified. Children belonged to the tribe of the father. The
tribes of Gippsland are fast dying out, principally from con-

sumption, diseases of the liver, and other ailments common
amongst them.

In these tribes, the septum of the nose is pierced, and
the skin scarred on the back, shoulders, and stomach, in
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both sexes; no teetli are knocked out, and circumcision is

unknown.

The Gippsland tribes, as far as can be ascertained, had

no knowledge of God, and certainly no worship or religious

belief of any kind. As usual, they practised sorcery, with a

view to taking the lives of their enemies. The mode of pro-

ceeding was to obtain possession of something which had

belonged to the person whose death was desired, such as

some of his hair, or excrement, or food; or to touch him with

an egg-shaped piece of stone which was called bulk, and was

thought to be possessed of magic powers. At other times,

they would charm by means of the makthar (real name of the

person); or several of them, retiring to some lonely spot,

and drawing on the ground a rude likeness of the victim,

would sit around it and devote him to destruction with

cabalistic ceremonies. Such was their dread of proceedings

of this sort, that, not unfrequently, men and women who
learnt that they had been made the subjects of incantations,

quickly pined away and died of fright.

The Creator of all that has life on the earth they believe

to have been a gigantic Blackfellow, who lived in Gippsland

many centuries ago, and dwells amongst the stars. Indeed

many of the stars are named after some of their people

long since dead. Venus, for instance, is called Bungil

Noorut, or wombat-hunter, and, as we have seen, an indi-

vidual of the tribe bears the same name at the present

day. They have also the tradition of a deluge, of which

Mr. Bulmer gives the following particulars. Ages ago

there was no water in what are now the lakes, rivers, and

seas known to the Kurnai (a name which seems to have

included all the tribes of Gippsland), for an immense frog

had swallowed up the whole of it. This state of things, it

appears, was a source of great discomfort to the animals

generally, and especially to the fishes, so they held a consul-

tation on the subject, and came to the conclusion that the

only remedy was to make the frog laugh, and that if this

could be accomplished there would soon be plenty of water.

2MZ
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To give effect to this idea, every animal presented himself

before the frog in the most ludicrous postures he could

assume, and went through his funniest antics. For a time,

however, they were unsuccessful, until the eel stood upon the

tip of his tail, which so tickled the overgrown frog that he

literally burst with laughing, and the water poured from him

in such vast streams that there was presently a deluge, and

all the Blacks would have been drowned, had not one of

them. Loon by name, made a large canoe, in which he saved

a great many. Why at the present day they call White

men Loon, I cannot say. However, alas ! for the ingratitude

of human nature, those who^ Loon had saved refused to

give him a wife, in consequence of which he pipe-clayed

himself in the orthodox fashion, and commenced hostilities

forthwith. In this undertaking, however, he seems to have

been worsted; at all events, all that is positively known is

that he was transformed into a pelican, and it is owing to

the pipe-clay that this bird has always been so white about

the head and breast. Fire, according to the traditions of

the Gippsland people, was originally obtained ages ago by

their ancestors from Bimba-mrit (the fire-tailed finch) in a

very curious way, and I remember having heard from the

Bangerang people in my youth a host of traditions, of which

I can no longer recall the particulars, but which were quite

similar in character (possibly in detail) to those related by

Mr. Bulmer as existing in Gippsland.

The Gippsland Blacks had canoes of bark, the smooth side

of the bark being outside, which, as far as I am aware, is an

exceptional arrangement. The ends of the canoe were secured

with string. They obtained kangaroo and emu by surround-

ing and spearing them. Fish was procured with nets, spears,

and also with hooks made of bone, an implement which I

have not noticed in use in any other Victorian tribe. They
made rough drawings of animals with charcoal on sheets of

bark, and probably on rocks and in caverns.

In all Australian tribes we find the corroboree, and those

of G-ippsland were no exception to the rule. They likewise
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made tlieir striplings into young men at from sixteen to

eighteen years of age, and buried their dead sometimes in

trunks of trees and at others in the ground, the mourners,

whilst the interment was in progress, beating their heads

with their stone tomahawks until the blood flowed. Wars

were generally undertaken to revenge murders, deaths

brought about by sorcery, and the abduction of women.

Fights were carried on in the usual way with spears, boome-

rangs, and clubs. Disputes within the tribe were often

settled with the club, and stiU more frequently, as Mr. Bulmer

remarks, " with much talking and much lying." No form of

government existed. Message-sticks were not in use. Men
saluted each other when they met after an absence by placing

their hands on each others shoulders.

The Gippsland tribes spoke of the few outside tribes of

whose existence they knew as Brajerak, from Bra = men,

SLiad jerra = /ear.

The four attached renderings of the Brabrolung vocabu-

lary differ somewhat, owing to the cause already mentioned.

The following Additional Words were kindly supplied by

Mr. Bulmer:

—

Son -
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Additional Woeds—continued.

Make -
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No. 210.—GIPPSLAND.
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No. 210.—GippSLAND

—

continued.

Mouth

Teeth -

Hair of the head

Beard -

Thunder

Grass -

Tongue

Stomach

Breasts

Thigh -

Foot -

Bone -

Blood -

Skin -

Pat -

Bowels

Excrement -

War-spear -

Reed-spear -

Tlirowing-stick

Shield

Tomahawk -

Canoe

Sun - -

Moon -

Star -

Light -

Dark -

Cold -

Heat -

Day -

Night -

Fire -

Water

Smoke

Ground

Wind -

Rain -

God -

Ghosts

kaatch.

ngurnduk.

lirt.

yeen.

koorang.

bun.

gelling.

buUun.

baauk.

gerrang.

jaen.

bring.

nuruk.

yoo-un.

goworni.

dum-

gwanung.

boren.

waal.

marrewun,

- bamrook,

mun.

• gooiun.

yuro.

woorrin.

nyurrun.

bi-il.

daibinturuk.

lalit.

mraerpuk.

quaragwin.

wurrin.

buWiceluk.

dower.

kaUtung.

ncepur, naipur.

wruk.

grower.

willung.

(no word).

mrait, yootgang.

Boomerang -

Hill -

Wood -

Stone -

Camp -

Yes -

No -

I

You -

Bark -

Good -

Bad -

Sweet -

Pood -

Hungry

Thirsty

Eat -

Sleep -

Drink -

Walk -

See -

Sit -

Yesterday -

To-day

To-morrow -

Where are the

Blacks?

I don't know

Plenty

Big - -

Little -

Dead -

By-and-by -

Come on

Milk -

Eaglehawk -

Wild turkey

Wife -

wangm.

grangurk.

dower.

walloong.

bung,

ngi.

ngalkoo.

ngaioo.

uidoo.

nunduk.

• langmin.

- tenbin.

nirroong.

dooit or dwitt.

mremin, ganu-

kin.

gwan.

dumbin or tum-

bin.

• bemdin.

• krooitpin.

- yannin.

- dein.

bunengin.

ngendower.

jillaioo.

brindoo.

woodun da gun-

nai?

woodai gi or

ngalkoo.

yeilmin.

quarailmin.

turliklin.

turdigin.

nowindja.

koo-e-a.

mwaranga-barga.

kurnugmuroon.

woorngil.

main.
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No. 210.—GIPPSLAND.

By the Revd. F. A. Haoenauee.

We have seen that Paroo is the name of a river and the equivalen]t of

fish , so Tamho in this language means fish and is also the name of one of

the rivers.

Kangaroo -
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No. 210.—GIPPSLAND.

By Alfred W. Howitt, Esq., P.M., Sale.

Kangaroo -
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No. 211.—OMEO.

By John Btjlmee, Esq.

Kangaroo -

Opossum

Tame dog -

Wild dog -

Emu -
.

-

Black duck -

Wood duck-

Pelican

Laughing jackass

Nativecompanion

White cockatoo -

Crow -

Swan -

Egg -

Track of a foot

Fish -

Lobster

Crayfish

Mosquito -

Fly - -

Snake -

The Blacks -

A Blackfellow

A Black woman

Nose -

joatba.

wadthan.

worregal.

ngurrun.

tooloma.

ngapalanga.

(none).

kookunyal.

koorook.

gidauo.

yukumbraek.

koonyack.

bial.

manja.

thangambooloa,

baranjak.

moneya.

miangan.

titchogan.

yune.

yune.

kowambo.

Hand -
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No. 212.—SNOWY RIVER.

By John Bulmbb, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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No. 213.—UPPER MURRAY.
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BOOK THE TWENTY-THIRD.

PREFATORY REMARKS.

This book treats of the Bangerang tribes, in whose

country I was a pioneer settler in 1841. Properly there was

only one tribe of that name, which consisted of two inde-

pendent sections, the Wongatpan and Towroonban, which

speaking of themselves collectively always used the term

Bangerang. Besides these there were eight other tribes in

the neighbourhood, which sometimes spoke of themselves,

and were always spoken of by other tribes, as Bangerang.

The names of these tribes and their numbers, when I first

knew them in their original strength, were approximately as

follows :

—

Wongatpan ------ 150 persons.

Towroonban 50

Wolllthiga 50

Kailthiban, sometimes called Waaringulum 50

Moitheriban 300

Pikkolatpan 100

Angootheriban ------ 100

Ngarrimowro ------ 150

Toolenyagan - - - - 100

Boongatpan 150

1,200

These tribes all spoke closely-related dialects. The

territory occupied by each I have set .out roughly in the map
attached to this book. It will, however, be understood that

the boundaries of their lands did not run in straight lines

as there shown, but were very irregular and governed by

natural features.

The Bangerang septs, it is important to notice, were

surrounded by a number of tribes which spoke what may be

called for the moment a common language which differed

from theirs. With these tribes (with the exception of the
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Pinpandoor, which had cast in its lot with them) the

Bangerang lived in a state of chronic feud.

In the country of the Bangerang proper, that is of the

Wongatpan and Towroonban, the writer resided from 1841

to 1851, and having described their manners in a former

work,* it will be unnecessary to go into the subject here.

The situation, however, of a congeries of linguistically-

related tribes surrounded by others whose language, closely

related amongst themselves, differed from theirs, is both un-

usual and worthy of notice, and could not fail to have been

the result of something uncommon in the past history of the

population of those parts. Another point worthy of obser-

vation is that the Bangerang tribes proper called the River

Goulburn Kai^e-la, and one of the tribes of their association

which dwelt on that river, Kailheban, or people of the Kaiela.

On the other hand, the Ngooraialum, which dwelt higher up

that stream, occupied a considerable portion of its bank, and

formed one of the several tribes which surrounded the

Bangerang septs, called the Goulburn Waaring and the

Kdilthiban, and not themselves, Waaringulum, or people of

the Waaring, as though they had found them located on

that river when they themselves first reached it.

It is worthy of a passing notice that the Bangerang lan-

guage has something in common with that of IMungalella

Creek, which, with its difference from the Ngooraialum

tongue, is shown in the following table :

—

English.
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From these circumstances and a general knowledge of

the ways of the race, I am led to conjecture that, as in the

case of the Darling tribes, the progenitors of the Bangerang

were a party of young men, who, finding themselves without

wives, absconded (possibly from Mungalella Creek) with some

of the young women whom the old men had monopolized.

That, in order to evade pursuit, the young people travelled

on over many a mile of unknown country until they reached

that expansion of the Murray called Moira, where they

located themselves, and where we found their descendants

living. That long (perhaps a century or two) after they had

settled in that locality and spread to the Goulburn, and

increased and broken up into several tribes, which spoke

distinct dialects, they were overtaken by the general wave

of population, which for ages had been evermore rolling

south across the whole width of the continent; that the

new comers, as they advanced, occupied the country on every

side of the Bangerang, hemmed them in, and peopled all the

lands they found untenanted, and at last completed the

occupation of the continent. Whilst this was in progress,

the Ngooraialum, who formed a portion of this wave of

population, I have no doubt, found, as I have said, already

located on the Lower Goulburn, which river they named

Waaring, a strange tribe, which they called Waanngulum,

or people of the Waaring.

The Bangerang language has many diminutives, as

naika = duck, naikidjiga = little duck; ckoonda = bird,

choondoonga = little bird; pokka = dog, pokkidjiga = little

dog or pup; inyanook = small, ingarnika = very small. The

Pikkolatpan used to speak of the Bangerang as the Yoorta or

No Blacks, but I never heard them use that term themselves.

A considerable portion of the Bangerang were pitted with

small-pox, some of them dreadfully so; and in 1843, or

thereabouts, I saw amongst them a child absolutely suffering

from that disease. One or two other children also, of not

more than ten years of age, bore its marks unmistakably.

Of the Bangerang tribes fifty or sixty persons are now all
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that remain. The following Additional Bangerang Words

occur to me:

—

Bird -
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Additional Woeds—cmitinued.

A hooked twig with which uudema.
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Additional Words—continued.

Wrist -
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Additional Words—contintied.

Bum ----- pai-ir.

Fight nginyelerak.

Stink tiginmoora.

Laugh ----- karibok.

Tie - - - kunne.

Peel baamoongooda.

Pinch - - - - pirra.

Jump r - - - yaarkobuk.

Blow (a fire) - - - - poornma.

Whistle lertchooma.

Miscellaneous Words.

What? minne?

Full wooroomaitoh.

Tall . - - . - ohiroongoona.

Coward ohi-i-moon-ook.

Mad kornairmooch.

Round ngarwidpa.

Sick itchyoomuch.

Red baathaiik, mormuch.

Black thaalunun.

White baatchaitpa.

New wortha.

Old morida, thama.

Angry kolyinun.

Wet waaloopka.

Blind ----- yurimgura.

Deaf ngamothermarmooch.

Lazy or tired - - - murralaStyamooch,

Taste ----- baawa.

Rainbow - - - - nairanorma.

Clouds ----- yooratha.

Tasselsworn by the men before ngora.

and behind, suspended from

a belt

Footpath - - . - tana, tabora.

Moonlight - - - . yoorunguk.

Morning - . - - barperipna.

Shadow moolwa.

Pipe-clay . - - - tariJnga.

A rogue, bad . - - mattimna.
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Additional Words—continued.

Alie -
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Additional Words—continued.

Branch ----- manooga.

Native cherry-tree - - bartja.

Reeds moogoo-ga.

House-fly - . - - wowiinya.

Sand-fly - - - - naanyoomaldyooga.

Blow-fly, maggots, matter - toortooUa.

Bull-dog ant - - - - ithitha.

Little black ant - - lelitha.

Yellow iguana - - - beljimja.

Black iguana - - - wawaith.

Long chirungana.

Short thooloopka.

Names of Men.

Yallebla.

Letupna.

Moolidgiga.

Kanipka.

Barromop.

Names or Women.

Narrungaming.

Undyarning.

Mardjiga.

Thore mellapurning.

Turtool.

Killbangaroo.

Wadjibialgrook.

Mirandola.

Kongobla.

Minniga.

Windyaming.

Borogoa.

Names of Boys.

Konebla.

Mootugoa.

Tungoba (frog).

Mouorumbe.

Barupna.

Waw-ra-na-ra-be.

Momogoa.

Monabbi.
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Additios^al Wokds—continued.

Names of Plains.

Kaiooga,

Tetooga, called Tizziki Plain by the Whites.

Goolgaila.

Bunderi.

Wokkida.

Thathumnera.

Wai-oo-na (commonly spelt Wyuna).

Kotoopna.

Names op Ceeeks.

Baala = Broken Creek.

Dirra = teeth.

Kokoma = calabash.

Wolola.

Ti-i-a.

Bathlnbina.

Tongologa.

Phrases.

Where (are the) Blacks ? - wunnul enbena ?

(I have) not seen (them) - yoorta-t-naan.

(Affirmative) seen (them) - baanga-t-naan.

(I) don't know - - - wunna.

One man I seen - - - iawa yeyir ngata naan.

Give (me) opossum - - i punna or punna i.

Give (me) little water - - i inyanook wolla or woUa i inya-

nook.

Who (is that) person ? - - ngain nellea ?

(I) don't know - - - wunna.

(I) cannot see (him) - - katir naan.

(Do) you see woman that? - ngaarin winyara

?

* (She has a) pretty face - kalinya maan.

* Ugly (that) old woman (is) - mattimna kormooka.

Hungry you ? - - - moolanmook ngimia ?

Hungry the stomach (and) in- mooanmook ta booli, koonna.

testines

My opossum here ; that is, ngi punna ondeyia.

here is an opossum for you

Look ! mirra !

* There is only one word to express good and pretty, and another to express uffly and bad.
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Additional Wobds—continued.

Look here ! -

Mr. Richard -

Look here, Mr. Richard

Bellyful

Desire water (I arrt thirsty)

Sick I !
-

How you sick ?

Sick the belly

Big you eat - - - -

Let us sleep - - - -

Coine (and) bathe -

Make haste! (let us) bathe

(I can) not swim -

Nonsense ! - . . .

Shut mouth (hold your tongue)

Make haste - - - .

Let us go

Be off! go! -

Dear you . . . .

Come here . . . .

Where (is) Yallebla? -

Up there (I) think Moira, or

I think he's gone to Moira

What for go Moira, or Why
did he go to Moira ?

To fish - - - -

Horse that one belongs to him,

or that horse belongs to him

(Is) Colbinabbin far off ?

Near (is) Worparilla

Let us go to Worparilla

Give (me a) little manna

Quick ! take (some)

Kangaroo (is) bad -

Good or the best (is) emu

Where is my woman, i.e. , wife ?

(She is) asleep (in the) camp -

(She is) sitting (in the) camp

Make haste! come on, let us

walk

There (are) two kangaroos

VOL. III. 2

mirramna !

Mitta Itchen.

miramna, Mitta Itchenna.

powganowmook.

thanyanuk wolla.

ityoomuch nga

!

minne ngan ityoomuch ?

ityoomuch ta booli.

tungooja ngia thuna.

nanyoobok.

yakorinja marribok.

kakaiarro ! marribok.

yoorta yarrowin.

yathapka

!

nappa woorroo.

purri or pir.

yarrabong.

proma! promganja!

thoma ngeni.

yakkorma, kabai.

Yallebla wunnul ?

nelangaia imbat Moira.

minyanook yanna Moira?

munyooganyoonook.

karakatemook nellea nellanya.

KoUbinabbin boor ?

kiranjamik Worparilla.

annubok Worparilla.

i inyanook kaango.

purri ! mumma.

mattimna kai-i-mer.

kalinya pikkeroomdja.

wunnul ngeni wiinya?

nanyoobok maanoo.

karno maanoo.

purri ! kakaiarro, anyoobok.

nelangaia boltubol kaiimer.

O
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Additional Words—continued.

Which one will you take or womogin ngiamommon?

seize?

Large, that one, I, or I will tungooja tungaia ngata.

have that large one

Who speared (them)? - - nganog baatim?

That (man I) believe speared talkoobaia yimbat baatim.

(them)

To-day speared (I) believe - Immilang baatim imbat.

Yesterday (I) believe (he) irukbiruji imbat baatim,

speared (them)

Lend now me reed-spear, I tomak kara ngata kama baatima

will spear two boltubol.

Be off ! not I will lend - - proma ! yoortachin ngata tomoon.

Always I lend (to) you - - moorangoorang ngata tomoon ngoo-

nook.

(Do) you know (the) road Port ngia koon tabora Portpillipook ?

Phillip to?

Pretty face that woman (has) kalinya maan {or menn) wiinyarin.

Wiinya = woman.

Wiinyarin = that woman.

Sore (is) my hand - - - ityoomuch ngeni beyin.

He speared my back - - baatin ngeni mookoona.

You hit (him with a) wongoba ngia natto wongobal.

I see one emu - - - ngata naan iawa pikkeroomdja.

Not one, (but) three - - yoorta iawa, boltubol ioong.

There ! see ! - - - - oonya ! nao !

Hush ! - - - - - koquil

!

Don't speak . - . - yoorta lo-it-pa.

Shut your mouth - - - nappa wooroo.

I will spear (him) directly - ngata baathima tinyoowinya.

I thint he is fat. Literally, kalinya imbat woUikthia.

Good believe fat

I believe he is thin or bad. mattabe imbat nel-le-ya.

Literally, Bad believe that

one

I will eat (him) presently - ngata thaitchek tinyoowinya.

You (hit) that one with (your) ngia nelleya wongobal.

wongoba

How fat (he is) ! - - bandola wollikthia

!

Come on, let us eat - - kakkaiarro thaiohimia.

Haste, (I) want fire - - pir ! {or onge !) thanuk biitya.
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AdditionaIi Words—continued.

Stand back, you will break proma ! pullo nelle kama.

my reed-spear. Ht., Go !

break this reed-spear

Hallo ! (here is a) tomahawk - te ! ana.

Whose (is it)? - - - ithal?

Mine ngieni.

Grass barpan.

To search for grass - - barpanyanook.

A minnow - - - - jawa.

To fish for minnows - - jawanyanook.

Pood mtindiga.

To search for food or hunt mundiganyanook.

or fish for food

Firewood .... biitchao.

To look for or get firewood biityanyoonook.

Opossum .... puima.

To hunt opossums - - punyanyunook.

Grub - - . - . bealaga.

To look for grubs - - - bealanyanook.

A Black .... enben^.

To go on the war-path - - enbenanyanook.

Song.

Ngoe immilang kai-i-mer,

Yoorta yanha yooringa,

Wanama wai panama,

Yoorta purra woUikthia.

Translation.

Yea, to-day (we will have) kangaroo,

Not go sun (or before sundown).

Not red kangaroo fat.

Angey Exclamations.

Kotoopna molwa ! - - - The graves of Kotoopna !

Moneroopna moocha ! - - Thunder in (your) anus

!

Yakkai ! - - - . An exclamation of pain or sorrow.

Kai-kai ! - . . . An exclamation of surprise.

So much for the language'of theBangerang trihes proper.

Turning to the Pikkolatpan, its vocabulary was obtained

from one of the tribe. Whilst many of its words are pure

2 2
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Bangerang, it will be noticed that the equivalents of the

Blacks, Blackfeltow, Black woman, and no are not amongst

them. It has been remarked before that when a section of

a tribe broke off from the parent stem and became indepen-

dent, an alteration of one or all of the above words generally

took place.

The Toolinyagan vocabulary has many Bangerang words.

The name by which the Murray River is known to this tribe

is Kaiela, which the reader is aware is applied by several

Bangerang tribes to the Goulburn, their name for the Murray

being Tongala. It is noticeable that this vocabulary con-

tains two instances of words being changed to meet the

custom of not naming the dead. Thus kangaroo used to be

kaiimer, as in Bangerang, until a woman of that name died,

and opossunv-rug used to be pinga, but a man called Pinga

died, and the word was changed to koonya-miinya.

The following are a few Additional Toolinyagan "Words:

—

Kangaroo-rat - - - ngarringarra.

Mouse bartha.

Water rat . - - . wollithola.

Woman's net-bag - - - murra.

Net worn on forehead - - murrungilling.

Fishing-net - - - - woolwyra.

Manna ----- kaango.

Opossum-cloak - - - koonya-wiinya.

Husband - . _ . yeyir.

Blow-fly - . - . thongera.

Big ant----- kagija.

Codfish booringawa.

Perch' markoon, theika.

Hole in the ground - - mithitha.

A sore ----- koot-tha.

Speaking of an elder brother - baanyoobin.

,', to an elder brother - baanyooba.

Come swim (in the) water - kabbai marribok wolla.

Don't talk - - - - yoorta loitpa.

You lie ngeni andaik.

Where is my wife ? - - wunul ngieni wiinya ?

(I have) n6t seen (her) - - yoortat naan.

(She has) run away - - yammin.
Arm borinya.

Mussel yanga.
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In the Ngarrimowro language it is remarkable that the

substantive Bawo = Blackfellow has a dual, Bawool, and a

plural, Ba-wal, as a very intelligent Black woman from

whom I got my vocabulary was at pains to inform me.

About twenty-five years ago the equivalent of kangaroo was

Poonminmir, which name a girl also bore. The girl died,

and wardakow became the term for kangaroo, as the name

of the dead could not be uttered for many years, in accord-

ance with a custom which seems to be universal in Australia.

In like manner the tribe used to say Bakka wirra = tobacco

give; but a boy called Bakka having died, the phrase was

altered to thonga wirra = smoke give. The word marrai =
woman becomes in the plural maani/oomein. Some of the

neighbouring tribes call the Ngarrimowro the Yabbala= No
Blacks. This people called the Murray Kaiela, and, though

they knew of the existence of the Goulburn, had no name

for it. On pressing my informant on the subject, I learnt

that, if she had to speak of it, she should call it Kaiela,

pointing in its direction with her nose, so as to distinguish it

from the Murray. Men generally point with the beard,

women with the nose. The following Additional Words are

Ngarrimowro:

—

A cloud yoorathek.

Lightning - - - - chiringawik.

Many women - - - - karoik maanyoomain.

Codfishi ----- booroonoo.

Perch ----- boongooma.

Manna kanog.

To swim marreohang.

Gum-tree ... - tuUo.

Box-tree bulloit.

Diver (a bird) - - - - dai-e-Iel.

A boy moolan.

Arm borein.

Murray River - - - Kaiyel or Kaiela.

To-morrow I will go - - burriburri ngai-ir yanne.

Give me some fish (fish give) - munni wirra.

I am hungry . - - - moolinmi ngai-ir.

Hungry you? - - - - moolinmi nginya

?

Opossum is bad - - - matthir toompool.
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Additional Woilds—continued.

Emu is good -

Don't talk

Hush ! - - -

Many Black (will) come

morrow

When (will) you go?

To-morrow I (will) go

Come and fish

Where are you going? -

Where is my wife? -

Not I see (her)

- kalein godaiami.

- yabbala loitpa.

- ko-ka!

to- karoik barwal yanne purri burri.

- wamuk nginya yanne?

- purriburri ngailr yanne.

- yennera munnika.

- wunnul yanne?

- wunnul ngeni marrai?

- yabbale ngata nakal.

No. 214a.—NEAR THE JUNCTION OP THE MURRAY AND
GOULBURN.—THE BANGERANG TRIBES PROPER.
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No. 214 a.—Near the Junction of the Murray and Goulburn—
continv^d.

Mouth - - woor-roo.

Teeth - - - dir-ra.

Hair of the head - pok-kan.

Beard -
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No. 214b.—TOCUMWALL, ON THE MURRAY.—THE
PIKKOLATPAN TRIBE.
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No. 214b.—TocuMWALL.

—

The Pikkolaipak Tribe—continued.

Mouth
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No. 214c.—ULUPNA.—THE TOOLINYAGAN TRIBE,
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No. 214d.—NEAR YnLIMA, ON BOTH SIDES OP THE RIVER

MURRAY—THE NGARRIMOWRO TRIBE.
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No. 214:D.

—

^NeAB YlIIilMA, ON BOTH SIDES OF THE RiVEK MUEKAY.

—

The Ngaeeimowbo Tribe—continiied.

Mouth
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APPENDIX A.

THE TASMANIANS.

In the short reference which I am ahont to make to the

manners and customs of the Tasmanian race, I have taken

as my authority a little work by the late J. E. Calder, en-

titled, Some Account of the Wars, Extirpation, Habits, fc, of

the Native Tribes of Tasmania. To Mr. Calder, whose kind-

ness in supplying me with information on the subject was

indefatigable, I am also indebted for a good deal of additional

matter. Concerning the sources of his knowledge, in a letter

to Colonel St. Hill, Private Secretary to His Excellency Sir

Frederic A. Weld, Governor of Tasmania, through whose

hands the beginning of our correspondence passed, Mr.

Calder says :—" Some of this intelligence, I beg to say, I

have collected orally, in the long series of years I have re-

sided here ; partly from persons who of all others had the

most to do with the capture and removal of our natives from

the main land (G. A. Eobinson and Alexander McKay) ; and

the rest from a very diligent study of the only authentic

records extant, in which the history of this people, as far as

it can ever be known to us, is contained ; viz. :—The many
voluminous manuscript reports that are preserved in the

office of the Colonial Secretary, of which there are about

nineteen. This great mass of evidence, I think I may ven-

ture to affirm, no one has ever gone completely through

except myself, who have toiled patiently through it thrice,

to master the subject perfectly. Having at

all times during the last fifty years taken great interest in

the race of men whom we have displaced, I have been further

induced to get together into one massive vocabulary all the

words (about 1,500) I could trace out of the languages or

dialects once spoken by the original tribes of this country.

This vocabulary—the completion of which cost me more

labor than I care to boast of—I deposited in the Museum
of the Eoyal Society, where I suppose it still is."

VOL. III. z p
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With respect to the languages of Tasmania, of which there

seem to have been at least six or eight (the many points of

agreement in which show them to be variations of one original

tongue), the best authority is, I think, the vocabulary of the

late Dr. Joseph Milligan, F.L.S., who was for some years

Medical Superintendent of the Aboriginal Establishments,

first at Flinders Island, and afterwards at Oyster Cove. This

gentleman I knew formerly intimately, and think it weU to

point out that he was unacquainted with any language but

English, and so not well fitted for his task. Also the reader

will notice that his ,mode of spelling is a very haphazard

one. Besides, several incorrectnesses are noticeable in his

pages. For instance, the translations of the numerals 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, in his Vocabulary, do not agree with those which

appear in his "Short sentences in the native languages."

Nevertheless, Milligan was a, very painstaking man and very

happily situated for carrying out the work.

On the other hand, Jorgen Jorgenson, ex-King of Iceland,

whose vocabulary is also given (and who, by-the-by, I remem-

ber as an assigned clerk to my father in Hobartown), was a

man of intellect and a linguist of considerable attainments,

but lacked the opportunities enjoyed by Milligan. In addi-

tion to the above, six other vocabularies forwarded to me by

the late Mr. Oalder, two of which are new to the public, are

inserted.

Of the history of the Tasmanian people little is known,

and it will be enough for my purpose to say that our first

settlement in their island took place in 1803. Their number
at that date cannot be given, even approximately. By some
writers it has been set down at 7,000 and upwards, and by
Milligan as not exceeding 2,000, which last estimate is

probably nearer the truth. Whatever were their aggregate

numbers, however, the natives we know were divided into

about twenty tribes, which occupied amongst them the whole
island, most parts of which were occasionally visited. At
the outset of our colonization, the natives were found to be

a very friendly people; but owing to the outrages and murders
of the early settlers, they betook themselves, after a time,
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to their forests, resolutely declined all farther intercourse

with the Whites, and commenced a hush war of surprises

and massacres, which was carried on by both sides with

unmitigated ferocity. In this struggle, Mr. Calder is of

opinion that a great many more Whites fell than Blacks.

In the meantime, the latter, who in their native state, went,

the men entirely and the women almost naked, had become

accustomed to the use of blankets, in which they often slept

when soaked with rain, and at other times discarded alto-

gether, according to the whim of the moment. The result

of this was an epidemic of lung diseases, which, within half

a century, brought about the total extinction of the race. A
cordon of 3,000 armed men having been drawn across a

portion of the island, with a view to hemming in and

capturing the tribes in those parts, and various other

measures having been had recourse to for their capture or de-

struction, with equal ill success, the late George Augustus

Eobinson was authorized by the Governor to go with a small

party, consisting chiefly of semi-civilized natives, amongst

the remnants of the tribes, and induce them, if he could, to

give themselves up. This at length he succeeded in accom-

plishing, and brought into Hobartown, the capital of the

island, by instalments, all except four, who remained at large;

that is about 250* persons, who were taken to Flinders Island,

where almost all of them died of lung complaints within a

few years. The last survivor of the race was Trugannini,

who had been, in Kobinson's hands, the chief instrument in

the capture of her country people. She died in 1876, having

reached the age of about sixty-four years. The following

names of some of the Tasmanian tribes have been handed

down to us. The Ninnee, who dwelt about Port Davey ; the

Tackine, whose country was near Sandy Cape ; and on the

south coast the Mo-le-oke-er-dee, the Nue-no7ir-i-e, the Tur-

rer-M-gv^ov^ne, the Pan-ger-mo-ig-ke, and the Nee-l-wovr-ne.

Though several writers have adverted in a passing way
to the descent of the now extinct native race of Tasmania,

I am not aware that any one has gone into the details of

the subject. As the only question in connection with that
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people wHcli comes witHn tlie scope of this work is,

whether they were descended from the Australians or vice

versA, I shall in great measure restrict what I have to say

concerning them to that point. As usual, the evidence set

before the reader will be gathered from custom, language,

and physical characteristics.

Beginning then, with customs, we find the following

common to Tasmanians and Australians, viz.:—The manu-

facture of baskets; making drawings of living objects with

charcoal on smooth surfaces; smearing the person with

grease, ochre, and charcoal; placing corpses in hollow trees

after binding their arms and legs firmly to the body; and

scarring the skin on arrival at puberty for the purpose of

ornament. With the Tasmanians, however, this last practice

was restricted to the males. Further, both races climbed trees

by means of notches cut in the bark ; abstained from speak-

ing of the dead; and required the offender against certain

customs to stand to have spears thrown at him, which

(shields being unknown in Tasmania) he avoided as best he

could by contortions of the body, without quitting the spot on

which he had taken up his position. As in Australia, also,

feuds were hereditary ; freemasonry was unknown ; Albinos

were not found; and no government of any sort existed.

Turning to language (in connection with which Milligan's

vocabulary is generally referred to when no other is specially

named), we find the following points of agreement between

Tasmanian and Australian speech, which I have supplemented
with corresponding terms from the Negro languages of Africa,

as a subject of remark, further on :

—

English.
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Again, in the three sets of languages there is an absence

of any coilective word for brother, but distinct words for elder

brother and younger brother. Also in Tasmania and Aus-

tralia we find night and darkness related ; likewise bowels

and excrement; but in neither of these cases do the words in

use in the two countries display any glossarial affinity.

It has been shown in the first volume that the words

arm and bibi, both a little varied, prevail in Australia and

in Africa, signifying, in different languages, woman, mother,

breasts, milk, water, and rain, and having at the present day

in some of the languages of both continents two or three of

the above significations.

In Tasmania we meet with practically the same pecu-

liarity, though the root which goes through the variations is

not either of those found in the two continents, as follows:

—

Young woman - - - loalla puggana.

Teat ----- pruggana.

Breasts . . - - parugganna.

Milk ----- prooganeannah.

E.ain ----- pogana.

Such are the points of agreement in customs and lan-

guage between the Australian and Tasmanian races, so far

as the evidence on hand goes. It has, however, been shown,

in the chapter which treats of the origin of the Australian

race, that most of these customs and the whole of these

linguistic peculiarities prevail also in Negro Africa at the

present day; and hence it follows that there is in reality

nothing in evidence, so far, to affiliate the Tasmanian to the

Australian rather than to the Negro. For if there be a few

savage customs common to Australians and Tasmanians

which do not exist in Africa—such, for instance, as climbing

trees by means of notches—the circumstance will not carry

much weight when it is recollected that the Negro has in

all likelihood, probably as the result of contact with more

civilized peoples, given up some customs which prevailed at

the epoch at which the forefathers of the Australians may
be supposed to have left the shores of the " dark continent."

There exists, however, on the other hand, a good deal of

evidence which leads to the conclusion that the Tasmanian
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must be traced direct to the Negro without the intervention

of the Australian. For instance, a number of remarkable

Australian characteristics not found in Africa were all absent

from Tasmania. Thus the corroboree, the boomerang, the

wommera certainly, and the message-stick as far as known,

did not exist there. Again, Calder notices that the Tasma-

nians never eat scaled fish, which all Australians did ; and

in Livingstone's Last Journals, vol. 1, p. 308, we find the

Banyamwesi, on the east side of Tanganyika, practising the

same abstinence. Though not bearing on this point, it may

be noticed that many things common to the Australian and

Negro were not met with in Tasmania, such as piercing the

septum of the nose, knocking out teeth, barbing spears, the

use of shields, canoes, fishing nets and hooks, and of the

tomahawk. Further, the Tasmanian neither skinned nor

disembowled animals before cooking, but laid them whole on

the fire. Ovens also were not used by him, neither did he

carve or paint his weapons ; fire was not made by friction of

wood, or cannibalism or circumcision practised. If polyg-

amy existed at all, it was very unusual in the island.

Finally, the Tasmanian decorated his head with flowers, a

custom, I believe, unknown in Australia.

The differences id the languages of the two peoples are

at least as remarkable as those of custom. Before particu-

larizing them, it may be repeated that the number of lan-

guages which existed in Tasmania is not known, but that

there were several is certain, and also that they were all off-

shoots of one original tongue. Now, it is to be noticed that

in Australia we have, as shown in Chapter I., many words
which extend, with slight variations, to from fifty to ninety

per cent, of our languages, and from one end of the continent

to the other. The same feature also appears in Tasmania;
but the remarkable point is that in no instance does the word
common in the island agree with the one prevalent in the

continent when absentfrom the Negro languages. I will

give a few instances. In Australia we have thinna, jinna,

or chinna =foot, in nineteen-twentieths of the languages. In

the Tasmanian languages we have also in the same sense
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words from a common but distinct root, as luggaim, lug,

langoon, lagarra, langoonar, langana, as the reader will

see in the several vocabularies which follow. Again, one of

the most widely-spread words in Australia is koonna, koodna,

&c., = excrement. In Tasmania, in the same sense, we have

tiamena, tiannah, tiena, tyaner, and teethaner. Again, in

Australia, ma, marra, murra = hand, appear in four-fifths

of the languages; but in Tasmania we have riena, reemutta,

rabalga, rilia, ragurner, &c. (Roberts) reena =^ fingers, and

reenatta = thumb. Milligan also mentions the sounds

lock as used in Scotland and the French u as preva-

lent in Tasmania, which certainly do not occur in this

continent. We also know that the peculiar Australian

system of counting did not prevail in Tasmania. Now, as

we found the Tasmanians divided into about twenty tribes,

between which, for the most part, communication was diffi-

cult and ill kept up, it is to be assumed that those of their

words which are general or agree in root belong to the lan-

guage which the first comers to the island brought with them,

rather than that tongues which for the purpose of conversa-

tion had become distinct had varied from the parent speech

with uniformity.

In view of these facts, the only conclusion to be arrived

at is, that the language which the Tasmanians brought with

them to their island was not that which reached Australia.

Mr. R. H, Davies, referred to by Mr. R. Brough Smyth in

his Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 1, p. Ixx, has given it as

his opinion that the Tasmanians originally came from the

continent, and part of them from Cape' Leeuwin, grounding

his assertions on their agreement in habits and weapons and

on the equivalents of the word mater. With habits I have

already dealt, and, I think, shown that the evidence to be

derived from them is of a contrary tendency. As regards

weapons, it would be difficult to say how many kinds exist

in Australia; but we may enumerate spears, plain and also

barbed in various ways, some thrown by hand, and others

with the wommera; clubs of many patterns, some used with
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one and others witli both hands ; boomerangs, shields of

two distinct sorts and many patterns ; wooden swords,

double and single handed; also fishing spears of various

sorts ; and the tomahawk and the chisel ; many of these

implements being elaborately carved and painted. On the

other hand, the Tasmanians had merely a spear and club

of the simplest description, and the bit of chipped quartz

with which they manufactured them, ornamentation of

any kind being unknown to them, so that the arms and

implements of the two peoples were remarkably unlike.

Touching the equivalents of the word mater, it is only

necessary to produce them for their want of likeness to be

recognized. Thus, in Tasmania, we have, Milligan, lierm,

liamenee, lileah; Eoberts, leena; Norman, mookener; Jor-

genson, leni, mogo, moka; Lhotsky, lia, lugana, moga; and

Scott, mookaria. At and within a hundred miles of Cape

Leeuwin the terms for water are gaba, gabbee, giap, Map,

and others closely resembling them.

Latham, however, in his Elements of Comparative Phi-

lology, pp. 369 and 370, finds much in common between the

Tasmanian and Australian languages. The Australian words

on which he bases this conclusion were obtained from Scott

Nind's vocabulary of the King George's Sound language,

published in the Memoirs of the Geographical Society of

London,, vol. 1, and the Tasmanian terms from the Voyage

de VAstrolabe, vol. 7, pp. 9, 10. Mr. Latham's first section

on this subject I have examined carefully, with information

before me which he did not possess, with the following

results :

—

Wound.—The equivalents given by Lathani for this word
are barana at Port Dalrymple, Tasmania; and bareuk at

King George's Sound, Australia; but as the word is not

found in my vocabulary of King George's Sound, nor in

any of the seven Tasmanian vocabularies which appear

further on, it must be passed over without remark.

Wood: moumbra, Tasmania, and pourn, Australia, as

given by Latham. In the Tasmanian vocabularies there are
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words from two roots in this sense, of whicli moomara,

mumanara, and weenar, weenararme, are instances. The

former of these will be seen to agree fairly well with

Latham's moumhra.

Nind's word pourn is incorrect, boon being the term in

use, as the reader will see by reference to my vocabulary of

King Greorge's Sound, vol. I., p. 389. The same word and

booTia and booana also appear in the neighbouring languages.

In Australia and Africa (Negro) there is frequently but one

word to express tree and wood, and in this instance the

Australian word boon seems to be allied to the African

bono = tree. For firewood we have—Tasmania, weegena;

Australia, wiin; Africa, wun.

Hair : hide, Tasmania ; kaat, Australia. In the seven

Tasmanian vocabularies found in this work, keelana (Jor-

genson) is the only equivalent of hair which bears any

resemblance to kide, unless it be Scott's word nukakala.

Kaat, the Australian word given by Nind, signifies head,

and not hair, for which chow is the equivalent. Hair of the

head is chow-kaat. In some of our languages head and hair

are expressed by the same term, but not in this.

Thigh: degagla, Tasmania ; tawal, Australia. In none

of the Tasmanian vocabularies is the first of these words

found. The Australian word is correct.

Kangaroo: taramei, Tasmania ; taamour, Australia. In

Milligan's vocabulary we meet with tarrana, and in Norman's

terrar, in this sense, which agree very well. With Nind's

taamour I have not met, the common equivalent for kangaroo

at King George's Sound and in its neighbourhood being

younger or yongor.

Lips: mona, Tasmania; mele, Australia. In the Tas-

manian vocabularies I find for lips warlerminner and

mogudelia twice ; mona dCes not occur. Probably tongue

should take the place of lips, as we find the former translated

mena, menne, mina, &c., in most of the Tasmanian vocabu-

laries. In my vocabulary of King George's Sound lips does

not occur.
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No: poutie, Tasmania; poiuilt or poort, Australia. In

the Tasmanian vocabularies pootsa and poohyer are tlie only

words which resemble the above. Mnd's terms are incorrect,

ooad being the word in use at King George's Sound.

Egg: komeka, Tasmania ; kierkee, Australia. Milligan's

and Jorgenson's vocabularies are the only ones which give

the word egg. In them we find liena punna, pateena, and

palinrm, which have something in common with each other,

but bear no resemblance to koneka. In King George's

Sound noorok and booy are the equivalents of egg, and not

kierkee.

Bone: pnale, Tasmania; nouil (bone of a bird used for

sucking up water), Australia. Mnd's real translation of

bone, as given in the Voyage de . PAstrolabe, is kouit. In

three of the Tasmanian vocabularies found in this work we

have translations of this word, none of which bear the most

distant resemblance to pnale. Nind's words nouil and kouit

are equally wide of the mark, queeeh and queeka being the

terms in use.

Skin : kidna, Tasmania ; Mao, Australia. In my Tas-

manian vocabularies the reader will find translations of this

word given by Milligan, Roberts, and Norman, none of

which in the least resemble kidnu. Nind's word kiao, which

is followed by a sign of interrogation, is equally incorrect,

mop and boak being the terms in use at King George's

Sound, both of which are supported by words in use in the

neighbouring' languages.

Two; kateboueve, Tasmania ; kadjen, Australia. Transla^

tions of two are given by Milligan, Jorgenson, Norman,

and Perron. Jorgenson's calabawa somewhat resembles

Latham's kateboueve; the rest have no likeness. Nind's

word kadjen is evidently incorrect, koochal being the term

* In several works Scott Nind's vocabulary is highly spoken of, and on

this ground I recommended it to the reader in Chapter IX., though I had

never seen it. Acquaintance with it has altered my estimate of its value.
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From this it will be seen that, whilst the relationship

between the languages of Tasmania and Australia is not

questioned (for my contention is that both are descended

independently from Negro languages), it is certain that the

data on which Latham based his comparison was much less

reliable than those now available. Neither, it must be

remembered, does that eminent philologist aver that the

Tasmanians were descended from the Australians, but goes

on to show that the languages of Tasmania have, equally,

many Papuan affinities.

A few points of agreement between the Tasmanian and

African languages which do not, as far as I am aware, extend

to Australian tongues, are noticeable as follows :

—

Bvjj—Tasmanian, ludawinna, luena ; African, lewi.

Mouth—Tasmanian, canea, canina, &c. ; African, kana, kanua dekanu.

Tooth or teeth—Tasmanian, pegui, pegi, beyge, leeaner; African, pinyi,

bei, lieno, lino, lizo.

Water—Tasmanian, liena, lia, leena, &c.; African, le, lua.

But whilst I have thought it desirable to consider the

descent of the Tasmanians in connection with customs and

language, the strongest evidence that they were not an off-

shoot of the Australian race is found in the physical charac-

teristics of the two peoples, which differed remarkably in

several particulars. Thus the hair of the Australian from

Torres Straits to Wilson's Promontory is long, sometimes

straight, and at others wavy, but never woolly, and his com-

plexion is black with a tinge of red. In both of these

particulars the Tasmanian was strikingly different, for his

hair, though long, was woolly, and his color a sooty black.

Besides this, all writers on the subject agree that the two

peoples differed in features in a marked manner. Now if two

thousand miles of latitude failed to get rid of the roots of

many words, or to modify the hair, color, and features of

the continental tribes, what ground is there for assuming

that a transfer across Bass' Straits brought such changes

about ?
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Weighing the facts connected with language, customs,

and physical characteristics, it seems impossible to come

to any other conclusion than that the Tasmanians were

of mixed Negro, but not of Australian descent. By what

route and at what epoch the forefathers of the Tasmanians

reached their island, and by what race their Negro ancestors

were crossed, there is, as far as I am aware, no evidence

to show.

The following are the vocabularies of the Tasmanian

languages which I have been able to obtain. The first was

collected in 1803 by the French navigator, Peron :

—

PERON'S VOCABULARY.

Afar off
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VOCABULARY OF THE OYSTER BAY TRIBE.

Dbawn up in 1826 by Thomas Scott, at that time Assistant

Stieveyor-Generai- of Tasmania.

Arm -
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RoBEETs' VocABULABY

—

Continued.

Catamaran -



THE AUSTRALIAN EACE

:

COMPARISON OP THE VOCABULARIES OF ROBERTS AND
MILLIGAN.
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Comparison oi' the Vooabulaeies or Robeets and Milligan—
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VOCABTJLABT
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VoOABULABy
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Norman's Vocabulary—continued.

Beef r
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Nobman's VocABUiABY

—

contmuid.

Knee -
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Norman's Vocabulabt—continued.

Raw (relating to
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Norman's Vocabulary—continued.

Two -
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Words in the Vocabulabies of Noeman and Milligajt which

AGREE MORE OB -LESS—-Continued.

English.
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Ben Lomond Mob.-

Teeth6rpoon6r.

TeewSrlfirpoonfir.

Troon'6th6rpoon6r.

TerrSrpeen6rlangtirnar. .

Poorooneenar.

LeenSrSleangMnSr.

Larwarlarparwarleenar.

Penn6rSrparwurlemiar.

Larklgtinar.

TewtSrpuiiuar.

NaggtirpaimSr.

PuflnSrweeghiinar.

Treearpaimgr.

PeniiSroongr.

LoonSrminnfir.

Tinghergrperrar.

WarthSrlookgrtermar.

PoothgrSrterrar.

Teew6rl6rpoon6r.

Plengtirr6rterrar.

Pring'urtoolSrar.

Tarth6rtildr6r.

M6wSrtennar.

TeethgrmoopSlrar.

RangitrmannBr.

TreegtirparmSr.

-Men's Names—continued.

Eb'b61rann6r.

N6and6r6rpoon6r.

Keet6rpoon6r.

Teelutt6rar.

Teugttrgrpanngr.

M6remiar.

CuppSrlangiinar.

Peiiruppgrleenar.

Py'angtlr6rt6rrar.

NeenSrcleenfir.

Wart6rlook6rteimar.

Ting'lirgrperrar.

Parl6rtSrw6pittSn6r.

Carw6rt6rwiim6r.

Lar'gimnar.

Teeth6rmobb6rlar.

Peuneroon6r.

Ldartennar.

Peb'bgramar.

Pling'thootgnar.

Par'lgrpeupSrtertenar.

War't6rnamm6rtmn6r.

Trar'nSreenSr.

Nam^keramigr.

Wart6rmeelutt6rween6r.

Note.—Sexes of the Big River tribe not distinguisbed.

Big RrvER Mob.

Mont'grpeelyartSr, the Chief.

PerrSrparcootSnar.
I

TgreetSe.

VOCABULAEY BY JORGEN JORGENSON.
The following vocabulary is extracted from the Tasmanian

Journal of Natural Science, vol. 1, p. 309 et seq., where the

following statement occurs:—" The major part of the follow-

ing list of native words was extracted from documents in the

Colonial Secretary's Office, by the late Jorgen Jorgenson."

Those marked with an asterisk were furnished by the Revd.

Thomas Dove, lately resident in Flinders Island. Those in

italics are from L'Entrecasteaux, taken in 1792:

—
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Words in which Jorgenson and Milligan agkeb more or less.
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VOCABULARY OF DIALECTS OF ABORIGINAL TRIBES OF
TASMANIA.

Bt Joseph Mlllioan, F.L.S., etc.

English.
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VOCABTJIiAB,y OF DiALBCTS OF AbORIQINAL TbIBES OF TASMANIA-

continued.

English,
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VOCABULAKY OP DiALECTS OP ABORIGINAL TRIBES OP TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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Vocabulary of Dialects of Aboriginal Tribes of Tasmania—
continued.

English.
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VOCABTJLAIIT OE DIALECTS OF AbOBIGINAL TkIBES OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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Vocabulary of Dialects of Aboriginal Tribes of Tasmania—
continued.
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VOCABtTLAEY OF DiALECTS OF AbOBIGINAI. TBIBES OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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VOCABITLART OF DiALEOTS OF ABORIGINAL TbIBBS OF TaSMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABULABY OV DiALECTS OF AbOKIOINAL TrIBES OF TASMAOTA-

contimied.

English.
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VOCABTJIiABY OP DiALECTS OE AbOBIOINAL TkIBES OP TaSMAUIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABULAET OF DiALECTS OE ABORIGINAL TkIBES OV TASMANU-

continiied.

English.
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Vocabulary of Dialects or Aboriginal Tribes of Tasmania-

contmued.

English.
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:

Vocabulary of Dialects of Aboriginal Tribes of Tasmania-

continued.

English.
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VOCABULABY OF DiALECTS OF AbOEIOINAL TkIBES OF TASMANIA—
contimied.

English.
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Vocabulary of Dialects of Abokiqinal Tribes of Tasmania—
continued.

English.
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VOCABCLAET OE BlALECTS OF ABORIGINAL TbIBES OE TaSMANIA-

continued.

Engliah.
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VOCABULABY OF DiALECTS OF ABORIGINAL TeIBES OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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Vocabulary of Dialects of Abokiginal Teibes of Tasmania-

continued.

English.
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VoCABUIiABT OF DIALECTS OF AbOEIOINAIi TfilBES OF TASMANIA-

English.
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VOCABULABT OF DIALECTS OF AbORIGINAI, TeIBES OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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VoCABtTLABT OF DIALECTS OF ABORiaiNAL TeIBES OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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VOCABTJLABY OF DlAlECTS OF AbOKIGINAL TbIBBS OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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VOCABTJLART OF DiAlBCTS OF ABORIGINAL TeIBES OF TaSMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABTJLART OE DiALECTS 0^ ABORIGINAL .TrIBBS OF TASMANIA

—

continued.

English.
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VOCABULABY OF DIALECTS OF ABOKIGINAL TbIBBS OF TASMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABTTLABY OF DIALECTS OF ABORIGINAL TbIBES OF TASMANIA

—

continiKd.

English.
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VOCABULABY OF DiALBCTS OF AbOBIOINAL TRIBES OF TASMANIA—

continued.

English.
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VOCABULAET OF DIALECTS OP ABORIGINAL TeIBES OF TASMAKIA—
continued.

English.
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:

VOCABULAKY OV DiALECTS OF ABOKIGINAL TkIBES OF TaSMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABULAEY OP DiAlECTS OF AjBOEIGINAL TRIBES OF TASMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABULAET OP DiALECTS OP ABORIGINAL TkIBES OF TaSMANIA-

ccmlimjied.

English.
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VOCABULAKT OP DlAlECTS OF AbOKIOINAL TbIBES OF TASMANIA—
continued.

English.
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VOCABULAEY OP DIALECTS OP ABOEIOINAL TkIBES OF TaSMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABULABY OP DiALECTS OF ABORIGINAL TulBBS OF TaSMANIA-

continued.

English.
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VOCABTOAEY OF DiALBCTS OP ABORIGINAL TkIBES OF TASMANIA

—

English.
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Vocabulary op Dialects of Abokiqinal Tribes of Tasmania—
contirmed.

English.
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Short Sentences in the Native Language—continued.

Give me some bread- - - - Tyenna miapd pamiaboona, or teen-

gananna ma pannaboo, or tunghm-

bib^ tungaringaleah.

We will give you a stick - - - Tyennamibeah weena.

We will not give you a stick - - Noia tyennamibeah weena.

Give me some bread to eat, I am Teeanymiape tuggand, meeongy-

hungry neeom^, or teeanymeiape teeaoot-

tym'na, or teeampiap^ matughala

mapilrecottai.

This is my hand . - . - Reena narrawa

!

Sing a song - - . i - - Lyeimd riakunna or rialinghana.

Where is your father ? - - - Ungamlea nangdena ?

My father is here . . - . Nangamea numb^.

He is my father . . - . Nangamea uumb^.

He is not my father - - - - Miangunana.

Tell your father of this - - - Onnabea nangato.

We go to see the river - - - Nialomiah manaiah.

I like to drink the water - - - Monna langarrap^.

I make the boat go fast Parapeitaleebea malanna talea war-

rangat^.

The ship goes upon the sea - - Tiretya teeakalummala.

The waves make the sea rough - - Leea Ibetyah poinummeah.

You see the sea over the hill - - RoogoomaM linoiyack.

Go down from the hill - - - Rongtan^ tyungerawa.

Run over the ground - - . - Ringipyanganaweber^.

Do not run along the road - - Parraw^ ringap^.

The man feeds the dog - - - Ty^nnabeah kaeetabeah.

The woman makes a basket - - Lowanna olM tubbrana.

The woman is very fair - - - Lowa maleetya.

The child eats his food . - . Teeana malangeebeah.

The child is small - - - . Malangeebeah.

The horse runs on the ground - - Pangooueah r^ne pateleebea.

The horse kicks the child - - - Pangooneah paraingumenah.

One ------- Marrawah.

Two Piawah.

Three ------ Luwah.

Four - - - PaguntawuUiawah.

Five ------- Pugganna marah.

I shall go to my house - - - Tugganna lunameatah.

I strike the horse - - - - Pella pangooneah.

Touch his hand----- Rientonnabeah.

Do not touch his hand - - - Tall^ talld parraw^.
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Short Sentences in the Native Language—con^mwed.

Cut down the tree

Tell him to go to the house

Speak to the man - - .

He is in the house - - .

They jump over the river -

They walk through the river

Run along the side of the river -

They swim in the river

They sink in the river

We drink water . - .

He cuts his hair with flint

My brother has a long arm

My sister is very tall

He has two children - - -

Take a stick and beat the dog -

The dog is beaten with a stick -

The sun is rising - - -

The sun is set already

The moon is risen - -

The moon is not seen

The moon is behind the cloud -

You stand behind the tree

They climb up the tree

The swan swims in the water -

The water is very warm

The water is not warm

Salt-water - - - - -

Fresh-water . - - -

He is a good man

He is a bad man

Come and drink the water

This water is salt

That water is fresh -

Milk comes from the cow -

Send him to get milk

I saw the tree yesterday -

I have cut my finger

-

He limps with one leg

He sees with one eye

My face is very black

Make the horse run fast -

- Ungana puy^ lot^.

- Tall^ lenutoo.

- Oonah beah.

- Lunaretah.

- Wuggala menaye.

- Yang^ menay6.

- Taw^ rant^ weber^.

- Puawd menay^.

- Tong^ menay^.

- Loa liy^.

- Tuggana pugheranymee trautta.

- Nietta mena oon root' elebena.

- Nienta mena tuggara root' eleebana.

- Malang-piawah.

- Tial wee pella kaeeta.

- Pella kaeetah naootamena.

- Puggule^na partebara.

- Puggule^na toomla pawa.

- Ooeeta poona.

- Ooeeta mayangti byeack.

- Ooeeta toggana warratena lunta.

- Mangana lutena.

- Orong^ lotta.

- Kalungunya tagumena liyetitta.

- Lia pyoonyack 16.

- Lia tunnack.

- Lia noattye.

- Lian eleebana or liana eleebana.

- Puggana tareety^. -

- Tagantyaryack.

- T'all^ le loolaka lia.

- Lia noattyd

- Liana eleebana.

- PrughwuUah packalla.

- Rang^ prughwullah.

- Lotta mont^ meena cottd.

- Ri^ poy^ pueningyaok.

- Raggamuttah.

- Taggunnah.

- Raoonah mawpack.

- Pangoonya ren^ wurrangatd.
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Short Sentences in the Native Language—conirauerf.

When the warm weather is come - Nente pyoonta.

It is now cold weather . - - Tunna.

They are White men (the men are Riana. Kianowittyd.

white)

This woman is very white - - Lowana eleebana.*

Bring him and put him down here - Nunnalea pooranamby, or kanna

wattah ponnaw^i or kannawuttah

ponnapoo.

Come along, I want to speak to you - Talpyarwadeno tuyena kunnamee, or

tutta wuttah onganeenah, or tun-

neka makmma talmatieraleh.

Aha ! you are sulky all of a sudden - Anyah ! teborah ! keetrelbya uoo-

mena peniggomaree.

Hold your tongue, or be patient, by- Mealkamma, or metakantibe, or kan-

and-by nyah mielbeerkammah, or kanna

moonalau^ wannabee kannybo.

Come here------ Tia neber^ or tialleh.

Walk naked - - - - - Tia reea lugungana.
^

Go ashore.'----- Tawe loccato.

Make a light, I want to see you - Men6 le monghtiapee monghtoneel^

matangunabee nubratonee.

Run together (a race) - . - Rene nunempt^ (yr leongana.

Stay or keep a long way off - - Onamarrumnebere, or crackn^ lo

maba, or kelaba row^.

Awake, rouse ye, get up ! - - - Tientable taggamunna, or nawatty !

pegraty ! wergho ! or takka

wughra !

Don't wake him, let him sleep - - Tialenghpalontun-narrajOrkunnyam

tilanga bah, or kunnyam narrar

loyea.

Whisper, speak low, let nobody hear Kukanna lenagangpa nunty pate-

inuyero or onabeah dayaleah.

Some Abobiginal Names of Places in Tasmania.

Cape Portland District - - - Tebrakunna.

Country extending back from Ringa- Warrentinna.

rooma township

Douglas River ----- Leeaberryaok or Leeaberra.

* Eleebana does not mean white ; see vocabulary. It frequently occurs in this vocabu-

lary, and evidently means good. This word and no other will fit in every instance.—E.M.C.
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Some AboeiqinaIj Names of Places in Tasmaku.— continued.

Nicholas's Cap ----- Mita winnya, Kurunna poima-

langta.

Doctor's Creek (East Coast) - - Wuggatena menennya.

Long Point ----- Wuggatena poeenta.

Salt-water Lagoon near the Coal Mungarattya.

Mines

Governor's Island - . - . Tittamariaok.

George's Elver District - - - Kunarra-kunnah.

Maria Island ----- Tiarra-marra-monah.

Mount Royal and Port Cygnet, coun- Talund.

try lying between

Oyster Bay ----- Poyanannupyack.

High lands behind ditto - - - Pothy munatta.

"St. Valentine's Peak, on Surrey Naton^.

Hills, Peak like a Volcano," of

Flinders

Piper's River District - - - Orramakuuna.

PortDavey ----- Poynduc.

East Bay Neck----- Lueena langhta muracomyiaok.

Eaglehawk Neck - . - - Teeralinnack or Tera-linna.

Hampshire HUls District, in the Pateena.

North-west

Barren Joey Island - - - - Roobala mangana.

Glamorgan District - - - - Tebranuykunna.

Port Arthur ----- Pr^maydena.

Macquarie Harbour - " " " Parralaongatek.

Recherche Bay Leillateah.

Port Esperance----- Raminea.

Southport- ----- Lamabb^le.

Brime Island ----- Lunawanna-elonnah.

South Arm - - - - - Reemer^.

Huon Island Prahree.

Betsy Island ----- Temeteletta.

Three-hut Point - - - - Taoonawenna.

Tinder-box Bay Renna kannapughoola.

Brown's River Promenalinah.

Arch Island Boora tingaW.

Tamar River ----- Ponrabbel.

Piper's River ----- Wattra karoola.

Swan Island ----- Terelbess^.

Arthur River Tunganrick.

Sohouten Island - - - - Tiggana marraboona.

VOL. III. ^ ^
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Some Aboriginal Names of Places in Tasmama-

Cape Grim Kennaook.

Mount Cameron (West Coast) - - Preminghana.

Mount Hemskirk - - - - Roeinrim or Traoota munatta.

Mount Zeehan ----- Weiawenena.

Circular Head Monattek w Romanraik.

Frenchman's Cap . . - - Mebbelek.

Albatross Island ... - Tangatema.

Hunter's Island ... - Reeneka.

Pieman's River----- Corimia.

District north of Maoquarie Harbour Timgarick.

Lake St. Clair ----- Leeawulena.

Huon River -...-- Tahun^-linah.

Satellite Island----- Wayaree.

Derwent River----- TeemtoomeM menennye.

Mount Wellington - - - - Unghaniahletta or Pooranetter^.

Clarence Plains----- Nannyeleebata.

Crooked Billet and on to the Drome- Unghanyenna.

dary

Range of Hills between Bagdad and Rallolinghana.

Dromedary

Jordan River ----- Euta linah.

Lovely Banks ----- Tughera wughata.

Ben Lomond ----- Toorbunna.

South Esk River - . . - Mangana lienta.

Lagoon or summit of Ben Lomond - Meenamata.

St. Patrick's Head - . - - Lumera genena wuggelena.

Some Names of Aborigines of Tasmania.

Men.

Tonack A native of Macquarie Harbour.

Wureddy or Ooareddy

Paoblattena (literally, wombat) - A native of North-west District.

Kakaunawayreetya (literally, joey of A native of Oyster Bay.
the forester kangaroo)

Bonep A native of Macquarie Harbour,

Kellawurumnea - - - - A native of Pittwater.

Lanney - - - - - - A native of the North-west.

Kunnarawialeety^ - - - - A native of Oyster Bay.

Meenapeckameena - - - - A native of Lovely Banks.

Maywedick or Maywerick - - A native of Port Davey.

Redaryioick , - , . - A native of Circular Head District.
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Women.

Taenghanootera (literally, weeping A native of George's River,
bitterly)

Worromonoloo (Uterally, boughs) - A native of Piper's River Road Dis-

trict.

Rammanaloo (literally, little gull) - A native of Cape Portland.

Wuttawantyenna (literally, nausea) - A native of Bast Bank of Tamar
River.

Plooranaloona (literally, sunshine) - A native of George's River.

Tenghanoop A native of Port Davey.

Trooganeenie A native of Mount Royal.

Metakartea A native of North-east Quarter.

Tiabeah A native of Brune Island.

Koonya A native of Sorell.

Pueelongmeena A native of Oyster Bay.

Unghlottymeeua - - - - A native of North-east.

Rayna - - . . . . -A native of Pieman's River District.

Penghanawaddick - - . -
^^ ^^ ^^

APPENDIX B.

THE OVENS, CAVES, PAINTINGS, AND SCULPTURES OP OUR
BLACKS, AND ALSO THE QUESTION OP WHETHER THE
PRESENT RACE WERE THE PIRST INHABITANTS OP AUS-

TRALIA.

In the territories of most of the tribes in the southern

half of the continent we meet with what bushmen call

Blacks' ovens, of which none are found in the North. They

consist of accumulations of ashes, stones, or lumps of burnt

clay and the debris of food. I have seen them in use at

many places long distances apart, and constantly at Col-

binabbin for nearly ten years. At that place they were used

for baking kangaroo, emu, opossums, crabs or yabhe, yams

and other roots. The larger animals were sometimes cut up,

and at others cooked whole in them, the entrails always,

and the skin sometimes, being first removed. The food,

when cooked, was not eaten at the oven, but was taken to

2 u 2
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the camp, often 200 yards off. In other districts, however,

when the ground was wet, the Blacks nsed sometimes to

camp as well as cook on their ovens or ash-heaps. The

excavation with yam-sticks of graves three or four feet deep

in the hard clay of this country being a laborious task, the

Blacks occasionally buried their dead in ash-heaps not much
in use, as digging in them is easy; and hence human skele-

tons are sometimes found in them.

On the sea-coast, and on the banks of some of our rivers,

are found large heaps of shells, mixed with charcoal, the

refuse of the feasts of many generations. In some which

have been explored, a few stone tomahawk-heads and bone

awls have been found. It is remarkable that, though in the

northern half of the continent cooking is a good deal carried

on by means of the oven (i.e., a trench in which a fire is

made, and heaped with stones or lumps of clay), which is

the origin of our ash-heap, no accumulations of cinders, &c.,

have been made there, and ash-heaps do not exist. Probably

the practice of cooking frequently at fixed spots, which has

produced the ash-heap, was not an original one with our

Blacks, nor in vogue for a very long period after the landing

of the first progenitors of the race on the north-west coast

of Australia. Whether the ash-heap, such as we find it here,

exists in any other country, I am not aware.

The examinations which have been made of these mounds
(of which the largest I have seen are about eighty yards in

circumference and five feet high in the centre) go to show

that, during the period they*have been in use, the implements

and mode of cooking of those who used them have undergone

no change.

Taken in connection with the middens left behind them by

savage peoples in other parts of the world, who have become

extinct, or whose descendants have emerged from barbarism,

do they not lead to the conclusion that, in the main, the

prehistoric savage of the lowest type in some other countries

resembled in many respects the Australian of to-day? In

other words, in studying the long-isolated Australian, who
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has, it has been shown, preserved in great measure the

manners which he brought with him to these shores, possibly

in a prehistoric era, do we not obtain the most reliable

picture possible of the lower families of prehistoric man
generally? In two respects, however, the Australian ash-

heaps differ in their contents from the middens of many
savages, as neither stone arrow-heads nor fragments of

pottery are found in them. Stone spear-heads, however,

which are occasionally used in some tribes, wiU no doubt be

sometimes met with.

Whilst on the subject of our ash-heaps, which, save

language and rude drawings found in caverns, are almost the

only antiquities met with in our continent, the reader must

be informed that a few specimens of paintings in caverns,

and two sculptures on rocks, of a good deal better execution

than those usually met with, also exist, and have been

described by some of our writers as of very ancient date, and

as belonging in all probability to a race which preceded the

present one. The paintings and one of the carvings in

.
question were discovered by Lieutenant Grey, the explorer,

about seventy miles from Hanover Bay ; the other sculpture

by Austin, also an explorer, about 200 miles inland from

Gantheaume Bay on the west coast. The paintings represent

men and women wearing clothes, which it is important to

notice, as all the tribes within hundreds of miles of the

locality go naked. Concerning them, the Eevd. J. E.

Tennison Woods, in his admirable History of the Discovery

and Exploration of Australia, vol. 1, p. 412, says:

—

"Near the furthest point which Grey reached, some

remarkable painted figures were found on the walls of two

sandstone caves. They were much better executed than

anything that the natives are able to do now, and their

antiquity seems to be unquestionable. Some of the

figures were dressed in robes reaching down to the feet,

and both hands and feet were painted a deeper red than the

rest of the body; the face was draped in white, with holes

left for the eyes, and all had a double ring round the head
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like the aureole of a modern saint. Three colors were used

—red, blue, and yellow; and, in addition to many other

figures, there was a kind of writing very much like the

characters in use among the natives of the Indian Archi-

pelago. Whatever may he said of these strange drawings,

it is quite certain that they refer to a time when the savages

made use of clothing, and were more civilized than at pre-

sent they are. Near one of the caves, a very good profile of a

man's head was cut deeply in the rock: the type of the head

was not Australian, and was well executed. The natives

seem to be very fond of these places as an encampment, and

in that respect they resembled all the painted caves found

upon the west, north, and north-east coast."

In speaking of the profile head. Grey, its discoverer,

says, vol. 1, p. 206 :
—" The only proof of antiquity it bore

about it was that all the edges of the cutting were rounded

and perfectly smooth, much more so than they could have

been from any other cause than long exposure to atmospheric

influences." How long it wotild take to effect such smooth-

ing on a sandstone slab exposed to the terrible annual rains,

which Grey, vol. 1., p. 97, describes as having cut down the

sandstone table-land itself forty feet, and probably more, is

a matter for consideration. Probably fifty years would have

accomplished it. Speaking of the most elaborate and

artistic of the paintings discovered. Grey, vol. 1, p. 202,

says :—" It would be impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of this uncouth and savage figure." On the

whole. Grey's description does not lead me to assign much
of art or antiquity to his paintings and sculpture.

Touching the sculptures discovered by Austin, the Eevd.

Mr. Woods, in his History referred to above, vol. 2, p. 220,

says:—"On the 21st September they lost two horses from

exhaustion and thirst, but on the same day, in lat. 27° 43',

long. 118°, found a spring near a cave in a quartzite cliff. This

cave had some singular carvings in it. There were repre-

sojatations of seven left hands, of the ordinary size, with one

large right hand above. On the left there were five pairs of
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kangaroos' feet, and the feet of three emu. They were very-

well executed, and had just the appearance of impressions

made by the objects they were intended to represent. The
surface of the rock seemed to have been stained by some
fluid. They were evidently ancient, avd quite beyond the

capacity .of the present race of natives. This was shown
by several rude imitations which had been more recently

made beneath them, and Mr. Austin found underneath a

stone instrument, which had been used in the modern
attempts. They evidently belonged to the description of

carvings found by Grey near Hanover Bay."

Setting aside the circumstances that no proof of the

antiquity of these carvings is given, and that the capacity of

the present race in such matters is made to rest on a single

attempt at imitation, the passages quoted seem to suppose

that our Blacks once wore clothes, or that a people some-

what superior, who did, went before them in this continent.

I have met with another writer who hazards the last of

these conjectures. The passage will be found in Mr. R.

Brough Smyth's Aborigines of Victoria, vol. 2, p. 222, and

is as follows:—"It has been stated by Professor Huxley

that the natives of Southern and Western Australia are

probably as pure and homogeneous as any race of savages

in existence. And yet there are some slight indications of

another and possibly a more ancient people having at one

time dwelt in Australia. These consist of certain red marks

on the walls and roofs of caves, chiefly the imprints of

human hands, as though a hand had been immersed in red

dye and then pressed against the side of the cave. These

'signs-manual' are generally accompanied by some other

marks or drawings." As I have often myself seen the

Blacks imprinting their hands stained with red ochre on

suitable surfaces in this way, I cannot accept such marks as

a proof of antiquity.

Being strongly of opinion that our Blacks had no prede-

cessors in this continent, but practically occupied it alone

untU the period of our colonization, and the matter being of
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importance, I think it necessary to state shortly the grounds

of my opinion. To begin with, it is easier to suppose that a

few of the Malays who frequent our northern and western

coasts, or other shipwrecked persons of a more advanced

race than our Blacks, joined a tribe here a,nd there (as we

know several ofour own countrymen have done), accompanied

it into the interior, and executed the rough drawings and

sculptures in question, than that a race of some culture

should have existed here and left no traces behind it but the

trifling ones under consideration. Nor is this idea of strangers

amongst our- coast tribes far-fetched, as Grey himself lays

particular stress on his having met near the caverns in which

he found his paintings a few individuals almost white.

Speaking of the Blacks he met with. Grey says in his Jour-

nals of Two Expeditions of Discovery, vol. 1, p. 253-4:

—

"They never speared a horse or sheep belonging to us, and

judging by the degree of industry shown in the execution of

some of their paintings, the absence of anything offensive in

the subjects delineated, and the careful finish of some articles

of common use, I should infer that, under proper treatment,

they might easily be raised very considerably in the scale of

civilization.

"A remarkable circumstance is the presence amongst

them of a race, to appearance totally different and almost

white, who seem to exercise no small influence over the

rest. ... I saw but three men of this fair race myself,

and thought they closely resembled Malays ; some of my men
observed a fourth." Grey then quotes two or three other

writers who mention the same occurrence in the northern

portion of the continent.

To pass on. The reasons which lead me to believe that

our Blacks were practically the only people by whom this

continent was inhabited prior to our colonization are these:

—

1st. That, save the trifling works of doubtful and perhaps

recent origin, just mentioned, all the remains of man found
here unquestionably belong to the present race of Blacks.
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2iid. Had a second race ever existed, the mode of warfare

in use would have rendered their extirpation most unlikely,

as we never hear of more than one or two persons falling in

any battle. Neither the conquest of territory nor the

extirpation of enemies are objects sought in the wars of

our Blacks. Theirs is the Gladstonian policy—"Kill and

scuttle."

3rd. It has already been pointed out, vol. I., pp. 27, 28,

as well as in other places, that in several portions of

Australia, vast distances apart, language has but one word to

express the Blacks and kangaroo. That the Blacks, in

fact, in some instances, at the present day (and language

shows this to have been more common formerly), whether in

jest or earnest, speak of these animals as men. This, it may
be assumed, would hardly have been the case had the first

comers or their descendants found another race of human
beings in the country.

Two other noteworthy aboriginal works have come to my
knowledge. The first is a fish-trap, made by a number of

walls constructed of large stones in the bed of the Barwan,

near Brewarrina, if I recollect right. These walls are irregu-

lar in their course, and enclose spaces which may be likened

to the walls, rooms, passages, and courts of a large building.

When the river is in flood, they are many feet below the

surface ; but when at its usual summer level, they rise above

the water and form a sort of labyrinth, in which the fish lose

their way, and are easily captured.

The other work was described to me as a mound about

100 feet or yards long, I forget which, made to resemble a

huge snake. Its locality is (or was, for when I heard of it,

it was hardly recognizable) close to the Murray Eiver, some

twenty miles below Euston, but on the other side. It was

said by the Blacks to have been made to charm away the

smaU-pox, which raged in those parts probably in about 1820

or 1830.
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APPENDIX C.

YULE ISLAND VOCABULARY.

By ABTHtTE Onslow, Esq.

This and the several vocabularies

parison with the Australian languages,

tiact that I am in doubt of many

contributed by that gentleman.

which follow are inserted for corn-

Mr. Onslow's writing is so india-

of the words in the vocabularies

Kangaroo -
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Yule Island Vocabijlabt—contirmed.

Mouth
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APPENDIX D.

WARRIOR ISLAND, TORRES STRAIT.

By Arthue Onslow, Esq.

Kangaroo -
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Waekior Islaot), Torres Strmi—continued.
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APPENDIX E.

MOATTA TRIBE—MOUTH OF THE RIVER KATAW.

Peom D'Albertis' New Guinea.—(Vol. 2, p. 388.)

Kangaroo -

Opossum
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MoATTA Teibb—continued.

Mouth
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APPENDIX F.

PORT DOREI, NEW GUINEA.

Extracted from Le Voyage de VAstroldbe.

Kangaroo (d'Aroe) kopem.
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APPENDIX G.

THE LOYALTY ISLES.

By J. PlTZQEKALD, JtTN., ESQ.

Kangaroo -
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LOYALTY ISLES.

Additional Words.

Go away—be off - - - - boua. ^

I'll go away - . - . . bussava.

Where are you going ? - - - epki bougisan ?

I am playing about - - - - gatoobaroo.

I will go too ----- bussava.

Are you tired ----- epitivitoolo.

Well ! go to sleep - . - . ningoo matoroo.

By and by I'll sleep - - - bogundoo dakouba matoroo.

Where is my husband ? - - - epai uanoi ginou ?

You will see him by-and-by - - bunusi bogundoo.

I see two women . - - - ginou bunusi keroi endoua.

Where is my spear? - . - epai naio ginou?

Give me one spear - - - - botuao naio sigai.

Give me two spears - - - - botuao naio endona.

Come and see my canoe - - - engabe bunusi aroua ginou.

Don't talk batibasa.

I am lazy memali.

Iguana ------ olai.

Plea oontu.

Nut ..-.--. nangai.

Taro natali.

Coooanut ----- naniou.

Pine apple baroo.

Banana ------ nandi.

Knife ------ mass masse.

Jam _---.- nouie.

Sugar numboroi.

I don't know ----- endongosabona.

Gun soui.

Powder pouroo.

Bullet baulo.

Cap - capa.

Bow nasou.

Arrow nitipa.

Where are all the women ?

One woman is at home - - - keroi sigai endoi egobou.
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Two women are at home
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APPENDIX H.

DUKE OF YORK ISLAND, NEW BRITAIN.

By the Revd. George Beown.

Vowels sounded

—

a = o^, e as a in gate, « as e in me, o as English o, u as

00 in wood, g a^ng ia rang.

When " my" is affixed it means that the noun is not used in an abstract

form; e.g., tamag, my father; tamam, your father; tamana, his father; and

so on through all the dual, triad, and plural numbers. There is no term for

father simply. The italic k is sounded as English g.

Kangaroo -
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MALAY.

From the Dictionary of John Ckawfued.

Kangaroo -
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AFRICA.—YORUBA LANGUAGE.

From the Dictionary of the Revd. T. J. Bbown.

Kangaroo -
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Africa.—Yokuba Language—continued.

Mouth - - enu.

Teeth - - akoko, ehin,

eyin.

Hair of the head - iron.

Beard -

Thunder

Grass -

Tongue

Stomach

Breasts

Thigh -

Foot -

Bone -

Blood -

Skin -

Pat -

Bowels

Excrement -

War-spear -

Reed-spear -

Throwing-stick -

Shield

-

Tomahawk
Canoe -

Sun -

Moon -

Star -

Light -

Dark -

Cold -

Heat -

Day -

Night -

Fire -

Water
Smoke
Ground

Wind -

Rain -

God -

Ghosts

- ironghong.

- ara.

- ikoriko, ogbug-

bu.

- ahon, awon.

- aiya.

- aiya, ige, omu.

- itele, tete.

- ese.

- egun, egungun.

- edze.

- ara.

- sanra.

- ifon.

- imi, igbe.

- eain, oko.

- akpata, ganiki.

- gamugamu.
- fatele, oko,

okpere.

- orun.

- osukpa, osu.

- irawo.

- imole.

- su, sisu, sokun.

- amudi, otu,

otutu.

- erun, gbigbona,

oru.

- idzo, odzo.

- oru.

- ina.

- omi, odo.

- eii, fin, efin.

- ile.

- afefe, efufu.

- edzi, odzo.

- olorun, olodu-

mare.

- oro, iwin.

Boomerang -
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In this Index, ordinarily, only a few references are made to any

particular subject ; thus, the mention of small-pox may occur in

fifty different places in this work, only five of which may be

referred to in the index.

Aboriginal life less free than civilized

life, I., 51.

Aboriginal race, extinction of,I., 100.

Aboriginal reserves in Victoria, I.,

104.

Aborigines of Victoria, by R. Brough
Smyth, errors in, I. , 237.

Abstinence from animal food, in,

the sex of the animal considered
in some tribes. III., 91.

Adelaide River, tribe and vocabu-
lary, I., 260.

Adelaide, tribe and vocabulary, II.,

148.

Albert and Tweed, between, vocabu-
lary, III., 231.

Albinos, non-existent, I., 40.

Alice Springs, vocabulary, I., 411.

Alice River, vocabulary, in., 70.

All things in Nature disiributed into

ten classes. III., 461.

Andaman words compared with
Australian, I., 187.

Antiquity of the Australian race,

I., 206.

Athletic powers of Australians, I.,

41.

Australia divided into three areas,

I., 194.

Australian Black, the, a cross of the

Negro and some other race, I.,

152, 182, 185.

Australians homogeneous, but with
remains of cross-breeding, I., 36.

Baffle Creek, vocabulary. III., 128.

Bags, ni., 156.

Ball-playuig, I., 167.

Ballina and Lismore, vocabularies,

III., 290.

BaUomie,Baleandoon,Nogara,Neran,
Weir, and Moonie Rivers, vocabu-
laries, in., 258.

Bangerang (proper), vocabulary,
m., 582.

Barcoo River, near Blackall, vocabu-
lary, m., 72.

Barcoo, Blackall, vocabulary, IH.,
76.

Barcoo, Tambo, tribes and vocabu-
laries, m., 78.

Barter, I, 77; n., 46.

Barwan, Gwyder, and Namoi Rivers,
Moree,Nundle,Wee-waa,Barraba,
Bogabrie, and Meek^, tribes and
vocabularies, HI., 304.

Bedsteads, 11., 331.

Beltana, tribe and vocabulary, n.,
118.

Belyando and Cape Rivers, between,
tribe and vocabulary. III., 18.

Belyando River, tribes and vocabu-
laries, m., 26.

Betrothals, early, I., 271, 291, 338,
343.

Black, Moimt, vocabulary, n., 486.

Blacks and Whites, first contact of,

I., 100.

Black trooper's, a, account of his

tribe, in., 78.

Blackwood, vocabulary, I., 360.

Blood relationship, I., 111.

Boiling food, I., 289.

Bone, wood, spear, one term for,

III., 438.

Boolcoomatta, vocabulary, H., 176.

Booloo River, Lower, vocabulary,

n., 42.

Boomerang, I., 146, 169; II., 143,

182 ; m., 19, 97.
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Botany Bay, vocabulary, III., 413.

Boyne River, tribe and vocabulary,
III., 121.

Boys, Black, carried off by the
Whites, III., 72.

Breasts, woman, milk, mother,
water, rain, some of these words
synonymous, I., 178, 273, 292,

300, 303, 307, 356, 382, 388, 391,

414,418,420; III., 98, 196.

Brewarrina and Barwan, vocab-
ulary, III, 330.

Bridgemanon class-marriage, I., 113.

Brisbane River, Upper, vocabulary,
III., 210.

Brisbane River, vocabulary. III.,

212.

Broad Sound, vocabulary, III., 52.

Brother and sister, singular nomen-
clature, I., 118.

Brown River, vocabulary, III., 100.

Buckley, William, life and adven-
tures of, I., 57.

BuUoo River, Thargominda, tribe

and vocabulary, II,, 36.

Bumbang, vocabulary. III., 452.

Bunbury, Geographe Bay, &c., tribes

and vocabulary, I., 352.

Bunce, Daniel, his vocabulary, I. , 3.

Burdekin,Head of, tribe and vocabu-
lary, II., 432.

Burkekin, Mouths of, vocabulary,
II., 454.

Burdekin, Lower, vocabulary, II.,

488. .

Burdekin, various vocabularies, II.,

492.

Burke River, tribe and vocabulary,
II., 346.

Burke Town, vocabulary, II., 298.

Burials, I., 87, 164, 272, 330; II.,

38, 62, 183, 248, 342, 409, 476;
III., 22, 28, 91, 123, 354.

Bustard Bay, vocabulary. III.,

126.

Caledon Bay, vocabulary, I., 276.

Cannibalism, I., 77, 89, 252, 290,
376; II., 18, 62, 119, 179, 331,

346, 396, 400, 403, 474; III., 20,

120, 545.

Canoes, I., 148, 269, 273; II., 427;
III., 4.

Cape River, tribes and vocabulary,
II., 468.

Cape River, Upper, tribe and vo
oabulary, II., 464.

Cape York, not the point of first

landing, I., 203.

Cape York, tribe and vocabulary,

I., 278.

Caps of gypsum, II., 238.

Caste depends on the mother, I., 69.

Champion Bay, vocabulary, I, 316.

Charlotte Waters, tribe and vocabu-
lary, I., 416.

Charters Towers, vocabulary, II.,

458.

Child-birth, easy, I., 70.

Children, dead, carried about by
mother, I., 89.

Children named after the fingers,

in., 29.

Chisel, I., 147.

Circumcision, I., 74, 75, 159, 196,

368, 402, 403, 411, 422; 11., 19,

38, 55, 112, 136, 144, 148, 171,

326, 389.

Clarence River, vocabulary. III.,

332.

Clarke River, vocabulary, II., 436.

Class-marriage, I., 110, 290, 298,

321, 417; n., 37, 48, 307, 376,

425, 427; in., 26, 45, 65, 91, 162,

223, 270, 271, 272, 305, 461.

Class-marriage in Asia, Africa, and
America, I., 111.

Class-names, Australian, Kubby and
Yunagree, found in Africa, I., 177,

Cleveland Bay, tribe andvocabulary,
II., 442.

Cloncurry River, tribe and vocabu-
lary, II., 330.

Clothing, none in the North, I., 93;

III., 45.

Clubs, I., 146; III., 544.

Cocoanut trees, old, II., 294.

Collective terms, I., 13.

Colors, names for. III., 338.

Comets, I., 50.

Comet River, tribe and vocabulary,

III., 96.

Compass, points of, I., 83, 311, 339,

397, 407; II., 142.

Condamine and Charley's Creek,
vocabulary. III., 220.

Consumption, I., 227, 336, 402; II.,

37, 119, 144, 258, 307, 474; III.,

96, 223, 252.

Cook, Captain, term Kangaroo, I.,

27.

Cooper's Creek, tribe and vocabu-
lary, II., 24.

Corroboree, the, I., 89, 93, 255, 403;
II., 178; III., 167, 170.

Councils of old men, I., 52.

Creation, I., 45, 253; II., 47.

Crests or Kobong, I., 99.
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Culgoa, vocabulary, III., 328.

Cultivation by New Noroia Blacks,
I., 79.

Cultivation not practised by Austra-
lians, I., 78.

Customs, punishments for breach of,

I., 60 J ni., 546.

Customs, superstitions, &c., coimnon
to Australians and Africans, I.,

158 to 170.

Dalrymple Kange, near, vocabu-
lary, n., 440.

Barliiig River, Bourke, tribe and
vocabulary, 11., 186.

Dartmoor, vocabulary, III,, 484.

Daughters, I., 61.

Dawson, J., on government, 1., 55.

Dawson River, vocabulary. III., 102.

Day of meeting, how fixed, lU. , 460.

Dead child carried about by mother,
ni., 252.

Dead, the names of, never men-
tioned, I., 338.

Death believed to be the result of

old age or sorcery, 1., 48.

Deaths of kinsfolk, survivors an-

swerable for, I. , 289.

Decline of the race, I., 209.

Decrease in number of aborigines,

II., 257.

Deluge, a, tradition of. III.. 547.

Denison, Port, tribe and vocabulary,

in., 4.

Diamantina, Head of, vocabulary,

ni., 12.

Diamantina, Lower, tribe and vo-

cabulary, 11., 371.

Diamantina and Middleton Creek,

vocabulary, III., 14.

Diseases, I., 208, 209, 256; II., 258;

III., 44, 165, 274.

Division of all things intotwo classes,

III., 45.

Division of tribes into two primary
classes. III., 65.

Dogs, II., 47.

Doubtful Bay, vocabulary, I., 392.

Drink, to, translated water eat, I.,

325, 335, 341, 351, 355, 361, 372,

378, 388, 391 ; in., 50, 98, 100,

104, 231.

Drinks, artificial, I., 83 ; III., 306.

Drinking water, mode of, I., 167.

Duke of York Island, vocabulary,

III., 694.

Dumaresque or Upper Maclntyre,
III., 264.

Dwellings, I., 97.

Ear, pierced for ornament, II., 390.

Eastern shore of Lake Torrens,

vocabulary, II., 126.

Eat, never, in common, I. , 82.

Eclipses, I., 50, 400; II. 450.

Education of aboriginal children, I.,

71, 105.

Elliott, Mount, tribe and vocabulary,
II., 448.

Elopements, I., 108 ; III., 546.

Emu call, the, II., 472.

Emu killed by poisoned water, I.,

377.

Emu speared, III., 22.

Endeavour River, vocabulary, II.,

392.

Bucla, tribe and vocabulary, I., 400.

Evelyn Creek, tribe and vocabulary,

IL, 152.

Evil spirits, I., 298 ; 11., 475.

Excrement, names of places derived

from equivalent of, I. , 33.

Exogamous and endogamous tribes,

L, 111.

Expedition Range, Dawson, Fitzroy,

Mackenzie, and Isaacs Rivers,

part of, tribes and vocabulary,

III., 58.

Extraction of aboriginal race, I.,

100.

Eyre, E. J., on marriage, I., 129.

Eyre's Sand Patch, tribe and vo-

cabulary, I., 394.

Pasting, a sign of sorrow, I. , 289.

Fat of slain enemies worn in beard,

I., 290.

Felony, law of, II., 53.

Fifty miles below Bourke, vocabu-
lary, II., 224.

Fights, feminine. III., 157.

Fights, tribal, I., 331, 339.

Fighting, curious method of. III.,

121.

Finger, joint of, of female, ampu-
tated, L, 73, 74.

Finger, point of, amputated. III.,

144, 154, 223, 406.

Finger and thumb of the dead tied

together, I., 324, 332, 348.

Fire by friction, I., 167, 331.

Fire and camp, synonymous, I.,

362, 384.

Fire and wood, the same word for,

L, 275, 293, 305, 389, 416; IIL,

7, 13, 17, 233, 247, 257, 385, 583.

Fish and Rivers called Paroo and
Booloo, II. , 3.

Fishing, mode of, II., 144.
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Fison on olass-marriage, I., 119.

Flinders, Upper, vocabulary, II.,

460.

Flinders and Clonourry, tribe and
vocabulary, II., 340.

Flour from grass-seeds, I., 289

;

11., 3, 47, 78.

Food, I., 54, 79; H., 18, 37, 46,

75, 112, 253, 427, 473 ; III., 27,

90, 159.

Food, restrictions on, I., 54, 72,

81, 166, 289, 296 ; III., 20, 64,

91, 97, 138, 159, 223, 252, 273,

305, 545.

Fort Cooper, vocabulary. III., 40.

Four, the equivalents of, I., 392.

Freemasonry does not exist, I., 93.

Gason, Sam., on terms of relation-

ship, I., 135-

Gawler Range, vocabulary, II., 130.

Genealogical tree, I., 321.

Ghosts, I., 44, 87, 330, 339; II., 443.

Giles, Ernest, on cannibalism, I., 77.

Gippsland, tribes and vocabulary,

III., 539, 543.

Glenelg, Upper, and Wannon, vo-

cabulary, III., 478.

Glenelg above Sandford, vocabu-
lary, III., 480.

Globe, the, ideas about, I., 83.

God, Australians, have they a know-
ledge of? I., 44, 158, 253; U.,
239,249, 475; III., 146,305.

Gonn Station, vocabulary. III., 506.

Goulburn Eiver, Yarra, Ac, tribes

and languages. III., 523.

Government, I., 52; II., 20, 38,

246 333.

Grammar, III,, 111, 212, 238.

Great Australian Bight, vocabulary,

1., 407.

Green boughs, token of peace, I., 86.

Grey, Sir George, paintings dis-

covered by, I., 96 ; erroneous
statement by, 67 ; on marriage,

118, 128.

Gunbower Station, vocabulary, III.,

508.

Hair, I., 39, 182; III., 153.

Hair and grass, terms have some
affinity, II., 296.

Hairless family, a, I., 40; III., 258.

Hand, foot, remarks on their equiv-
alents, I., 189. .

HaU-caste Australians, I. , 42.

Halifax Bay, II., 424.

Hamilton and Georgina Rivers, &c.

,

tribe and vocabulary, II., 350.

Hamilton, ^near Boulia, vocabulary,

II., 364.

Hamilton, vocabulary. III., 486.

Hawkesbury River, vocabulary,

ni., 360.

Head and hair expressed by one

word. III., 150, 210.

Head of Gilbert, vocabulary, II.,

416.

Head of Hamilton River, tribe and
vocabulary, II., 360.

Head of Mitchell, tribe and vocabu-

lary, II., 402.

Head of Walsh, tribe and vocabu-

lary, II., 408.

Head of Walsh, near, vocabulary,

II., 414.

Healesville, Upper Yarra, vocabu-
lary, 111., 530.

Herbert, vocabulary, II., 422.

Hinchinbrook Island, tribe and vo-

cabulary, II., 418.

Hopkins River, vocabulary. III.,

492.

Horsemen, Australians as, I., 41.

Howitt, on division of game, I., 81.

Hunter River, tribe and vocabulary,

III., 352.

Husband's power over wife, I., 109,

Hyde Clarke, I., xv.

Illustrations, I., xix.

Incantations, II., 74.

Infant buried with deceased mother,
I., 352.

Infants, light-colored at birth, I.,

40.

Infanticide, I., 70, 76, 104,272,402;
,11., 37, 46, 143,182; HI., 96.

Irwin and Murchison, tribe and
' vocabulary, I. , 368.

Itch, pustular, I., 208; II., 73, 261.

Jervis Bay, vocabulary. III., 420.

Junction of Darling and Murray,
tribe and vocabulary, II., 238.

Junction of Goulburn and Murray,
tribes and vocabularies, III., 567.

Junction of Lachlan, Murrumbidgee,
and Darling, vocabularies, II., 285.

Kaalk or Kalk, meaning bone,
wood, spear, III., 500.

Kamilaroi grammar, I., 20.

Kangaroo, different terms for, ac-

cording to age and sex, I., 386.
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Kangaroo and Black man expressed
by one term, I., 27, 277, 322, 326,
332, 340, 344 ; HI., 119, 210, 230,
330.

Kataw River, New Guinea, vocabu-
lary, IH., 686.

Kent District, vocabulary, I., 390.
Keppel Bay, Calliope River, Curtis

Island, ni., 114.

Kerang, vocabulary, in., 512.
Kidney fat lost by incantation, I.,

47.

King George's Sound, tribe and vo-
cabulary, I., 386.

King and Georgina, junction of,

II., 366.

Knife, I., 147, 337.

Kojonup and Etioup, tribe and vo-
cabulary, I., 348.

Kopi, II., 238, 366.
Kopperamana, vocabulary, II., 108.

Kulkyne, vocabulary. III., 454.

Kumbo, a personal and class name,
I., 112.

Lake Boga, vocabulary, HI., 502.

Lake Boga, near, vocabulary, III.,

504.

Lake HLndmarsh, vocabulary, III.

,

474.

Lake Wallace, vocabulary, in., 476.

Land, property of individual, but
used by tribe, I., 64.

Lands,tribal,boundariesnotmarked,
I., xviii.

Landing, first, and spread of Aus-
tralians, chapter on, I., 190.

Landing, first, in Australia, anterior

to first landing in New Guinea,
I., 204.

Landing of Australians, first, point

of, I., 200.

Landing of Australians, first, as-

signed by tradition to the north-

west coast, I., 198.

Language, disturbance of, on north
coast, I., 247.

Language, a few Malay affinities on
north coast, I., 248.

Languages, aboriginal, chapter on,

I., 3.

Languages, Australian, letters used

in spelling, I., 3.

Languages, Australian, from one

source, I., 5.

Languages, Australian, all closely

related, I., 5.

Languages, Australian, disturbance

of, on north coast, I., 5.

Languages, number of, in Australia,
L, 12.

Languages contain inflexions not
found in Aryan tongues, I., 19,
20.

Languages of Australia and Africa,
resemblances between the, I., 170.

Law of common responsibility, I.,

70.

Laws of hunting, I., 81.

Leg, speared as a punishment, I.,

349.

Leichhardt, Dr., on poisonous vege-
tables prepared for food, I., 80.

Leichhardt and Gregory Rivers, be-

tween, tribe and vocabulary, n.,
322.

Leichhardt, below Kamilaroi Sta-

tion, vocabulary, U., 316.

Leichhardt, Kamilaroi Station, tribe

and vocabulary, n. , 318.

Leichhardt River, near the sea,

vocabulary, II., 314.

Limbs of the dead tied up, I., 44,
330.

Limitation of population, II., 19.

Linguists, Australians as, I., 11.

List of works on Australian Blacks,
chapter on, I. , 235.

Lockhart, C. G. N., on class-mar-

'riage, I., 112.

Logan Creek, tribe and vocabulary,
in., 36.

Longevity, I., 336; n., 378, 402,

408; in., 19, 45, 79, 122, 138,

252, 304.

Love-letters, III., 176.

Lower Macleay, vocabulary, III.,

334.

Lower Warrego and Paroo Rivers,

tribes and vocabularies, II., 182.

Loyalty Isles, vocabulary, III. , 690.

Lubbock's Origin of Civilization,

errors in, I., 236.

Lynd River, tribe and vocabulary,

n., 400.

Maoumba River, tribe and vocabu-
lary, I., 422.

Maiming the youth of both sexes,

L, 73.

Malay, vocabulary, in., 696.

Malays,!., 37, 247, 271.

Mallee Cliffs to Wentworth, vocabu-
lary, II., 282.

Manhood, the rank of, attained, I.,

54, 72, 73, 255, 306, 377, 403, 417;
n., 144, 183; ni., 145, 166, 252.

2 T
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Manna, I., 83.

Manners and customs, chapter on,

I., 36.

Manning River, vocabulary. III.,

350.

Map, remarks on, I., xviii.

Maraohowie, vocabulary, 11., 132.

Maranoa, part of, tribes and vocabu-
laries, in., 251.

Marriage, chapter on, I., 106.

Marriages between blood relations

forbidden, 1., 106; III., 4, 353.

•See also heading Glass-marriage.

Marriages, I., 297; Hi, 19, 112,

136, 245, 332.

Marriages, early, II., 144, 182, 307,

342, 403; IH., 4.

Mary River, tribe and vocabulary,

in., 152.

McLennon's Studies of Ancient His-
tory, I., 68.

Meenong or Meernung tribes, I.,

195, 200.

Menindie, vocabulary, II., 234.

Mental characteristics of Austra-
lians, I., 42.

Message-sticks, I., 150, 256. 291,

306, 332, 381, 386; II., 179, 183,

332, 427, 477; III., 5, 37, 79, 97,

253.

Messengers, I., 149, 377.

Middle Norman, tribe and vocabu-
lary, n., 310.

Milky Way, I., 50, 403; II., 475;
III., 91.

Minung or Meening tribes, I., 367,

394, 400.

Missionaries, I., 104.

Mitchell, Major, incorrect vocabu-
lary, I., xvii.

Modes of sitting, I., 39.

Moneroo or Manera, vocabulary,
in., 429.

Monogamy, II., 294, 371, 378.

Monsters in rivers, belief in, I., 166,
181.

Montagu, G., on terms of relation-

ship, I., 138.

Mooraijool, vocabulary. III.. 518.

Moorhouse's grammar and vocabu-
lary, I., 10.

Moral feelings of Australians, I.,

43, 100.

Mordiyallook, vocabulary, III., 534.

Moreton Bay, Eraser's Island, &c.,
vocabularies. III., 130.

Moreton Plains, vocabulary. III.,

472.

Mother-in-law and son-in-law, mu-
tual avoidance of, I., 97; III.,

139, 163, 461, 646.

Moulmein, vocabulary. III., 500.

Mount Emu, vocabulary, III, 516.

Mount Freeling, tribe and vocabu-
lary, II., 44.

Mount Gambler, tribe and vocabu-
lary, III., 460.

Mount Hope, vocabulary. III., 510.

Mount Remarkable, tribe and voca-

bulary, II., 136.

Mount Rouse, vocabulary, IH., 488.

Mount Serle, vocabulary, II., 116.

Mount Stirling, vocabulary, I., 384,

Mourning, II., 36; IH., 21, 45.

Mouth of De' Grey River, tribe and
vocabulary, I., 287-

Mouth of Leichhardt, tribe and
vocabulary, II., 300.

Mouth of the Murchison, tribe and
vocabulary, I., 310.

Mouth of Murray to Lacepede Bay,
tribe and vocabulary, II., 242.

Mozambique languages, I. , xv.

Mummies, I., 88; III., 273.

Murray, Upper, vocabulary, HI.,
562.

Mutilations, personal, made by force,

I., 52.

Nakedness, shame of, II., 472.
Name, original tribal, of the first

Australians, I., 28.

Names of aborigines, I., 252, 269,

270, 278, 299, 348, 378, 396, 417;
II., 4, 19, 38, 113, 159, 179, 182,

195, 326, 367, 401, 438; III., 4,

59, 91, 97, 224, 334, 545.

Names of infancy relinquished, I.,

72.

National life unknown in Australia,
I., 192.

Natti-yallook, vocabulary, HI., 514.

Ned's Corner, vocabulary, II., 280.

Negative adverb, peculiarities con-
nected with, I., 15, 33, 196; II.,

118, 285, 389; III., 3, 55, 102,

152, 222, 230, 258, 304, 363, 417,
438.

Negative, mode of replying in the,

III., 247, 493, 501.
Negro, the, homogeneous in mental,

physical, and linguistic charac-
teristics, I., 154.

Nerang Creek, vocabulary. III., 240.
Nets, bags, baskets, awls, water-

bags, &c., I., 151.

Neutral ground, a, II., 293,
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New Norcia, Black farmers of, I., 79.

New Norcia and Cape Leschenault,
tribe and vocabulary, I., 318.

Newcastle, tribe and vocabulary,
I., 324.

Newcastle, 200 miles north-east of,

tribe and vocabulary, I., 380.

Nicholson River and the coast,

between, vocabulary, II., 296.

Nickol Bay, tribe and vocabulary,
I., 296.

Nipples cut off, I., 76.

Nockatoonga, vocabulary, 11., 34.

Nogoa River, tribe and vocabulary,
III., 90.

North of Lake Eyre, vocabulary,
II., 14.

North-west of Barrier Range, vo-
cabulary, II., 173.

North-west Cape, tribe and vocabu-
lary, I., 302.

North-west of Lake Eyre, vocabu-
lary, II., 12.

North-west comer of New South
Wales, tribe and vocabulary, II.,

158.

Northampton, vocabulary, I., 314.

Nose pierced, I., 71, 73, 164; II.,

37, 53.

Nullabar Plain, I., 395, 400.

Numerals, I., 31, 205.

Occupations of women, I., 99.

Ochre and grease, anointing with,

II., 18, 36; ni., 19, 252.

Omeo, vocabulary. III., 558.

Origin of Australian race, chapter
on, L, 152.

Origin of this work, I. , xiii.

Ornaments, personal, I., 94; II., 36,

80, 143, 464, 471; III., 4, 19, 36,

90, 122, 252, 272.

Ornamentation and art, I., 94.

Ovens, L, 82; IL, 37, 148.

Ovens, caves, &c., and the question
of whether the present race were
the first occupants of the Austra-
lian continent. III., 675.

Paintings and carving, I., 95; II.,

403, 476.

Palmer River, tribe and vocabulary,
n., 396.

Paper-bark, covering at night, I.,

251, 270.

Papuans, I., 205.

Papuan, African, and other lan-

guages, table showing points of

resemblance, I., 187.

Paroo and Warrego, tribes and vo-
cabularies, m., 270.

Peak Downs, tribes and vocabulary,
III., 64.

Peake Telegraph Station, vocabu-
lary, II., 10.

Peopling of Australia, I., 185.

Personal appearance of Australians,
I, 37.

Personal property, I., 66.

Perth, tribe and vocabulary, I., 328.

Piangil, vocabulary. III., 448.
Pinjarra, vocabulary, I., 346.

Pipe-clay, UI., 138.

Pitcheree, L, 83, 417, 422; II., 19,

24, 38, 39, 152, 371, 377, 379;
HL, 273.

Point at which first Australians
landed, I., 200.

Point at which the peopling of Aus-
tralia became complete. III., 542.

Police, and their atrocities, I. , 101

;

n, 330,424, 469; III., 44.

Polygamy, I., 106, 110, 192, 338,

377; IL, 246, 403, 474; IIL,
546.

Polygamy and abduction of women,
factors in spread of race, I., 192.

Port Darwin, tribe, customs, and
vocabulary, I., 250.

Port Dorei, New Guinea, vocabu-
lary, in. 688.

Port Essington, tribe and vocabu-
lary, I., 268.

Port Jackson, or Sydney Harbour,
tribe and vocabulary, III. , 406.

Port Lincoln, vocabulary, II. , 8.

Port Mackay, tribe, I., 113.

Port Mackay, tribe and vocabulary,
in., 44.

Port Macquarie, vocabulary. III.,

338. .,

Port Pirie, vocabulary, II. , 140.

Porter's Range, vocabulary, II.

,

456.

Portland, Lake Condah, &c., vo-

cabulary, in., 490.

Princess Charlotte's Bay, tribe and
vocabulary, II. , 389.

Property, personal, of women recog-

nized, I., 66.

Quarrels of women, I., 331.

Queanbeyan, vocabulary, III., 424.

QueenbuUa, Ashford, &c., vocabu-
lary, m., 298.

Questions, list of, and replies by
Teuton, II., 189.
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RafiBes Bay, tribe and vocabulary,
I., 270.

Eain and wind makers, I., 273. -

Rain-makers, I., 48; 11., 66, 168,

183, 403; III., 144.

Rats, plague of, II., 341.

Ravenbourne Creek, vocabulary,
III., 84.

Ravenswood, vocabulary, II., 484.

Red ochre, expeditions for, II., 70.

Relations, domestic and foreign, of

tribes, I., 60.

RelationsMp, terms of, I., 123, 135
to 142; II., 113, 118, 307, 426;
III., 65, 364, 499.

Richmond River, vocabulary, lU.,
286.

Ridley on class-marriage, I,, 113.

Ridley's Kamilaroi grammar. I., 20.

Rockhampton, vocabulary, III., 54.

Roper River, tribe and vocabulary,
I., 276.

Rosendo Salvado, Bishop, lengthy
report on the health of Blacks at

his Mission Station, I., 228.

Routes, three, by -which the race
spread over the continent, and
characteristics of the tribes of the
three routes, I., 194, 196.

Sandford, Upper, tribe and vocabu-
lary, I., 375.

Scars, ornamental, I., 73, 94, 272,

338, 402, 417; II., 37, 183, 474;
III., 36, 73, 97, 223.

Scarring, not tattooing, I., 159.

Scrubby Creek, vocabulary. III., 42.

Sculpture, specimen of, I., 96.

Senses of Australians, I., 40.

. Seymour, Templeton, and Concurry
Rivers, tribe and vocabulary, II.,

326.

Seymour to Murohison, vocabulary,
III., 528.

Shark Bay, tribe and vocabulary,
I., 306.

Shaw River, tribe and vocabulary,
I., 294.

Shields, I., 146._

Shoes worn in night attacks, I., 148.

Sickness and remedies, I., 98.

Signs and signals, communication
by, I., 26, 93, 255; II., 418; IH.,
91.

Sixty miles west of Menindie, II.,

174.

Skins of the dead carried about,

111., 136, 147, 166.

Small-pox amongst Australians, I.,

210, 221, 252, 256, 271, 290, 296,

302, 369, 376, 380, 402; H., 37,

73, 136, 148, 182, 260, 332, 432;
III., 79, 97, 114, 122, 138, 252,

406, 545.

Smyth's, R. B., Aborigines of Vic-

toria, errors in, I., 237.

Smyth, R. B., on government, I.,

52 53.

Snake-bites, I., 257; H., 266; III.,

306.

Snowy River, vocabulary, III., 560.

Sons, I., 61.

Sorcery, I., 45, 47, 50, 85, 160, 324;
II., 38, 246; III., 27, 147, 547,

549.

Spear and tree, equivalents of, affi-

nity, m., 275, 281, 283.

Spear and wood, equivalents of, affi-

nity, II., 349; m., 81, 85, 87,

281, 283.

Spears, I., 144, 329.

Spread of the tribes from north to

south, I., 197.

Stars, superstitions about, I., 50;
resting-place of the dead, 255

;

III., 29.

Stone, bone, wood, spear, &c., affin-

ity of their equivalents, III., 251.

Stones for grinding grass-seeds, I.,

149.

Stradbroke and Moreton Islands,

tribes and vocabularies, III., 222.

Strangway Springs, vocabulary, II.,

110.

Streaky Bay, vocabulary, II., 3.

Strzelecki, Count, theory about
child-bearing, I., 310; II., 263.

Strzelecki's Creek, tribe, II., 44.

Sunstrokes and snake-bites, II., 330.

Superstitions, minor, I., 50; III.,

29, 176.

Swan Hill and Tyntynder, vocabu-
lary, in., 439.

Swan Hill, 50 miles south of, voca-
bulary, m., 446.

Swords, I., 146 ; H., 143, 402

;

III., 4.

Table of New Guinea and other
languages, I., 187.

Tables of remarkable resemblances
in languages of Australia and
Africa, I., 179.

Table showing connections of Negro
languages, I., 155.

Taplin on Folklore, II., 166.
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Tasmanians, the, their customs,
languages, and descent, III., 593.

Tatiarra country, vocabulary, III.,

456.

Teeth knocked out, I., 72, 73, 164;
II., 18,54, 183, 198; IH., 97.

Tenterfield and Glen Innes, vocabu-
laries, ni., 294.

Terms of relationship, II., 307.
Terrible rite, 1., 72, 74, 75, 196,

368, 411, 422; II., 19, 61, 112,

171, 326, 367, 389.

Teulon, G. N., on terms of relation-

ship, I., 139.

Teulon's contribution, II., 186.

Thomson, Barooo, and Whitula,
tribes and vocabularies, II., 374.

Thomson, Upper, vocabulary, III.,

10.

Thomborough diggings, vocabulary,
II., 412.

Thumbs of the dead tied togfither,

1., 87.

Thunder, I., 402.

Tintinalagi, vocabulary, II., 230.

Tobacco, effect of, on native women,
II., 263.

Toeumwall, vocabulary. III., 584.

Toes of corps, big, tied together,

in., 91.

Tolarno, vocabulary, II., 236.

Tomahawks, I., 147, 329; II., 18,

36, 375, 471.

To-morrow, day after to-morrow,
yesterday, III., 242, 251, 286,
331, 359.

Tongs, 1., 149.

Tongue, eat, , and drink, aflSnities

between, II., 39.

Tongue, eat, food, relations of. III.,

364.

Torrowotto tribe and vocabulary,
n., 178.

Totems, I., 98; III., 91.

Tower Hill and Cornish Creeks, vo-
cabulary, III., 8.

Traditions of the origins of tribes,

II., 165.

Trees with water in roots, I., 83.

Tribal customs, compliance with or

death, I., 62.

Tribe, number of persons in, I.,

66.

Tribes, associated, I., 62, 67.

Tribes or burra. III., 26.

Tweed River, vocabulary, III.,

242.

Twofold Bay, tribe and vocabulary,
111,434.

Ulupna, vocabulary. III., 586.

Umbertana, tribe and vocabulary,
II., 112.

Upper Burnett, vocabulary, III.,

150.

V, the letter, IH., 339.

Vegetables, catalogue of, 11., 78.

Victoria Plains, vocabulary, I.,- 322.

Vocabulary,- common, chapter on,

I., 27.

Vocabularies, early ones, often in-

correct, I., xvi.

War, I., 84, 256; II., 38, 477.
Warburton Kiver, tribe and vocab-

ulary, II., 18.

Warrego and Paroo, tribes and vo-
cabularies, III., 270.

Warrior Island, vocabulary, III.,

684.

Water obtained from roots of trees,

I., 83, 397.

Water-bags, I., 331. ; II., 427.
Water-buckets, III., 96.

Weapons and implements, I., 143.

Weary Bay, tribe and vocabulary,
II., 393.

Weinteriga, vocabulary, 11., 232.
Wellington and North-west Bend

of the Murray, vocabulary, II.',

274.

Wells, II., 327.

West of Lake Eyre, vocabulary,
II., 16.

Westaway, E,., on terms of relation-

ship, I., 139.

Western River, vocabulary. III.,

16.

Whites supposed to be returned
ancestors of Blacks, I. , 339.

White man and ghost, one word for,

I., 51 ; III., 50, 62, 80, 214.

Widows, I., 271; 11., 197, 425, 432;
III., 21.

Widows carry about bones of de-
ceased husbands, III., 65.

Wiiratheri dialects, III., from 363
to 401.

Wilcannia, vocabulary, II., 226.

Witchcraft. See Sorcery.
Wives obtained in exchange for

daughters and sisters, I., 17.

Wollengong, vocabulary, III., 417.

Women, I., 40, 70, 99, 107, 109,

129, 271, 338, 369; II., 182, 332;
ni., 22.

Wommera, I., 145, 269 ; II., 144,

182, 426 ; III., 90.
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Wonoka, vocabulary, II., 124.

Wood, bone, spear, one word for,

III., 438.

Woodford, vocabulary, III., 482.

Words, several in same sense, I.,

14.

Works, list of, which treat of our
Blacks, chapter on, I., 235.

Wounds, I., 256; II., 180, 262;
in., 22, 29.

Yarra, Lower, vocabulary. III., 532.

Yass, vocabulary. III., 426.

Yes—a tribe named from the affir-

mative, III., 264.

Yesterday. See To-morrow.
Yiilima, vocabulary. III., 588.

York, tribe and vocabulary, I., 336.

Yorke's Peninsula, tribe and vocab-
ulary, n., 143.

Yoruba, vocabulary, HI,, 698.

Yule Island, vocabulary. III., 682.
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